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Students charged with assault
Two Laurier football players face
charges in connection with the
brutal beating of a UW student
WILBUR MCLEAN
Editor-in-Chief
Two Laurier students have
been arrested and charged
in conjunction with an
attack on early Monday
morning that left a
University of Waterloo stu-
dent in hospital with life-
threatening injuries.
Jeff Melis and Stephen
Ryan McGuffin, both mem-
bers of Laurier's varsity foot-
ball team, face charges of
aggravated assault and are
being held pending a bail
hearing on Friday morning.
A 21-year-old, fourth
year University of. Waterloo
student was found beaten at
the corner of University
Avenue and Albert Street at
3 am on Monday morning.
He was transported to Grand
River Hospital before being-
airlifted to Sunnybrook
Health Sciences Centre in
Toronto, where he was in
critical condition with
severe head injuries until
being upgraded to stable
condition on Tuesday.
Both the victim and
McGuffin were at a
Christmas party on Sunday
evening- at Mongolian Grill,
where they are both employ-
ees. The Cord has learned.
Melis attended the party
with McGuffin.
According to a roommate
of the victim. McGuffin and
the victim were not
acquainted as they worked
different shifts at the restau-
rant.
The roommate said the
victim was walking- home
from the event with friends
when he was attacked and
left at the intersection,
which borders Laurier's
campus.
The roommate said that a
phone call on Tuesday
evening- from Sunnybrook
indicated that the victim was
now "able to identify people"
and "more receptive" than
the previous day. when he
had been slipping- in and out
of consciousness.
Melis and McGuffin
appeared in court on
Tuesday afternoon, hand-
cuffed to one another other
and clad in matching white
jumpsuits.
Aggravated assault is an
indictable offence in Canada
and holds a maximum sen-
tence of fourteen years in
prison.
About a dozen members
of Laurier's football team
were in attendance for the
two men's appearance, as
was Gary Jeffries, head
coach.
"Our concern and our
prayers are with the young
man that is injured and
we're here today to support
Ryan and Jeff," said Jeffries
to CKCO News oil Tuesday.
Melis, known as "Moose"
to friends and teammates.
was named an All-Canadian
offensive lineman last week-
end and was an Academic
All-Canadian in 2001.
For up-to-date information
regarding the case over the
exam break, visit
www. clublaurier. ca.
Stephen McGuffin, known as Ryan (left) and Jeff Metis (right) have been charged with aggravated
assault and are being held while they await their bail hearing on Friday.
Is Laurier
accessible?
News Editor Colin Duffett assesses
Laurier's physical accessibility by
spending a day in a wheelchair
COLIN DUFFETT
News Editor
I could never fathom what it
would be like to be disabled
and in a wheelchair. I would-
n't know Where to begin. To
me, the concept is foreign.
I've never been in a wheel-
chair before, well, until this
week.
I was propositioned with
this intriguing- idea less
than a week ago. I was given
the chance to wheel around
campus in a wheelchair with
the intention of evaluating
the accessibility of this uni-
versity to students with dis-
abilities.
Immediately, there was a
problem with the whole sys-
tem: I am not physically dis-
abled. There was and still is
no possible way that I could
evaluate the conditions on
campus for those of us who
attend Laurier that rely
upon the wheelchair accessi-
ble services that this univer-
sity provides for its stu-
dents.
Instead of evaluating the
campus from the point of
view of a permanently dis-
abled student, I took a differ-
ent approach. The idea I had
was this: what if I, in an
accident, broke both of my
legs and was temporarily
forced to use a wheelchair?
Would I be able to success-
fully navigate Wilfrid
Laurier University?
Fred Nichols Campus Centre
(FNCC)
The FNCC was the first
building that I attempted to
navigate as a wheelchair
confined student. The
FNCC, as far as my criteria
go, is probably the most
accessible of the major build-
ings on campus. Both eleva-
tors were big enough to
allow myself to maneuver
inside the elevator making it
just as easy to get in as to
get out.
The third floor of the
FNCC has a wheelchair
accessible washroom stall as
well, which worked to my
advantage, as I tried
throughout the day to not
slip and perform any able-
bodied functions, like mov-
ing my legs or walking.
The Terrace was easy
enough to get through as
well. I found that it was
Wilbur McLean
Colin Duffett waits in line at Mr. Sub in the wheelchair The Cord rented in an attempt to
assess Laurier's wheelchair accessibility in light of recent attempts by the school to improve
the university in meeting the needs of students with special requirements.
Continued on page 28
News
Chancellor Rae speaks up
Former Ontario Premier Bob Rae
holds first guest lecture focusing on
WLU's namesake, Sir Wilfrid Laurier.
BERNARD DAWSON
Staff Writer
Be a Rae, the new Chancellor
of Wilfrid Laurier University,
was in town Monday
November 24th to give the
first Canadian Studies lec-
ture in honour of Sir Wilfrid
Laurier. The event is looking'
to become an annual tradi-
tion here at the school held
around Laurier Day, official-
ly celebrated on November
20th.
"I don't think it's
my job as
Chancellor to
sound off on
issues."
-Bob Rae, University
Chancellor
Those who showed up for
the lecture were first treated
to a 70-minute biographical
film about Sir Wilfrid
Laurier, which was narrated
by Chancellor Rae. The film
explores the life of "Canada's
greatest- Prime Minister"
from his birth and early
childhood in rural Quebec to
his death in 1919. Its main
focus is on the role Laurier
played in the development of
Canadian politics.
Sir Wilfrid's goal of trying
to find the middle ground in
French/English relations was
frequently addressed during-
the 70 minutes. Also men-
tioned in the film was
Laurier's reputable speaking
style, which unfortunately is
lost forever since no known
recording's of Laurier's voice
or speeches survive today.
After the film, Rae gave a
short lecture on his view of
Sir Wilfrid Laurier. The
speech lasted for about a half
an hour and it was clear to
the audience that Rae, the
former Ontario Premier, held
a great respect for the former
Canadian Prime Minister.
He centered his lecture on
Laurier's role as an innovator
in Canadian politics because
of his willingness to seek
compromises on issues that
almost tore the nation apart
on linguistic or religious
lines. Rae even pointed out
some Laurier-like tendencies
that have appeared in the
political dealing's of current
Liberal Prime Minister, Jean
Chretien.
Rae continued to praise
Laurier during the entire
speech saying, "I still think
Laurier was an extraordi-
nary leader." Rae continued,
"[Laurier] would have been
most proud to be associated
with this University."
Upon finishing his
speech, the floor was opened
up for a question and answer
period. Rae fielded questions
on topics as broad as the
movement to unite the right-
wing in Canada to his single
term as Premier of Ontario.
Rae even talked about his
old party, the NOP. "I don't
think the party is being-
strong enough in its effort to
renew itself," he said before
adding that "it's [the NDP]
looking backward rather
than forward,"
When the question period
was over a few students made
their way to the front of the
room to try and get their pic-
tures taken with the former
Ontario Premier. The person-
able Rae posed with students
and fielded questions from
the local media at the same
time.
When asked what role he
planned to play as
Chancellor. Rae spoke about
staying out of university
affairs stating, "I don't think
it's my job as Chancellor to
sound off on issues" and that
his goal was to be "a
spokesman for the
University."
Rae also gave his opinion
on the current situation of
Ontario universities, explain-
ing that with the recent
tuition freeze, government
funding for universities is
"going to have to go up." The
last question Rae answered
dealt with his decision to
accept the Chancellor's job at
WLU. When asked if his
respect for Laurier had any-
thing to do with taking- on
his current role, Rae smiled
and replied, "a little bit,"
before adding that "it seemed
to be the right time for me to
do this and Laurier was the
university that asked me."
Jennifer Asselin
Bob Rae, the newly appointed Chancellor of Wilfrid Laurier
University gives his first guest lecture on PM Sir Wilfrid Laurier
Dean's job hangs
in the balance
JENNIFER ASSELIN
News Editor
The verdict is still out on
whether or not Dr. Charles
Morrison will be rehired as
Dean of Music after his term
is up June 30th, 2004.
The Evaluation
Committee for the position
met last week to discuss the
comments and concerns
brought forth by faculty,
students and other members
of the Laurier community.
When asked to comment
on the situation Morrison
replied, "Not while the
review is on."
"There is a mechanism
for discussion that the
Senate has sanctioned and
requests have been passed
through to that committee,"
he said. "I am not answering
any inquiries."
As reported in last week's
issue of The Cord, a portion
of the students in the music
program voiced their con-
cerns of "fear" regarding
Morrison and had many
complaints relating to the
manner in which the Dean
communicates with stu-
dents.
The Wilfrid Laurier
University Students' Union
Board of Directors (WLUSU
BOD) passed a motion,
which required Dan
Herman, the President of
WLUSU, to submit a formal
letter to the committee out-
lining students' concern.
All of this information
was compiled by the commit-
tee and will be taken into
consideration throughout
the process of evaluation. All
meetings are confidential.
Of the meetings the com-
mittee has had thus far,
Colleen Kidd, the student
representative on the com-
mittee commented, "obvious-
ly there was a range of opin-
ions and all concerns are
being taken very seriously
by the committee."
Each Dean is appointed to
a five-year term unless there
is a recommendation for
fewer years made by either
the evaluation or search
committee. At least one year
prior to the end of the Dean's
term, an Evaluation
Committee is established to
review the work of the
employee in question and
create a position description
for the next five years.
After a number of meet-
ings-to be determined by the
committee as they see fit-the
committee then decides on
either a positive or negative
recommendation.
If a positive recommenda-
tion for renewal occurs, the
chair of the committee, in
this case Rowland Smith,
WLU's VP: Academic, for-
wards the recommendation
to the president. The presi-
dent then presents this rec-
ommendation to Senate for
advice and then to the Board
for approval.
If a negative recommen-
dation takes place, an inter-
national notice is sent out
for a new Dean and the Dean
in question may choose to be
placed within this pool of
potential employees and is
then treated like any other
candidate for the job.
Members of the
Evaluation Committee for
the Dean of Music have
scheduled meetings with Dr.
Rob Rosehart WLU
President and Dr. Charles
Morrison, Dean of Music.
VP: Academic retires
Rowland Smith, VP: Academic, will
retire this summer but will remain a
part of the Laurier campus.
MICHELLE PINCHEV
Staff Writer
After two noteworthy terms
at Wilfrid Laurier University,
Rowland Smith will be step-
ping* down from his position
as Vice President: Academic.
Although some are calling
this a retirement, according
to President and Vice
Chancellor, Dr. Rosehart,
"Rowland is not the retiring
type."
At Wilfrid Laurier
University, the normal length
for senior employment is two
five-year terms, after which,
under collective agreement,
one will usually retire or
move on. After ten years at
Laurier, Smith is essentially
doing a bit of both.
"Rowland will
continue to have a
special role here at
Laurier... I'm not
sure what it will
be."
-Dr. Roseheart, President
WLU
In the mean time, a search
is currently underway for
selecting 1 a new VP: Academic
to take Smith's place. The
search has been nationally
advertised and by May 2004,
Rosehart will be able to select
who will be taking over the
position.
"Rowland will continue to
have a special role here at
Laurier." says Rosehart. "I'm
just not sure what it will be."
Smith will remain with
WLU until the summer of
2004, upon which he will be
shifting his focus to new
endeavours. Rosehart sug-
gests that he will be working
on "special projects".
Rosehart also revealed
that WLU is looking to set up
another school, similar to
Laurier Brantford, in Orillia.
Smith, who was extremely
involved with the innovative
academic program for
Brantford, will likely be the
"point person" with senior
responsibility for the Orillia
project.
Much like Brantford, the
new school would have to be
built around a unique aca-
demic program about which
Rosehart says "Rowland
would be the mastermind
behind."
During his nearly ten
years at Laurier, Smith has
been extremely active in vari-
ous undertakings. He has
made significant contribu-
tions in enhancing the aca-
demic reputation of Laurier
and has been valuable in pro-
viding strong leadership to
the group of deans. In addi-
tion to these accomplish-
ments, he has been particu-
larly vocal in his support of
the music program, encour-
aging competition beyond
the university.
Perhaps his greatest role,
however, has been in the area
of Wilfrid Laurier
University's growing inter-
national reputation.
The university did not
previously have a particular-
ly active international pro-
gram in terms of student
exchange. In 1994, for exam-
ple, only a small number of
Laurier students participated
in the international
exchange program. "Now
we're up to 140," said
Rosehart and the program is
extremely active.
"It has been a very strong
ten years for Rowland
Smith," Dr. Rosehart con-
cluded. Faced with the
tremendous growth that all
universities - especially
Laurier - have experienced in
the previous four or five
years, Smith's contributions
have been predominantly
exceptional. Now, as many
wish him a happy "retire-
ment," it is clear that his
work has just begun.
The Cord tried contacting
Smith on his retirement but
he was unavailable.
www.wlu.ca
Rowland Smith will retire but
you'll still see his smiling face.
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New and improved
Laurier Brantford introduces two new
programs on campus; programs come
into effect for the fall term 2004.
MICHELLE PINCHEV
Staff Writer
Students who visited Laurier
Braiitford's open-house earli-
er this month were among
the rst to hear of the
school's two new programs
being introduced next fall-
one in criminology and
another in organizational
leadership.
"We wanted to diversify
the program offerings at
Brantford," says Dr. Leo
Groarke, dean at Laurier
Brantford. "We picked pro-
grams that keep with what
Brantford is trying to do,"
which seems to be offering-
students a unique experi-
ence.
The Honours
Organizational Leadership
program at Brantford is a
new interdisciplinary, arts-
based program focused on
the study of organizations
and their leaders.
The program's main objec-
tive is to give students the
communication and analyti-
cal skills to participate effec-
tively in the leadership of
organizations.
The program is unique to
Laurier Brantford and is
likely the only one of its kind
in the country.
Groarke explains that in
the present situation, stu-
dents who want to pursue
leadership and business pos-
sibilities only have one oppor-
tunity- to pursue a business
degree.
"We wanted to
diversify the
program offerings
at Brantford."
-Dr. Leo Groarke, Dean at
Laurier Brantford
Wilfrid Laurier University
has an exceptional and chal-
lenging business program,
but for students who are arts
oriented, "we have created an
alternative route."
According to Groarke, the
program was approved by
Senate at their last meeting
in November, meaning that
the program will definitely be
available for the 2004 fall
term.
Criminology, which has
yet to be approved, will go to
the next Senate meeting in
December.
It is expected that initially
class sizes will be quite small.
Although Criminology is
among* the fastest growing-
programs in the Canadian
university system, the busi-
ness program is very new,
and both will need to gain a
reputation and popularity.
Developing and introduc-
ing new programs into a uni-
versity is a long process,
needing to pass various levels
of approval.
Regardless, Groarke
ensures that Brantford is
committed to getting the pro-
grams "up and running."
Unofficially, there are cur-
rently talks of working with
Mohawk College to create a
Broadcasting .Journalism
program, although this is in
the extremely early stages of
discussion.
Regardless, students will
likely have two new pro-
grams to choose from at
Brantford in 2004. and
Groarke is very excited. "We
feel this is something that
needs to be done for the stu-
dents and for the future of
Laurier Brantford"
Man stabbed in altercation
JENNIFER ASSELIN
News Editor
A stabbing took place late
Saturday evening- in the
parking- lot of 140 University
Avenue, the lot at Loose
Chance Louie's. According- to
a report from the Waterloo
Regional Police, three males
approached three other
males -"while exitiiig the
parking- lot. A verbal argu-
ment took place as one of the
males pulled out a knife,
stabbing* a 21-year old
Waterloo man.
All three males fled the
scene and were last seen run-
ning- towards the parking' lot
of 170 University Ave. West.
They then left the scene in a
mid 19905, green four door
vehicle in the area of the Pita
Factory,
Olaf Heinzel, a spokesper-
son for the Waterloo
Regional Police did comment
that there were a number of
people in the parking lot at
the time so police are hopeful
that someone will come for-
ward with information.
Boar's Head Dinner sells
out in record time
BLAIR FORSYTH-STARK
Staff Writer
The Annual Medieval Boar's
Head Dinner, which has been
steadily decreasing' in popu-
larity in the past few years,
has had a resurgence in tick-
et sales this year.
The decline in popularity
of the event culminated in the
selling of 75 tickets over a
two-week span a few years
ago, forcing the dinner to be
relocated to a smaller venue.
However, this year
marked a turning point in
sales with a record-breaking
selling of more than 400 tick-
ets in 45 minutes on
November 12th. Some indi-
viduals and groups are even
on a waiting list for the din-
ner in hopes of scoring a spot
to the coveted affair.
Kristen Ceccacci, Boar's
Head Coordinator, attributes
this success to a change in
location from the Theatre
Auditorium to the Turret as
well as an increase in promo-
tions such as chicken eating-
contests held in the
Concourse.
This year marked a
turning point in
sales with a
record-breaking
selling of more
than 400 tickets in
45 minutes.
Ceccacci also decided to
have some of the funds raised
by the dinner donated to
Kitchener's House of
Friendship Organization
because she is "a big believer
in helping* those less fortu-
nate."
Although technically this
is only its first year being
'Medieval', the Boar's Head
Dinner has been a tradition
at Wilfrid Laurier for the past
54 years.
With the purchase of a
ticket, guests are able to
enjoy a meal, Spanish
dancers, gifted performers,
musical artists, two comical
Masters of Ceremonies, gifts
and surprises, according to
Ceccacci.
Whether the implementa-
tion of Ceccacci's new strate-
gies is the cause of this year's
success or not, this year's
dinner has already set a
precedent for future years.
Bag O' Crime
CAUSE DISTURBANCE 2145
HRS TUE NOV 18/03
Officers responded to a
report of a fight in progress
at the University Stadium
gym. Investigation revealed
that there was an altercation
between some students play-
ing intramural floor hockey.
The matter is being dealt
with by the Athletic Dept.
THEFT UNDER $5000 WED
NOV 19/03 - THU NOV 20/03
Person(s) unknown entered
two vehicles parked at
Laurier Place and removed a
CD player and some CDs.
FALSE FIRE ALARM 0305
HRS FRI NOV 21/03
Person(s) unknown caused a
fire alarm at the King* St
Residence by activating a
pull station. There was no
sign of smoke or fire.
MISCHIEF 0035 HRS FRI
NOV 21/03
Person(s) unknown smashed
the glass in one of the doors
at the liiain entrance to
Waterloo College Hall.
MEDICAL ASSIST 1425 HRS
FRI NOV 21/03
An ambulance was called for
an employee at the Terrace
who had cut himself. He was
treated on site by ambulance
attendents.
MISCHIEF 0005 HRS SAT
NOV 22/03
Person(s) unknown broke a
window at Conrad Hall.
DANGEROUS DRIVING 2053
HRS SAT NOV 22/03
Officers received a report of
a vehicle driving: in an errat-
ic manner in lot 3. No license
number was obtained.
ASSAULT 0105 HRS SUN
NOV 23/03
A male student received a
cut above the eye after being-
punched by another male
student. The matter will be
forwarded to the Judicial
Affairs Council.
FALSE FIRE ALARM 0116
HRS SUN NOV 23/03
Person(s) unknown caused a
fire alarm at the Peters
Building by activating* a pull
station. There was no sign of
smoke or fire.
SUSPICIOUS PERSON 0124
HRS SUN NOV 23/03
A male was issued with a
written trespass notice when
he was found sleeping under
a table in the Peters
Building.
POSSESSION STOLEN PROP-
ERTY 0245 HRS SUN NOV
23/03
A number of students were
observed carrying a large
sign that had been taken
from a local business. When
these individuals saw the
security vehicle they ran
into Waterloo College Hall.
Investigation continues.
CAUSE DISTURRANCE 0315
HRS SUN NOV 23/03
Officers responded to a
report of a fight outside
MacDonald House. On
arrival officers found a num-
ber of youths shouting and
swearing at each other. The
group was separated and
sent on their way.
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In case you forget, we are here to remind you
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The Post-Graduate
International Marketing Program
can put the global business community within your reach.
Learn with industry practitioners. Gain insights into the European
market, the culture and business environment throughout Latin America,
the Asia Pacific nations, and the world. Get hands-on experience with
valuable field placements. All in just eight months.
.
Call (416) 675-6622, ext 3207, fjj H UMB E R
or e-mail peter.madott@humber.ca The Business School
Ten questions with the boss man
News Editor Colin Duffett sits down with WLU President,
Dr. Bob Rosehart to answer questions on the budget,
construction and a smorgasbord of other topics.
Q.l Can you describe the
budget situation that the
University is in and what the
administration is doing to fix
any problems.
The long term budget
issue at Laurier is tied to the
fact that we have about 1800
unfunded students at the
university. This represents
about six million dollars a
year of income that we don't
receive.
With the previous govern-
ment, the only way you could
get increases was through
growth, so we've managed to
balance the budget the last
few years on growth but it
still doesn't relieve the pres-
sure that there is six million
dollars of unfunded students.
Our new minister calls
them stranded students.
Every university has got
stranded students. Until that
issue is dealt with our fund-
ing situation won't improve
dramatically.
We are one of the lowest
funded universities in the
province. The reason is
because of our blend of pro-
grams. We have a lot of pro-
grams that have a Bill
weighting of one.
We don't get any special
grants like Laurentian. They
get northern grants plus
bilingual grants, Their
grants per student is very
high. Right now,
the fees were supposed to go
up 2 percent next year and
now the government is going
to freeze them. The govern-
ment is saying "we might
give you back the 2 percent
or some portion of it. The
people who have got deregu-
lated fees they want 10 per-
cent back.
I have a hard time seeing
how you can use public
money to compensate back
deregulated fees at the rate of
10 percent when the majority
of students are at the two
percent rate.
Q.2. Once the recent con-
struction projects are com-
pletely finished are there any
more projects coming up ana
if so how will they affect stu-
dents. Will we still use the
same companies despite the
delays. Is tnat a concern?
Every construction proj-
ect is tendered. We put them
out to the market and we
have no idea in advance
whether or not companies
will bid or not. I know one
thing, I will not look as
favourably on certain compa-
nies that have been slow to
respond.
The company that won the
job on the teaching- building*
won it by half a million dol-
lars but at the end of the day
I don't know if it was worth a
half a million dollars of con-
fusion.
In terms of new projects
there are some projects that
were funded under
Superbuild Two by the previ-
ous government.
The SBE's got a
deficit, they'll just
have to cut back
within their budget
and we'll wait and
see what happens
in 2005
- Dr. Robert Roseheart
WLU President
We consciously decided we
wouldn't press to have them
finished for September 2004,
There has been too much con-
struction on campus. We will
try and target most of them
for September 2005 and some
of them might actually be
September 2008,
One of the interesting-
projects that has high priori-
ty is that we are planning 1 on
putting- a second floor on the
Athletics center. Part of it
will be kinesiology labs, part
of it will be expanded fitness
facilities.
Q.3. What are the universities
intentions in limiting offers of
residence in the future and
why did you decide to do it
now
Basically, what has hap-
pened in the last few years is
that students have gone from
one, two, three choices, to
four, five and eight choices.
Last year, the average stu-
dent at Laurier applied to
eight universities.
What we do is a queing
theory. We estimate the per-
centage by program of first
choice, second choice, third
choice and then four and
above. The accuracy of doing-
it this was is not good. The
situation isn't going to get
better until we find out a way
of refining this or they go
back to limiting the number
of applicants.
Each year we plan an
enrollment target. This year
we had a 3250 target and in a
pinch we would have gone to
3350. We ended up with 3800
(included Brantford). What
we are saying in the future is
that we will establish a target
and that target is usually
budget related and that tar-
get usually gets established
in April. We'll establish a tar-
get, well offer and guarantee
residence up to that target,
0.4. Has the University
thought of a contingence plan
if the Liberal government
revokes the right to deregu-
late the business program?
Well we weren't going ot
see any money until 2005
anyway so it's sort of a red
herring. The SBE's got a
deficit, they'll justhave to cut
back within their budget and
we'll wait and see what hap-
pens in 2005.
Q.5. Does the university have
any intentions of limiting
enrolment? If so, what are
they?
Every year we target
enrolment based on quality
and the students we need for
budget purposes and for pro-
grains so we set that target
in April with the Board when
they approve the budget. I
think that the numbers will
come dramatically down, like
I said before.
5.b Is there any intention of
increasing the graduate stud-
ies enrolment here?
Here on this campus,
yeah. I think in an ideal
world over the next ten
years, we'd see a decline in
the undergraduate body and
an increase in the number of
grad students.
Even though we would
have fewer students in total,
we would generate more
money because the graduate
student basic income is more
than the undergraduate.
There's also going to be a
unique opportunity to grow
graduate programs as this
double-cohort comes out the
other end.
Q. 6. What's next on the
University's agenda? Are
there any areas you're look-
ing for immediate improve-
ment?
Probably the most dramat-
ic thing we're going to try
and do, that is we're not there
yet, but we've been working
with the Students" Union to
look at the overlaying of a co-
curricular transcript on stu-
dent leadership where every
student in the university
would have an opportunity to
participate in student leader-
ship activities.
This student leadership
development program com-
bined with this co-cu.rricu.lar
transcript could make
Laurier really unique in the
Canadian university scene.
From that context, that
would effect every student at
Laurier.
In terms of programming,
probably two of the most
exciting new programs are
going in at Brantford,
There's a Criminology pro-
gram and also an
Organizational Leadership
program which could tie
into the student leadership
initiative.
My philosophy is
very much put the
money in the class-
room and skimp
everywhere else.
-Dr. Robert Roseheart
WLU President
Q.7. What's the biggest issue
- critical issue for this
University?
The big issue right now is
resources. We continue to do
very well in terms of reputa-
tion surveys. We've got
increasing quality in the stu-
dent body.
We've spent a lot of money
renewing' and fixing up the
facilities and expanding- the
facilities, it basically comes
down to operating- budget.
You know we're not a well
funded university so our big
challenge is how to pay com-
petitive salaries and how to
deliver quality prog-rains on
not very much money.
Q.B. What's the biggest chal-
lenge for , you personally
being the President of a
University?
Trying to balance he
budget. It's not very dramatic
but the Board had a zero
deficit policy so my philoso-
phy is very much put the
money in the classroom and
skimp everywhere else and
you know, it shows every
once in awhile but that's
probably the biggest chal-
lenge.
Q.9. You've been here for six
and a half years, how much
longer do you see yourself in
this position?
Well, my term runs out in
three and a half years and
I'm retirement age then so
that'll be it.
Q. 10. If you had a parrot and
you could get him to say
something over and over
again what would it be?
I'm really becoming anti-
email so I would train the
parrot to say "Think before
you send that e-mail." "Think
before you push the send but-
ton."
Contributed Photo
Dr. Roseheart, President and Vice-Chancellor of WLU spends a good
portion of his time dealings with pertinent issues facing the _chool.
Laurier business team
takes second place
JENNIFER ASSELIN
News Editor
From November 13thto 16th,
four Wilfrid Laurier
University students took part
in the Dalhousie Business
Ethics Case Competition held
in Halifax. Nova Scotia tak-
ing* second place.
The team, consisting of
Stacey Fitzsimmons, lan
Merrill. Mirjana Varjacic and
Paul Vice with professor Dr.
Paul Doherty heading- up the
group, managed to come sec-
ond only to Queen's
University in the first annual
business ethics competition.
Twelve universities from
across Canada and the United
States participated in the
event, which saw groups of
four students attempting to
solve two ethical business
cases. These eases are typical
situations that business
minded students may one-
day encounter. For each case,
the teams were required to
present their ideas to a panel
of judges wlio evaluated both
their performance and ideas.
The Laurier team pre-
pared for the event by work-
ing on their preliminary case
for almost a month which
paid off in the end as it land-
ed them a spot among the
final six universities and ulti-
mately their second place
standing.
The weekend consisted of
not only the competition but
also speeches and seminars
conducted by academics,
members of government and
business people. There were
also displays and booths set
up for students on ethical
issues surrounding' the
world ofbusiness.
The idea for the competi-
tion came from the Dalhousie
Commerce Society after real-
izing the lack of attention
paid to ethics within the busi-
ness curriculum. The compe-
tition was designed to pro-
vide undergraduate com-
merce students with more
interactions with the reality
of ethics and to have a better
appreciation and understand-
ing- of their importance with-
in the corporate realm.
with files from Stacey
Fitzsimmons
Contributed Photo
These four students finished second in their competition at Dai.
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Animal Testing
Laurier's little mouse house
What's going on beyond those closed
doors behind the Science Building's
Tim Horton's?
THOMAS THOMPSON
Special Projects Editor
Secrets, rumours, and gos-
sip: the very things that tan-
talize the darker side of
intrigue and imagination. I
was surprised that there was
some truth to one of the
rumours that had been float-
ing' around campus in my
time here. Did you ever hear
about the "secret" animal
research lab behind Tim
Horton's? Far from being a
secret, but outside the aware-
ness of most students, WLU
is host to an animal care and
research facility located on
the first floor of the science
building.
One of the most pertinent
questions that has come to
mind is what standards does
the university adhere to
when deciding to conducting
animal research. I quickly
learned that WLU, like all
other academic institutions
conducting animal research,
had an animal care commit-
tee that abided by the guide-
lines set out by the Canadian
Council on Animal Care.
"There are a lot of
sensitive issues and
misconceptions
about animal
research"
-Dr Lucy Lee, WLU Biology
Department and Chair of he
Animal Care Com/'ttee
"There are a lot of sensi-
tive issues and misconcep-
tions about animal research,"
Dr Lucy Lee the Animal Care
Committee Chair remarked.
Dr. Lee described the stan-
dards of animal research at
Laurier and other research
institutes in Canada as being'
very stringent. At Laurier
there is an application proce-
dure for all research that
involves animals whether it
is in the lab or out in the
field. Lee said that ail appli-
cations must address various
concerns before being*
approved by the committee.
Lee said that on average
about ten animal research
projects are being conducted
every year at WLU.
According to Lee. the
applicant first has to indicate
why the use of animals is
necessary over other alterna-
tives. Other criteria include
conditions such as the ani-
mals must be shown respect;
the research has a beneficial
or tangible purpose for either
people or nature: and that the
minimal amount of animal
sare used for the research.
An applicant must also
ensure that the research and
testing can be refined to
inflict a minimal amount of
stress on the animal and that
the data cannot be obtained
by other means.
One example of an alter-
native that Dr. Lee showed
me was cell cultures that
were grown in the lab. In her
own research, which focuses
on the effects of toxic chemi-
cals in the environment, Dr
Lee has used cell cultures
harvested from different
organs of a fish's body. The
main advantage of this is
that usually only one speci-
men of species is needed for
the research and that once
the cells are harvested the
cell cultures are renewable.
In some of her research Lee
said that was using- cell cul-
tures that were from cells
harvested in 1983.
There are two different
sources of enforcement of
regulations related to
research animals in Canada.
The first is from the
Canadian Council on Animal
Care, which acts on a nation-
al level. The other is from the
Ministry of Agriculture and
Food through the Animals
for Research Act. There are
provisions covering* several
aspects related to the treat-
ment of research animals
such as their sources, living
conditions, the maintenance
of the facility and the neces-
sity of having an on-call vet-
erinarian.
The failure to uphold
either federal or provincial
regulations would result in
the research facility being-
shutdown and the university
losing any related funding.
Surprise inspections are
made annually by the
Ministry of Agriculture and
Food.
I asked Dr. Lee if there
had been any problems with
either the government or ani-
mal rights groups regarding
animal research at Laurier,
she said that there wasn't.
She did mention that there
had been an incident at UW
that involved the liberation of
fish in a lab by smashing
their tanks. Unfortunately I
wasn't able to substantiate
this. "We only work with
small animals," Lee
explained, "such as mice,
fish, pigeons and shrews."
She indicated that most
animal rights groups are
concerned about larger mam-
mals such as monkeys.
Last Friday I was able to
visit the animal care facility,
which interestingly enough
is home to the only shrew
colony in a North American
university. Dr. Arthur Szabo,
Dean of the Faculty of
Science, explained to me that
with the completion of the
new research building that
the animal care facility is
going to be expanded to
accommodate increased
research. Access to the ani-
mal care facility is restricted
because of concerns related to
both the sensitivity of the
animals and security issues.
Unfortunately for me, the
same rules that apply to the
researchers also applied to
me: I wasn't allowed to photo-
graph any of the labs. I was
told that this would unneces-
sarily disturb the animals.
Szabo said that many of the
animals were used in non-
harmful research applica-
tions. The pigeons, for exam-
ple, were used for cognitive
research by a professor in the
Psychology Department.
Contributed Photos
The pigeon and the shrew. These species are used in research at
WLU. We are also home to the only shrew colony in North America.
Contributed Photo
Two blind mice, well they're not blind but like pigeons, fish and shrews, mice are among differemt
species being used in various animal research projects here at Wilfrid Laurier.
Testing is wromg
Nicole Barker discusses her concerns
with animal testing and the cosmetic
industry that continues to use it
Nicole
Barker
Ethical
Treatment
Most students won't come
face to face with the type of
animal testing discussed
elsewhere in this week's Cord,
and for those who do, many
may not think that it's a bad
idea, perhaps believing that
the benefit to humans out-
weighs the harm done to ani-
mals. On the other hand, if
you're an animal-lover, you
might find yourself asking,
"What can I do?"
Busting into labs and free-
ing rats isn't really a viable
option for students trying to
stay out of jail. A far easier
issue to tackle is that of
using commercial products
on lab animals. By not pur-
chasing products from com-
panies known to test on ani-
mals and encouraging others
not to buy from those compa-
nies you can send the mes-
sage that they must change
their practices.
Many companies test on
animals such as rats, rabbits,
or primates, which are sub-
jected to a multitude of
painful and sometimes fatal
tests to determine the nega-
tive effects on humans.
Everyday items like sham-
poo, makeup, cleaning- prod-
ucts, soap and even tooth-
paste are applied to animals'
eyes and skin in an effort to
make sure they'll be safe for
human use. Are there any
alternatives?
"Busting into labs
and freeing rats
isn't a really viable
option for students
trying to stay out
of jail."
-Nicole Barker, Laurier
Students for the Ethical
Treatment ofAnimals
Various procedures and
products that don't involve
animals have been developed
to test toxicity, irritation or
the possibility a product will
be a carcinogen. Well-known
companies still test on ani-
mals. but some seem to be
reconsidering the use of ani-
mals and may turn to alter-
natives. When investigating',
this one is flooded with facts
on companies that test, com-
panies that have a moratori-
um, and companies that don't
test. Here are some tips on
how to be more animal
friendly when you are shop-
ping.
1) Look for the bunny symbol
on the back, letting- you know
it is an animal-friendly prod-
uct
2) Avoid products from
Procter and Gamble, S.C.
Johnson, 3M, Unilever,
Bausch and Lomb and Visine,
Schick, and Vaseline brands.
3) Buy products from Estee
Lauder (Clinique, Origins),
Avon. Conair, Aveda, Chanel.
Liz Claiborn Cosmetics, MAC
Cosmetics, Revlon, or The
Body Shop because they do
not test on animals.
For more information on
testing- commercial products
on animals, check out the
Laurier Students for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals
(LSETA) table at Buy
Nothing- Day on Friday
November 28th in the
Concourse. You'll also be able
to find out more about the
group's plans as well as sign
up for the mailing list and
updates. For more informa-
tion on LSETA, email laurier-
seta@yahoo. ea.
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Opinion
Majoring in meetings
This English and Comm student ponders
the empty conversations and shallow
judgments made by the university crowd
Chris
Clemens
Entertainment
i Editor
In an ag'e of stupid conversation
jump-starters, the question
"what's your major?" has to be
amongst the stupidest. Sure, it's a
step up from unintelligibly stam-
mering* late-night infomercial
catch phrases or staring at some-
one's chest and addressing it as
"Mr. Rack" but in general, the
academic conversation path is a
cop-out. a futile attempt at per-
sonal connection used in, a posi-
tion of weakness. But it's
inevitable.
Like every other student, I've
bandied the question of academic
faculty with countless people I've
met over the course of my two-
point-five years at Wilfrid
Laurier. It seems to be a natural
fit. sliding into the repertoire
directly after "What's your
name?" and right before "So how
do you know {insert mutual
acquaintance here]?" It slides off
the tongue effortlessly after a few
weeks at university, a cookie-cut-
ter approach to categorizing* the
massive flux of humanity you
regularly encounter at school.
Initially it even seems reason-
able. After all. shouldn't you be
able to figure out what a, person
is like through their academic
choices and strengths? Perhaps
they're in the same prog-ram as
you and the discussion can then
naturally progress to the oh-so-
joyous task of assessing* the qual-
ities of various professors and
classes. Unfortunately, conversa-
tions rarely build on this academ-
ic base and have a tendency to
flutter off into inane triviality.
The end result of this casual
brush with education is that peo-
ple will often use their knowledge
of a fresh individual's academic
program to define them in the
absence of any deeper context:
"Oh. he's a biz-kid and probably
studies like a Prozac-snorting
madman," or "Gee, she's in
English so I bet she can t even
add up the amount of change in
her purse," Okay, maybe not to
those extremes, but a set of pre-
conceptions still accompanies the
students of each academic facul-
ty.
I would rather
throw myself in a
trash compactor
than join them, but
at least I can
respect their
ambitions.
I'm especially guilty of this
stereotyping. Any one of my
friends will probably remember
that 1 sneered jokingly at them
the day I learnt they were study-
ing business or economics, proba-
bly mentioning something about
"money-chasing- Satan ists" or
"capitalist pig-dogs." It's all in
good fun but there's always an
element of belief in such general-
izations, unless you make the
deeper effort to understand the
individual.
On a similar note, it's entirely
possible to do the same thing
with the extra-curricular involve-
ment that people associate them-
selves with at WLU. It's easy
enough for me to sum up Fashion
N Motion dancers as a glittery
waste of a brain, but conversely it
would be simple for them to
assess me as a bitter, pessimistic
Cord writer who hates Laurier
and everything- good it has to
offer. Truth be told, some of the
most creative, unique people I've
ever met base their student expe-
rience from deep within FnM and
the Student's Union. I would
rather throw myself in a trash
compactor than join them, but at
least I can respect their ambitions
and talents as individuals.
One of the first questions
posed to somebody you first meet
will inevitably be "What's your
major?", no matter how much
you don't want to ask. It's a verbal
necessity of being a post-second-
ary student and I don't quite
understand it completely. Maybe
they subconsciously teach it to us
during O-Week. Regardless, the
important thing is how you uti-
lize this information. Will you
walk the simple path of using it
to categorize everyone by a few
decisions they've made, or will
you take the high road and dedi-
cate some time to understand the
motivation and character behind
the choices?
Deck the malls with
excessive consumerism
It's the most wonderful time of the year,
especially if you're cashing in through the
mass-marketing of a sacred event
Stefan
Sereda
Opinion
Editor
The sight of the first Christmas
wreath hanging in a shopping
mall on November 12 was tacky
enough to lead any pack of rein-
deer, even through the fog of
mass capitalism, to a simple mar-
keting- conclusion: the seasonal
swine have been waiting for this
day since December 26.
Time spent at the mall during
the Holiday Season often makes
me puzzle over whether one of the
animals at the site of Jesus' nativ-
ity was indeed a cash-cow. Gifts,
trips to see Santa so parents can
find out just what purchases will
buy their children eternal happi-
ness, and more than anything,
the phrase "I haven't started my
Christmas shopping yet" are so
linked to the holidays that I won-
der where December went com-
mercial.
Consider the accumulated
myth surrounding Christmas.
Poor, exploited Dickens goes and
wi'ites "A Christmas Carol" about
cheap, money-grubbing Scrooge,
stressing generosity and kind-
ness. Somehow, our consumerist
culture interprets this as the
seminal text for capitalism,
spearheading- the 'buy everything
for everyone I know to let them,
know I care about them so I can
receive goods in return' school of
thought.
The mall during the
holdiday season
makes me puzzle
over whether one
of the animals at
Jesus' nativity was
a cash-cow.
By 2003, commercialism has
become the 'Spirit of" the Season',
and people are so entrenched in
this attitude that they don't even
notice. It's pretty hard to avoid
giving gifts at Christinas and not
being' viewed as a bah-humbug-
ging abominable snow beast.
Children and adults alike can
hardly be blamed for their anger
over not receiving presents,
because ailedgedly, they prove a
person's love for another. I'll
admit, it was pretty sweet when
my shaggy-haired, four-year-old
ass came running downstairs in
pyjamas on Christmas morning
to find the Millenium Falcon,
straight from "Star Wars'" to the
realisation of my childhood wish-
es, Since slacker kids are usually
too dirt-poor or selfish to buy
their parents anything, adults
can console their kids with the
invention of a dude who gives
presents to all the kids. And even
then, there's some exchange of
goods: kids have to leave milk
and cookies out for Santa.
Granted, lots of people gen-
uinely want to give in the name
of charity, generosity, kindness,
and love. The sickening irony is
that those greedy innkeepers
who are trying desperately to fill
up their rooms have turned this
giving sentiment into a way to
make money. They would turn
away any pregnant virgin on a
donkey if they figured they could
make more money off Hugh
Grant and his high-class 'escort'.
Gratuitously decorating malls
and other businesses on
November 12 during' a fit of capi-
talist fever must make the vul-
tures feel drunk off the green
eggnog. But walking through
the mall knowing Christmas is
six weeks away but still having
my ears oppressed by Bing
Crosby and David Bowie crooning
on "Little Drummer Boy" over the
intercom disturbs me to the core
of my being. It's creepy to know
that salivating eyes are leering at
my wallet from behind every
candy cane, in preparation for a
holiday with the best intentions,
now cheapened to serve the capi-
talist engine.
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Cord Opinion: Your conscience since alcohol killed your last one.
What will you do without it for a month? Get drunk and ruin Christmas
parties, that's what you'll do. Throw-up on Frosty, that's what I say.
Shifty's
Top 10
items you can still
bring into exams
10. Your inspirational photo of
Tony Fernandez, former short-
stop for the Toronto Blue Jays
and terrific human being
8. Any piece of Batman apparel.
When proctors ask for your
name and student number, bold-
ly respond: "I'm Batman."
6. A cachet of methampheta-
mines, perferct for helping you
write at a fast pace and keeping
you alert
4. Good-luck charms. Mine is a
Rowlf action figure. Years of
playing piano on "The Muppet
Show" froze his arms in position
2. A ninja suit, a Fender
Telecaster, a sword, and your
ability to wail. Why? Because the
world needs more of this.
9. Taco Bell, since the Canadian
Food and Drugs Act doesn't clas-
sify meat that is sprayed out of a
gun as 'food'
7. Osama bin Laden, your kine-
siology study-buddy. Actually,
the authorities will probably be
glad you brought him along.
5. Cigarettes, provided you don't
smoke them within ten feet of
other students... unless you're
tempting them to smoke again
3. Authentic Russian cosmonaut
suits, the perfect method for iso-
lating yourself from the other
Norwalk-carriers in the gym
...and the number one essential
still being allowed in exam
rooms is: an attitude of pride,
power, and perseverance.
Malls punking punk
Brittany
Lavery
Pen & Ink
, Soapbox
As I walk through the crowd-
ed aisles of the local mall
minding my own business, I
am suddenly assaulted by a
nauseating- sight. It is some-
thing more irritating and
infuriating than the gaggle
of empty-headed, makeup
coated, giggling tweens that
somehow manage to block
the entire walkway and clut-
ter the floor with the few
brain cells that are now ooz-
ing- out their ears. What is
this most shocking and
offensive sight, you ask? It
appears to me in the form of
the Che Guevara T-shirt that
hangs not-so-innocently
from a dummy at Bluenotes.
Bluenotes, of all places.
This is just one aspect of a
trend lately that not only
puzzles me, but makes me
quite angry. I have walked by
such stores as the one men-
tioned above (that have a rep-
utation for unabashed prep-
piness, I might add) and seen
items flavoured by multiple
metal studs, two-tone and T-
shirts that proudly proclaim
that the wearer is 'punk'. For
one thing, if you have to wear
it on your shirt, obviously
you're trying too hard.
Furthermore, maybe you
should think about what
something means before you
buy it.
Now it must be said that I
am not condemning those
who are clad in mainstream
clothing—not by any means.
I have no problem with peo-
pie who dress this way; it's
simply a choice. But for
stores who specialize in
mainstream apparel to sud-
denly start selling- a myriad
of off-beat items belonging to
a political movement—this is
clearly an infringement. Of
course, these businesses can-
not be stopped from selling
what they choose and what
they think will appeal to peo-
ple. So perhaps it is more the
ignorant trend-follower and
reckless consumer that I
revile. To have a studded belt
alongside a disgustingly
revealing t-shirt reduces off-
beat movements to a com-
modity.
Unfortunately for
the run-of-the-mill
ill-bred consumer,
punk is not
something you can
buy into.
It doesn't help that the
media is saturated with teen
popstars like Avril Lavigne
who think that they're some-
thing original for dressing- a
certain way and that they can
sell it to the public. Contrary
to what many believe, she is
not original and certainly not
an accurate example of the
movement that she claims, by
her ensembles and so-called
"angst", to represent.
"Punk", while having differ-
ent facets of this meaning for
everyone, is in short an out-
spoken, off-beat, politically
active and socially conscious
movement influenced by
everything from the beat
generation to the jazz age to
hippies to the 1980's. And
unfortunately for the run-of-
the-mill ill-bred consumer,
it's not something you can
buy into.
It would be interesting - to
find out if these uninformed
buyers are actually aware of
what they're purchasing-. I'd
love to ask the next person I
see buying a Che Guevara
shirt, "Do you even know
who Che Guevara was or
what he did?" Or to the glee-
ful new owner of a two-tone
belt—"are you conscious of
what the two-tone movement
was and what it represent-
ed?" For the sake of the unin-
formed, I'll explain. Even if
people do have an inkling of
someone like Guevara's
endeavors, they doubtless
have no idea what something-
like black and white checkers
really mean. Associated with
the blend of music known as
ska, 2Tone was actually a
British ska record label,
under whom the likes of The
Specials were signed. Since
both this label and the music
were among the first groups
of people to harmoniously be
racially integrated, the black
and white symbol was adopt-
ed, recognizing- the equal
existence and incorporation
of black and white people.
People should stop to con-
sider that perhaps when they
find off-beat items in stores,
they actually have a meaning-
and are not meant for blind
consumption. To the pur-
chaser: think before you buy.
To the tweeny popstar: how
dare you reduce a social
movement to "teen angst"?
And finally, to the main-
stream establishments: you
have no business selling out
what you do not and will
never care to understand.
One day, we'll live
together in harmony
Columnist Jones says "Domo arigato,
Mr. Roboto" on behalf of the humans
Brendan
Jones
Extra-value
J spiel
Robots and people: the never-
ending battle. We people
always say we're superior to
those petty machines because
we have free will and emo-
tion. The robots just threaten
jobs and try to take over the
world in movies in response
to our grandiosity. But really,
we're more alike than you
think. After all, we both get
useless as we get older, there
is a robot running 'Cal-ee-
forn-ya', and it has been
proven that by giving your
appliances a name they will
last longer.
So we've established a few
similarities. Both people and
computers seem to get slower
with time, so don't snicker
and laugh at Grainps; he's a
486 and only has a 14.4 kbps
modem, he can't help it.
Arnold obviously does have
some sense of emotion as he
is trying to stop the Great
White North from stealing
'How-lee-vood's' business.
Plus, think about it, how
long would you work for
someone if they kept calling
you 'stupid vacuum'?
Now, I'm not going to
question the free will
aspect. If you ask a human
being to do a crappy job over
and over again, they're even-
tually going to tell you where
to stick it. Computers, on the
other hand, will perform
spell check over and over
again to your heart's content
without getting pissed off
about the fact that you
haven't even typed anything
for them to check. But as far
as the whole emotional thing,
I think a valid argument can
be made that robots have feel-
ings too.
Human parts sound
strikingly similar to
computer parts; for
example, modem
and scrotum.
Students understand this.
We have a close working- rela-
tionship with robots, since
we can only submit word-
processed essays and reports.
Surely our computers have
feelings, as they could only
decide to crash the night
before an essay is due out of
spite. Or was it some passion-
ate jealousy, as I was brows-
ing* the Internet on a comput-
er at school earlier that day?
I have a Mac and I'd like to
think it cares about me; when
something- goes wrong' it is
kind enough to reassure me
that "the system and other
applications have not been
affected." I was a bit scared,
however, when once while I
was using" a Mac word
processor and when perform
ing grammar check it said to
me: "Call me paranoid, but
finding' '/*' inside this para-
graph makes me suspicious."
And Windows-based comput-
ers obviously grasp the con-
cept of mortality, as they are
capable of experiencing
"fatal" errors.
While those are just gen-
eral assumptions, computers
and humans do have physical
similarities as well.
Computers, like humans, can
also get sick with a "virus".
To boot, pun intended, some-
times when they're really
sick you have to take them to
people that use metal utensils
to open them up, tinker
around inside them, and fix
them; kind of like surgery.
These doctors however, tend
to be located at Future
Shop. Also, a lot of our
human parts sound striking-
ly similar to computer parts.
For example: umbilical cord
and motherboard, or modem
and scrotum.
Unfortunately for my the-
ory these are all man-made
similarities however, symbol-
ic of the never-ending quest
of nerds to end their loneli-
ness. Notwithstanding how
much we can make robots or
computers seem human, in
reality robots cannot make us
more like them. Or am I
wrong? Maybe they can make
us more like them. Am I a
robot devoid of all emotion if,
despite everyone else, I still
do not love Raymond?
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Hard knocks and dirty socks:
Cord Opinion's May-today review
Event: The first same-sex
marriage is allowed by the
Supreme Court of Canada.
Sereda's Perspective:
Conservatives and the reli-
gious right should stop pon-
tificating, as the move
increased Canada's lead as a
frontrunner in human
rights.
Event: SARSstoek
Sereda's Perspective: Not
only did the concert get
Toronto's economy back 011
its feet, but it established the
city as the party capital of
North America. Sex, drugs,
and rock&roll at top volume
Event: Blackout, 2003
Sereda's Perspective: A few
days without power was a
learning experience for the
provincial government and
for all. I learned not to drink
so much Lamb's Navy Bum
Event: Business deregulation
McLean's Perspective:
Business students shouldn't
have acted like two-cent don-
keys; instead, they should
have generated more of a
voice in opposition to priva-
tizing* the business program
Event: Ontario Provincial
Election
Sereda's Perspective: Despite
PC slander. Liberal McGuinty
still won, and the PC cabinet
took a serious beating- .
Unfortunately, the NOP took
a serious beating* and
Waterloo retained
Conservative MP Elizabeth
Whitmer.
Event: Jean Chretien
announces he will step down
as Prime Minister in January
Sereda's Perspective: He
might not have done that
much policy-wise, but his
protestor-punching' made
him an interesting character
in Canadian politics and 111
miss him for it
Contributed photo
June: Kevin Bourassa and Joe Varnell, Canada's first same-sex con-
jugal couple, celebrate their no-longer forbidden love with a kiss
Contributed photo
August: Many Canadians light candles, despite being told not to, in
the midst of the biggest blackout in North American history
Contributed photo
October: Liberal reptile Dalton McGuinty vs PC robot Ernie Eves
Contributed photo
July: Veteran rocker Mick Jagger announced and performed at
SARSstock. Over 450,000 people attended the Toronto concert.
Contributed photo
September: Laurier's Senate passes a motion to deregulate the
Business Program. Most concerned students were Arts majors.
Contributedphoto
November: Jean Chretien announces he will step down in January
Capitalist pig Paul Martin next PM
David
Alexander
uest
Columnist
Is there any reason to vote in
the next election?
Although I can appreciate
the fact that our system was
designed so that voters are
supposed to vote for their
regional MP and not for the
Prime Minister, this aspect of
our electoral system is
flawed. Because there are
very few free votes in the
House of Commons, it rarely
matters whether your riding
elected Maria Minna (a real
liberal) or. well, Paul Martin
(a conservative Liberal). The
fact is that the man (and it is
usually a man) who makes
the important decisions in
Parliament is the Prime
Minister. While these deci-
sions require compromise
within the party, discussions
and debates are too often lim-
ited to behind-the-scenes
negotiations. By the time a
bill enters Parliament, it usu-
ally has the support of most
Liberal MPs, By the time any
open debate takes place, it
can have very little impact on
the decisions that have been
made.
The fact is, even though,
the Prime Minister has to
negotiate within his own
party on issues, he still gets
to decide what is and what is
not up for negotiating. So I
find it a little bit depressing
that the only people who got
to vote in the election of the
next Prime Minister were
members of the Liberal Party
of Canada. The coronation of
Paul Martin as Prime
Minister makes George W.
Bush's presidential election
seem democratic.
The electoral system that
exists in Canada is not really
democratic to begin with.
Although they received a
minority of votes, the first-
past-the-post system has
allowed the Liberals to rule
with a majority of the seats
for their past two terms in
office. They received 38,5% of
the vote in 1997 and 40.8% in
2000, both times receiving-
over half of the seats. In
Ontario, supporters of the
Green Party, the NOP, the
Canadian Alliance and the
Conservative party basically
throw away their vote at each
election because the Liberals
receive a majority (ie. 51.5%)
of the votes. Because of the
unpredictable nature of our
system, people are forced to
vote strategically. Or, in
other words, people have to
settle for their second or
third choice because they are
afraid of the Canadian
Alliance.
Another injustice related
to our electoral system is the
under-representation of
women and minorities in
Parliament. In Canadian
Provincial and Federal
Parliaments, approximately
one in five elected representa-
tives is female (the highest
proportion is in the Senate
where 32% of MPs are
women). While some factors
which keep women from
becoming- elected (notably
economic inequity) can be
addressed to some extent by
affirmative action programs
and election finance reform,
there is significant evidence
which shows that countries
which use proportional rep-
resentation elect more
women than those which use
Canada's outdated system
(see www.equalvoice.ca).
The coronation of
Paul Martin as
Prime Minister
makes George W.
Bush's presidential
election seem
democratic.
Using a form of propor-
tional representation,
Canadians would be repre-
sented relative to the percent-
age of the vote they received.
There are many variations of
this system, many of which
include regional representa-
tion (see www.fairvotecana-
da.ca). The effects of this sys-
tem are a more representative
government and a more con-
ciliatory style of governance
between parties than our
present unilateral system. Of
countries with a population
greater than ten million peo-
ple, only the United States
and Canada still use a purely
first-past-the-post system.
Maybe I'm just upset
because I'm supposed to
believe that a shipping 1 mag-
nate, who registered his
ships in other countries in
order to avoid paying' taxes,
to avoid paying the Canadian
minimum wage and to avoid
Canadian environmental reg-
ulations, is going to heal the
country. In particular, he is
supposed to repair the
inequalities between the rich
and the poor and follow the
Kyoto Protocol. Well, no
point whining about this.
Since voting is pretty much
useless in this country, we
should probably start think-
ing of other ways to partici-
pate in Canadian democracy.
This January, look for David
Alexander's weekly column
appearing in Cord Opinion.
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Lord of the
chicken rings
Derek
Iwanuk
Sports
Editor
Last week as I ventured into
my local KFC, my roomate
and I discovered something
that was so ridiculous that
we laughed out loud in the
store. Sitting before us was a
large bucket of chicken, with
"Lord of the Rings" advertis-
ing ail over the bucket. The
crowning achievement was at
the top of the bucket, where
the colonel's face was plas-
tered right in the centre of
the ring's script.
The ring's script, if you
are not familiar with "The
Lord of the Rings" is "One
ring to bring them all and in
the darkness bind them." Do
you think Tolkein meant
Chicken Rings? I mean, when
you think of the ring's script
and KFC there is a startling
similarity. "One ring' to find
them" could refer to the
many mass media outlets
that KFC uses. "One ring to
bring* them all" could refer to
KFC's mass marketing cam-
paigns and finally"and in
the darkness bind them"
could refer to the impending*
death which one faces after
consuming these chicken
rings. Oh, and if you think
I'm kidding* about the chick-
en ring's: you're wrong. They
sadly exist only for this pro-
motion. I'm looking forward
to the next mass media cam-
paign featuring- classic litera-
ture. Doesn't a "Catcher in
the Rye" Crown Royal cam-
paign sound good? How
about some Burger King
Lear? And the list goes on.
It is not uncommon to find
advertising placed all over
the arts in today's media. But
don't you think we should
reserve some art as sacred
from this blatant advertis-
ing? Although one could
argue that they did make a
movie, thus already deeming
the classic novel tainted. But
there is a difference between
whoring' out your father's
classic fantasy tale to
Hollywood (who subsequent-
ly created two masterful
pieces of film, both being
nominated for the Best-
Picture Oscar) and whoring
out our father's classic work
of fiction to giant fast food
restaurants. The worst crime
being the colonel's face in the
middle of the ring's script. Is
there no end to this madness?
And there is really noth-
ing that can be done to stop
this. I know that sounds pes-
simistic, but really, what can
be done? Rights can be pro-
tected only for so long before
the greed of Salinger's or
Hemingway's kin sell out
thier ancestor's work to the
highest bidder. I won't be
shocked when J.D.'s grand-
kids sell off the "Catcher in
the Rye" to Crown Royal or
sell it a huge production com-
pany which will probably
have someone glamourous
such as Brad Pitt playing the
role of Holden Caufield.
Shoot me now, the world
must be coming to an end.
Taking candy from
the satellite babies
Do we really deserve a guilt-trip for
stealing satellite signals? TV says so
Dillon
Moore
This is
bizarre...
I, like many others I'm sure,
have been walking around
under a cloud of shame these
past few weeks. The cause
has not been late essays
(although that alone would
suffice), or any other thing
that I have done. It is instead
from the mouths of babes
that my shaming sentence is
read: "But dad, you steal
satellite TV." I may be a cable
subscriber, but those piercing
words drive right to my
heart, daring me to admit
that I'm not sure whether I've
accidentally viewed even a
fragment of a show on a pil-
fered signal.
Alright, to be totally hon-
est, if I'm at all ashamed it
probably has everything to
do with late essays and
almost nothing to do with
those ridiculous ads. How is
it that the shaming efforts of
the Coalition Against
Satellite Signal Theft
(CASST), have not managed
to win me over? I think it has
something- to do with the
utter ridiculousness of their
stance.
For those who haven't
seen the ad. a comparison is
(pedantically) made between
the shoplifting of a chocolate
bar and the theft of a satellite
TV signal by the shoplifter's
dad. I have to ask myself how
keen the child would be to
steal that chocolate bar if he
knew that after every couple
of bites he would have to
ingest some unpalatable
crud. But of course, the
candy companies know that
people wouldn't buy that sort
of product, so it isn't on the
market. Why then do cable
and satellite companies
expect us to pay for commer-
cial broadcasts? Each time
you watch a show, you have
to eat a proverbial spoonful of
crud every few minutes in
the form of advertisements.
Each time you
watch a show, you
have to eat a
proverbial spoonful
of crud every few
minutes in the form
of advertisements.
It wasn't always this way.
Television signals were origi-
nally sent across the air-
waves and could be picked up
by anyone in range who had
the proper equipment. With
the advent of cable, it became
customary for people to pay
for television signals they
wanted to get. Not that you
could ever pay for just what
you like - television channel
packages are notorious. for
making it difficult to get all
the channels you want with-
out paying for multiple chan-
nels of very little interest.
But as television became a
pay service, it certainly didn't
become less commercial, with
the exception of specialty
channels such as HBO and
Viewer's Choice. The televi-
sion companies are now send-
ing signals in such a way
that they can again be picked
up by anyone with the right
equipment and information.
They obviously aren't happy
about the potential loss in
profits this might entail.
The efforts by television
providers to make a simple
equation between satellite
theft and shoplifting (or
purse-snatching, car theft
and bicycle theft in another
gem of an ad) will probably
be ignored or snickered at by
the general public, and right-
ly so. Likewise, the appeals in
movie theatres, before the
trailers and after an ever
lengthening run of advertise-
ments which try to convince
the audience that internet
piracy of movies will impov-
erish the "average Joe" work-
er of Hollywood. This is in
spite of the ever-rising price
of a movie ticket. This cam-
paign. like that of the televi-
sion companies, misses the
point entirely.
Advertisements irritate the
viewer - how could another
advertisement serve to create
sympathy for the corpora-
tions using them?
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Letters to The Cord
Your joke is a
heartbreaker
letters@wlusp.com
Students should actively par-
ticipate in debates about the
performance of faculty and
administrators but whoever
included the photo and the
caption in last week's lead
article ("A Bad Note", The
Cord Weekly, November 19,
2003) about the Dean of
Music should be working- for
a tabloid newspaper.
The context of the photo,
which The Cord conveniently
failed to mention, was a char-
ity bowlathon at which the
deans and the vice-president
academic were asked to dress
in costume to raise money
for a local opera company.
What the photo shows is that
the current dean is willing- to
let his hair down and wear a
silly costume to raise money
for a, worthy cause (a music
charity at that). Is The Cord
suggesting; that this is a bad
thing? Would it prefer to
have a music dean who is
unwilling to participate in a
joke, and unwilling to sup-
port a music charity? Does it
imagine that we can judge
whether or not he is doing'
his job well by looking- at a
photo of him in a Halloween
costume? .
1 wonder what comes
next. Three of my faculty
members had their heads
shaved this fall to raise
money for Sliinerama. They
looked a little silly by the end
of it. Will The Cord be dis-
playing' their photos to make
fun of them?
Leo Groarke
Dean of the Brantford
Campus
Dischordant perspective
I'm taking the time to
respond to The Cord 's depic-
tion of the controversy stir-
rounding the imminent
rehiring of the Dean ofMusic
("A Bad Note" and "Shifty's
Top Ten Suggested
Replacements...", Wedesday
Nov. 19, 2003), because it
points to a number of prob-
lems in the way this issue is
being dealt with in general.
Although I fully support
students taking- a stand
against issues that they per-
ceive to be a threat to their
university experience, I con-
tinue to detect a substantial
bias in the way the issue is
being dealt with. This bias is
also present in The Cord"s
subsequent portrayal of the
affair.
Besides questioning the
oversimplified nature of the
survey (how exactly does one
define having a "negative
impression" of the Dean?), I
for one did not appreciate
seeing other people's
answers on the survey. Nor
did I solicit the more person-
al account of student griev-
ances that I received from the
surveyor while taking the
survey. I wonder how many
other students like myself,
having limited experience
with (or a more positive
account of) the Dean ended
iip feeling they couldn't
answer the survey with less
prejudice? I also feel that
very little opportunity has
been given to the music com-
munity here at WLU to voice
their opinion, regarding' the
issue of accusations made
against the Dean, There are
those within the music facul-
ty who haven't even heard
about the controversy.
Surely, any attempt to con-
structively deal with such
grievances should include a
dialogue between the stu-
dents, the Dean and the
Faculty of Music.
I also question the predis-
posed sentiment of The Cord's
articles illustrating' the con-
troversy. For instance, in the
article "A Bad Note," the
writer introduces a quote
from a student falling in
favour of the Dean, with "one
student went so far as to
say...". If any attempt was
being made to balance the
portrayal of the issue by
including this student's
words, it was surely lost in
such a prejudiced introduc-
tion.
I would think that one of
the responsibilities (binding
or not) of The Cord would be
to not only give voice to the
members of the student pop-
ulation, but also to help pro-
vide them with earnest and
(at least a bit more) sophisti-
cated coverage of issues. This
way, students can respond to
them hi an equally earnest
and sophisticated manner.
The removal of a dean from a
university is no light-hearted
issue.
Rodrigo Caballero letter
Ist Year Music
Dear Wilbur,
Obviously, Maneesh should
be the new Dean of Music.
Asad Kiyani
Former Editor-in-Chief
The Cord Weekly
You damaged my rep!
I believe that I was misrepre-
sented in Fraser Kings* arti-
cle, entitled "Women seek
sanctions vs. Cord." (The
Cord Weekly, November 19,
2003), I sent King a page
and a half of comments
regarding the article, "The
gay escapades" (The Cord
Weekly, November 5, 2003),
of which two sentences
specifically related to
women. King wrongly
assumed that I would only
care about "women's issues"
and thus used these two
quotes as tlie basis of my
response to McLean's article.
I want to clarify ray position.
I proposed that the title of
McLean's article "The guy-
escapades" and much of the
language in McLean's article
(and the accompanying' arti-
cles) "others" gay persons
and demeans gay and trans-
gender lifestyles. Headings
such as "Name that gender is
fun" and "Gays are uncouth
just like us" offer stereotypes
and completely degrade and
dismiss the issues faced "by
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and
transgender/transsexual
persons. A person's gender
should not be demeaned or
mocked, but this is essential-
ly what participants in the
"Name that gender" game
were doing.
In response to Mclean's
claim of censorship. I would
hold that the issue is not
about censorship but about
sensitivity. The function of
the human rights committee
would be to inform writers
and editors about offensive
and demeaning content and
language, and to suggest a
more sensitive approach.
I now realize that the
committee is unnecessary if
sensitivity training is
obtained for writers and edi-
tors of Student Publications.
This training would allow
writers and editors to have a
better understanding of
issues facing oppressed pop-
ulations, and would ensure
such issues were approached
with respect and understand-
ing. The Cord has stated that
they will not tolerate racist
advertising, writings, or con-
tent of any kind, a stance
that I support. If someone
were to write an article called
"The""black escapades," pro-
moting' ideas such as "Name
that ethnicity is fun" and
"Blacks are uncouth just like
us," the article would be
deemed racist and would not
be printed. I would hold that
no one in the Laurier com-
munity would accuse The
Cord of censorship for not
printing such a racist article
I am simply proposing that
the WL.U Student
Publications anti-racism
stance is extended to include
anti-heterosexism, anti-sex-
ism, anti-ageism, and other
such stances.
Robyn Turk
re: So Long, Jean!
I too received that same pam-
phlet from Stephen Harper,
You know, the one where he
discloses his secret identity
as a right wing radical? I
enjoyed the little pictures
that clearly illustrated that
two men should not marry.
However, I found Harper's
leaflet left me wanting. For
instance, can a man marry a
sheep provided it's still a
female? Where were his clear
pictures that so closely
resemble road signs to guide
my private life then? Would
someone, preferably someone
reminiscent of fascist ideolo-
gies, please tell me how to
live my life?!
And by the by, Stephen
did not pay the postage for
you. No postage is required
to any address at the House
of Commons. So in a manner
of speaking, the Liberals (the
government) paid your
postage.
Ryan Jakubowski,
Ist Year Hons. Economics &
Business
Continued on following page
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Putting the Christ in
Christmas...
letters@wlusp.com
Congratulations to the Cord
staff for the feature
"Holidays of the World"
(November 19). It is nice to
see that some of the various
religious beliefs around cam-
pus are being- represented. I
would like to stick up for my
Christian friends, however,
and say that I found the arti-
cle on Christmas a little dis-
respectful. As a Pagan, I'm
well aware that the date of
Christmas is December 25th
because of its proximity to
the Winter Solstice - we call
it Yule. As a Canadian, I'm
also well aware that
Christmas has deteriorated
into "a fanatical orgy of con-
sumerism." However, while
the article stops its explica-
tion of Christmas with these
two observations, I think it
only fail" to Christians that
we mention what their holi-
day is actually about.
Though the birth of Jesus
Christ is mentioned in pass-
ing* (and only to point out
that the Bible doesn't men-
tion the date of Christ's
birth), the article fails to
reflect the significance of
that birth (Christians call
Jesus the Messiah, or
Saviour) and the religious
spirit of the season. The birth
of a messiah is the birth of
hope, and as that hope
becomes a central focus of
the season, Christians are
inspired to dare to hope for a
world that is encompassed by
those ultimate human values
that the historical Jesus
taught: love, respect and
peace. No matter what the
roots of the religion or its
holidays are. and despite the
degradation that this partic-
ular holiday has been forced
to endure as a result of capi-
talist interests, we would do
well to remember the spirit of
the season (which is not con-
tingent on the accuracy of a
birth date). Though we
Pagans are prone to think-
ing of Jesus in a non-deified
sense, we can certainly
appreciate the values he
espoused, and I, for one,
think that we could use more
hope, love, respect and peace
in the world.
Matt Habermehl
It hurts, it really does
This isn't a letter to the
editor. This is a letter to any
half-American civil-religion
die-hard who may be reading
The Cord (I know that you
don't just write for it.) If you
want to assert that your
rights are paramount, but
realize that you can't do so
without tacking- on a clause
like "... so long as it doesn't
infringe on anyone else's
rights." I ask you to consider
something. What you do,
and even what you don't do,
affects other people. If you
think that it's okay for one to
get drunk out of one's mind,
using the rationale that it's
one's choice and that it's only
harming the one making the
choice, think again.
Consider the following
hypothetical scenario. After
staggering out of a bar, you
see a pregnant woman about
to cross the road, and a ear
speeding along that's obvi- -
ously not going to stop for
the red light in front of it.
You attempt to run. or shout,
or do something to prevent
the tragedy, but your body is
in no shape to handle the
adrenaline surging through
it, and, overwhelmed, you
pass out into the mud. The
woman and her unborn child
become victims of another
driver who fell asleep at the
wheel. You could've prevent-
ed it, but you won't even
remember that when you
wake up hours later.
You may complain about
this, saying that we can't
possibly be ready for every
possible situation that may
come our way, and mock this
example by saying, "Well,
we'd better not sleep, then!" I
would return that there's no
point in making* matters
worse. I'm not suggesting
that you take "what-ifs" to an
extreme—that's almost
always a recipe for foolish-
ness. I am suggesting that
you, to a greater degree than
you have before, consider
your obligations over your
rights. BesMesisif you need
to drink, smoke, or by some
other means try to minimize
your problems or stresses,
there are ways out there that
are much better for you and
everyone else.
Kenny Wattley
Minimum wage soars
with pigs
In their throne, speech last
week, Dal ton McGuinty's
Liberal government reaf-
firmed their campaign prom-
ise to raise Ontario's mini-
mum wage (which has stag-
nated at $6.85 per hour since
1995) to $8.00 per hour over
four years; according- to
reports, the plan is to phase
in a thirty-cent increase each
year.
And yet the Honourable
Chris Bentley, newly anoint-
ed Minister of Labour, has
yet to announce any
specifics.
Inflation has steadily eroded
low-paid workers' wages for
eight long- years, the holiday
gil't-givmg- season is right
around the comer, and
hydro rates are about to
jump - just in time for the
winter! The mueh-ballyhooed
$5.6 billion Tory deficit (the
Liberals' prime promise-
breaking' get-out-jail-free
card thus far) can't be the
reason, since an increased
minimum wage would mean
more tax revenues, not less.
So what are they waiting
for? Pigs to fly? Bad econom-
ic news, and helpless pleas
from skint Me Job and retail
employers? I'm curious, to
say the least. If you are too,
why not write The Hon.
Chris Beritley, Minister of
Labour; Ministry of Labour,
400 University Ave, 14th Fir,
Toronto, ON, M7A IT7) and
ask him to make good 011 his
government's promise as
soon as possible.
Greg Smith
Editor's note: this
Christmas, give the gift
of letteres. To me. On
every one of the twelve
days. Or I'll steal your
soul. Well, at least your
mail.
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II. Our ever-changing
work world needs
FANSHAWE people who care.
COLLEGE K
■ mi
A post-graduate program offered at our St. Thomas/Elgin campus.
What is a Career Practitioner?
Career practitioners help people choose a career and
plan for career changes. They assist with job search
strategies, help individuals and businesses manage
downsizing, and help people make decisions about
life/work balance.
Where are the jobs?
There is a growing demand for Career Practitioners in
the private sector, in government, not-for-profits and in
schools. Many career practitioners start their own
business and serve a wide range of clients from
individuals to large organizations.
The Fanshawe College Career Practitioner post-
graduate program begins in September, 2004 and is
designed to meet the needs of those who are already
working in the field of counselling and those looking
for a new career direction.
To find out more about this full or part-time program,
and how prior education or experience can translate
into credits call:
Cathy Grondin
Employment Services Elgin
(519) 633-5200 ext. 232
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Coca-Cola?
Coca-Cola accused of exploiting
Indian village's water supply
KRIS COTE
Staff Writer
Hindustan Coca-Cola
Beverages, a subsidy of Coca-
Cola, was ordered by the
courts to present its case to
the village council of the
town of Perumatty, India.
The Coke bottling plant that
operates in the village had its
operating licence refused in
April on the grounds that
they were exploiting the
water resoux-ces of the vil-
lage.
The bottling
plant has more
than 65 wells
and uses a mil-
lion litres of
water a day.
Two thousand
local farmers
depend on their
wells and
ponds for their
crops and they
are complain-
ing that these
are beinc
sucked dry by the bottling
plant. Villagers are being
forced off their coconut and
vegetable farms. They allege
that the area was fertile
before the plant was opened
in 1998 but a lack of water is
ruining their crops.
Coke currently sends
water trucks around the vil-
lage each morning to meet
the basic needs of the people
but they blame the shortage
on lack of rain not their fac-
tory. Plant manager N.
Villagers are being
forced off their
coconut and veg-
etable farms and
allege that the area
was fertile before
the Coca-Cola plant
arrived in 1998
Janardhanan told reporters
that "the villagers are not
suffering and we are not
exploiting the water
resources."
Coke submitted scientific
studies, which their own sci-
entists concluded, to the
counsel citing them as evi-
dence that they are not over-
using water. The president of
the village counsel dismissed
the report as "incomplete and
unsatisfactory." Villagers are
also claiming that the factory
is polluting their water by
dumping chemi-
cal filled water
used to clean
bottles untreat-
ed into the
ground.
Farmers and
ant.i-g lobaliza-
tion protesters
have been
protesting the
plant for the
past year, and
see the court
decision as a
victory for the anti-globaliza-
tion movement. Coke dis-
misses those involved, claim-
ing that they are not Indian
farmers but merely anti-capi-
talists bent on destroying' the
corporation of Coca-Cola.
Sunil Gupta, vice president of
the Indian subsidiary,
claimed that it was extrem-
ists who had targeted the
company because of its ties to
the west.
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Boy pets hen,
gets throttled
BRYN BOYCE
International Editor
In a horrifying' display of vio-
lence, a Norwegian "fjoes-
nisse" (somewhere between
Santa Claus and Davy
Crockett) throttled a 13-year-
old boy in a shopping mall.
The man who was hired to
play the fjoesnisse, a barn-
dwelling elf with symbolic
ties to the spirit of Christmas,
became displeased with the
boy's attempt to pet his hen
and pig.
The young boy, Joakim
Osland, bent down to pet the
hen which "looked incredibly
soft." The boy remarked that
the hen had incredible
plumage and was surprised
that "she was so quick."
After a botched attempt to
fondle the hen, the boy was
yelled at by the Santa-
Crockett and told to respect
animals. In a violent turn of
events, the barnyard elf
grasped the boy's throat and
began strangling him in the
mall's center court."He said I
should inspect animals. The
elf scared me a bit," recalled
Osland.
The boy's two friends were
witness to the raging elfs
display and were shocked to
see a fjoesnisse take such
offence to hen-pettery.
Joakim was not seriously
injured in the throttling but
marks remained on his neck
after the incident. It is not
clear what actions the mall or
the police are planning on
taking in the matter.
Contributed Photo
in Norway, Santa-Crockett strangles children who mess with his ish
Genocide on trial
UN war crimes tribunals continue
against officials in Yugoslav war
KRIS COTE
Staff Writer
Despite a lack of funding, the
United Nations War Crimes
Tribunal continues to try and
prosecute war criminals from
the Yugoslav wax*. $96 mil-
lion is needed, yet 123 of the
191 UN member-countries
have yet to contribute at all
this past year. Ralph Zacklin,
Undersecretary-General for
legal affairs worries that
"shortfalls in the cash flow
could impact very much on
the prosecutorial, investiga-
tive and judicial activities."
Officials have been forced to
borrow $41 million from the
peacekeeping department's
accounts.
Prosecutors issued an
indictment of former
President of the Republic of
Krajina Milan Babic last
week. Krajina, a small
Croatian country that broke
away from Yugoslavia in
1991, witnessed acts of geno-
cide committed against their
native non-Serb population at
the hands of Croatian-Serb
forces.
Babic was charged with
crimes against humanity,
war crimes, cruel treatment
of non-Serbs and the needless
destruction of churches,
homes and schools.
Prosecutors believe that it
was Babic's goal to create a
Serb dominated state. It is
also alleg ed that he was aided
by former Yugoslav
President Slobodan Milosevic.
Prosecutors have the
onerous task of proving that
orders of ethnic cleansing
originated from Babic who is
expected to state that the
Krstic was the the
commander of the
infamous Drina
Corps, which killed
more than 7,000
Muslim men and
boys in Srebrenica
events in question were car-
ried out without his knowl-
edge. One such event
occurred in October of 1991,
near the small village of
Bacin where Serb forces
rounded up 56 non-Serbian
men from their homes, took
them to a field near the vil-
lage and executed them.
If convicted on all
charges, Babic would receive
a sentence of life in prison,
the highest punishment the
tribunal can hand out.
The tribunal also began to
prosecute former Serbian
General Radislav Krstic, for
what has been called the
worst massacre since WWII.
Krstic was the commander of
the infamous Drina Corps,
which killed more than 7,000
Muslim men and boys in the
Bosnian city of Srebrenica in
1995.
Krstic had previously
been sentenced to 46 years in
prison for his role in commit-
ting' these war crimes. If con-
victed again, Krstic would
spend the rest of his life in
prison.
His defence is an argu-
ment stating that "he never
had a genocidal intent." Yet
last week three witnesses tes-
tified that the killings were
carried out with the knowl-
edge of the entire chain of
command within the Bosnian
Serb leadership.
Krstic's conviction would
act as a stepping stone for
prosecutors to convict higher
ranking members of the
Bosnian Serb leadership. At
the top of the chain of com-
mand sits Milosevic, who is
charged with 66 counts of
war crimes. It is expected
that his trial will last until
2006.
Contributed Photo
This Srebrenican woman sits solemnly near a genocide monument that commemorates the 1995 mas-
sacre of 7,000 Srebrenican men and boys at the hands of Serbian General Radislav Krstic
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I'm still smoking
Ben
Puzanov
10 Bucks
A Pack?
A tremendous injustice is
being perpetrated through-
out the world and as of late it
has become an issue even in
Canada. It is Sunday night
and this writer just got off
work. While running
through the quad, hopping
stairway railings and weav-
ing through oncoming traf-
fic, there is only one thing on
his mind: hurry to the near-
est convenience store and
procure a carton of cigarettes
before it increases in price by
over $15.
To put this into perspec-
tive, it is expected that small
packs of tobacco (20 ciga-
rettes) will cost $8 and the
regular packs of 25 will now
carry a whopping $10 price
tag. This move is not so much
of a surprise to me as it is a
huge disappointment in a
country I thought was intent
on promoting individual
rights and freedoms.
The United Kingdom has
been steadily increasing
tobacco prices since the
19705, and many nations
have decided to follow suit. In
the United States, anti-smok-
ing activists have been suc-
cessful at driving cigarette
costs to more than US$7 per
pack. The World Medical
Association, which is com-
prised of more than 10 mil-
lion physicians from 117
nations, strongly supports
excessive taxation of tobacco
products to deter individuals
from smoking. Furthermore,
the institution recently made
a plea to the World Health
Organization to follow
through with an internation-
al accord on tobacco regula-
tions.
Please do not get me
wrong', I am not contesting
the idea of cigarette smoke
being harmful or any other
health fact that may have
been engraved into people's
minds since they inhaled
their first "clean" breath of
air after escaping from the
womb.
What bothers me most is
that there is no real reason
for raising tobacco prices.
Supporters of the campaign
claim that this move is
designed to decrease smok-
ing and eliminate victims of
second-hand smoke.
First of all, who are you to
tell me what I can or cannot
do? If I choose to smoke in
the privacy of my own home,
where the second-hand
smoke can "hurt" no one else
but me, why should I be
forced to pay $0.40 per ciga-
rette? Who are you to decide
what is right for me, to
choose how I should lead my
own life?
I am a simple man
who enjoys his
beer, coffee and
cigarettes... who
are you to tell me
what I can or can-
not do?
Next, if you truly wished
to save the lives of non-smok-
ers and shield them from sec-
ond-hand smoke, you should
first consider a full public
smoking- ban. Although I am
against this wholeheartedly,
it makes a lot more sense
than raising prices and still
allowing- those who can
afford it to smoke anywhere
they please.
I believe that the price
hike is just another way for
our newly elected Liberal
government to increase tax
revenues. It is no secret that
Dalton McGuinty has inherit-
ed a $5.6 billion provincial
debt from Conservatives Mike
Harris and Ernie Eves, but
this is not an excuse to pun-
ish smokers.
It is also common knowl-
edge that television is chew-
ing gum for the human mind
and only shortens attention
spans and hinders people's
creativity. In addition to the
damages it inflicts on one's
mental health, television also
destroys vision by emitting
needless amounts of radia-
tion.
One may try Jo avoid
watching the Idiot Box
throughout their daily rou-
tine, but like cigarettes, it is
very addicting. Those privi-
leged enough to have never
watched the tube or were able
to kick the nasty habit, are
still forced to watch second-
hand television because
everywhere they turn there is
a screen flickering and mind-
less zombies engaged in a
hypnotic trance.
So Mr. McGuinty, why do
you not raise the price of tel-
evision sets and cable servic-
es by an outrageous percent-
age so you can profit from
this popular addiction as
well? It is because as long as
the majority of Ontario does
not smoke, you feel justified
in oppressing those of us
who do choose to indulge?
I am a simple man who
enjoys his beer, coffee and
cigarettes, all of which sup-
posedly ruin my life and
make me miserable. My life is
my own. Dalton McGuinty.
and as long as I am not hurt-
ing anyone else in the
process I feel like I should be
able to live it any way I
choose. I call on all Ontarians
to open their eyes, which the
Idiot Box has undoubtedly
ruined, and rise up against
our new authoritarian
provincial government.
Jacko's sleepover parties
overshadow real news
Andrew
Sachs
Put It In
Perspective
The King of Pop has stolen
many a show in his career,
but his most damaging
infraction occurred last week
when instead of legitimate
stories the media was satu-
rated with his arrest.
Mornings are hard
enough to get through but
that daily ritual took a turn
for the worse when going to
pick up the daily newspaper.
Staring- out of the front page
was that bug eyed, surgically
constructed freak otherwise
known as Michael Jackson.
Talk about a ruined day and
week. Recurring nightmares
of Michael and his white
glove would haunt my
dreams for days.
Maybe it was not so much
the actual image that caused
my upset but rather the fact
that another Hollywood cir-
cus had driven out all the
news worthy of being print-
ed. The news now is only the
latest movie star wedding (or
breakup) and whoever else
famous is going to trial.
Think about Kobe Bryant,
O.J. Simpson, Winona Ryder
and now Michael Jackson. In
Kobe's case, when the story
was hot CNN would provide
updates every half- hour on
the issue. They even devoted
special coverage to a ten sec-
ond clip of him walking- from
the car to the courthouse. In
order to get that clip howev-
er, viewers were forced to
watch an empty street for
close to an hour while Wolf
Blitzer provided useless com-
mentary.
What do CNN, ABC, CBS,
NBC and Fox all have in com-
mon? They all devoted their
coverage to chasing Michael
from his plane, to his car and
finally to 'his' courthouse.
They then replayed exten-
sively what was dubbed as
the 'money shot' of Jackson
in handcuffs. Enough to
make even the most devout
soap opera fan bored.
Knowledge
surrounding the
most pressing
issues facing the
planet is taking a
back seat to
Hollywood
While viewers salivated
over the Jackson story,
important world stories
passed silently by. A survey
of news relegated in 112avour of
Michael included: the
Turkish bombings. the
George Bush state visit to the
UK and protests, Americas
free trade summit, the first
rumblings of a revolution in
Georgia and fresh attacks by
rebels on villagers in
Uganda. What do all these
stories have in common? In
one word, substance.
In all fairness, it's not
Michael Jackson's fault the
media has plastered his mug-
shot from one end of the con-
tinent to the other blowing*
the case out ofproportion. It's
the fault of a society that is
obsessed with the creation of
pop idols. When one insignif-
icant person gets more cover-
age than whole continents
rife with problems ranging*
from lack of basic healthcare,
education, sanitation and
food, along* with constant
civil war, something* is funda-
mentally wrong. How many
people died in Africa from
preventable causes while you
read this? Certainly more
than the media likes to report
about.
The question is not what
are you doing* to help but
instead what stories being-
told affect the most people in
the world? Knowledge sur-
rounding the most pressing-
issues facing the planet is
taking a back seat to the
Hollywood machine. All the
Jackson case makes us aware
of is that his Neverland
Ranch is not a great place for
kids to hold sleepovers. This
is not an appeal for everyone
to join a work team bound for
Africa but it is a plea for
responsible news coverage
over fluff.
Windows to
the World
American President Geroge W. Bush stepped off the plane
and set on foot in Britain amidst growing l protest this past
Wednesday. The long-awaited state visit saw President Bush
visit with British Prime Minister Tony Blair and Queen
Elizabeth 11. The state visit lasted four days and First Lady,
Laura Bush noted that "We haven't seen that many protests.
But we have seen many American flags and people welcom-
ing us." Among the most dramatic demonstrations included
the tearing down of a 17 ft. tall paper mache effigy of
Presdient Bush holding a rocket. The largest demonstrations
were held in Trafalgar Square where an estimated 70,000-
100,000 protesters turned out to opposed the War in Iraq. In
preparation, London has 5,000 police on standby.
Pamela Bravo, a feminist model, dances in the streets of
Santiago, Chile to celebrate the International Day for the
Elimination of Violence Against Women on November 25.
The UN sanctioned event has been lauded by many including-
Amnesty International which points to violence against
women as the world's "most pervasive human rights chal-
lenge." Men and women from all over the world took to the
streets in peaceful displays of support for the end of violence
against women. Some of the worst areas for violence include
South Africa where it is estimated that 147 women are raped
daily. In Canada, polls indicate that more than 25% of women
were victim to at least one incident of spousal abuse.
Following- the ousting- of Georgian President. Eduard
Shevardnadze, a new election date has been set for the 4th of
January 2004. Shevardnadze was forced to resign last week
after Mikhail Saakashvili, a major opposition critic and new
Presidential front-runner, helped lead the 'Rose Revolution.'
Through a series of street protests and mounting dissent,
Shevardnadze was forced to resign despite remained defiant
in face of the sedition. Much of the criticism toward the
leader who has maintained power in Georgia for 11 years
arose after what was widely viewed as a rigged election. The
economic situation has also been very dire for the Caucasus
republic which acts as a major oil route from the Caspian Sea
to the West. Curiously, American aid has increased recently...
Compiled by Bryri Boyce
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It has potential...
Don't count the WTO out too early
Dr. Patricia
Goff
Political
Scientist
I once asked a group of stu-
dents to tell me what came to
mind when I said "World
Trade Organization."
Obviously. I wasn't expecting
a glowingly positive assess-
ment, but I was taken aback
by just how passionately neg-
ative they were!
"Exploitation." "Corporate
patsy." "Evil." "Satan." You
get the picture. These same
sorts of sentiments led many
to celebrate the failure of the
Cancun ministerial this past
September, not so much
because it demonstrated the
growing power of developing
countries in trade negotia-
tions, which is good news,
but because some people seem
to be hoping that the failed
talks might actually signal
the demise of the WTO.
I'm not so sure we want to
see the WTO fail though.
Don't get me wrong. I'm no
defender of the WTO. But I do
worry that focusing our
energies on the WTO may not
actually bring about the
changes that WTO opponents
rightfully seek. What if the
WTO is more a symbol of the
problem? What if many of
our concerns can be
addressed by national gov-
ernments? What if we let
these national governments
off the hook by laying our
concerns at the feet of the
WTO?
I'm not saying the WTO is
a perfect institution. Quite
the contrary. To begin with, it
isn't very democratic. Despite
the fact that multilateral
trade policy decisions
increasingly affect our daily
lives, citizens of member
states can't influence the
WTO directly. We don't elect
the people who sit on dispute-
settlement panels. NGOs are
increasingly gaining- access
to WTO meetings but they're
still not getting into the key
negotiations and they still
have less clout than business
groups. The WTO is increas-
ingly posting its proceedings
on its website but many key
documents are still unavail-
able for public scrutiny. So
we have an institution that is
not as accountable or trans-
parent as it could and should
We still need public
debate about the
basic assumptions
that drive our
trade policies and
the WTO could be
an ideal platform
for it
be. Nonetheless, the WTO is a
multilateral, rules-based
institution. As such, it is a
framework that constrains
the power of individual mem-
ber states and provides a
check on unilateralism. This
is hopeful.
And here's the really good
news. National governments
drive the WTO agenda. The
WTO is a forum, not an inde-
pendent actor. In this regard,
it is very different from its
cousins, the IMF and World
Bank. Member governments
set the agenda and national
parliaments ratify the agree-
ments that are struck. This
isn't much help once commit-
ments are made because WTO
rules are very difficult to
reverse. But we are still in
the early stages of making
rules about trade in services,
intellectual property, and
investment and here we may
be able to make a difference.
Not by influencing the WTO,
but by making sure that our
own government, which is a
powerful actor at the WTO,
crafts its trade agenda and
negotiating positions with
public scrutiny. Some might
say that this is unrealistic
because many trade issues
are highly technical in
nature. This may be true. But
we still need public debate on
the basic assumptions that
drive our trade policy.
When the General
Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade was signed in 1947, it
was celebrated as a step
toward international stabili-
ty. When the WTO, GATS,
TRIPs, TRIMs, etc. came into
being in the 19905, it's debat-
able that stability was still
the driving motive. This is
where we need debate.
Oxford political economist
Ngaire Woods says we need
to ask, "what is the
endgame?" Liberalization,
deregulation or privatization
are not satisfying answers.
At best, they are means to
socio-political ends like sta-
bility and fairness. At worst,
they work at cross purposes
to our efforts to promote an
egalitarian or environmental-
ly friendly notion of prosper-
ity.
So should we stop protest-
ing before the WTO?
Absolutely not. But it might
make sense to separate out
what the WTO does and how
it does it. How the WTO does
things is a question of insti-
tutional reform. What it does
is as much a matter for
national governments and, as
such, requires us to get
informed and get active in
our own national context.
Terrorism is on the rise
Aleksandra
Andan
Two
Wrongs?
Realizing that we are con-
stantly bombarded with US
this and Bush that, I sat
down and started thinking:
there must be a conflict or
event going on that does not
involve our southern neigh-
bours. While struggling to
find a topic in the interna-
tional community that is
unconnected to the US, I soon
found it to be an impossible
task.
They have managed to
involve themselves in every
remote part of the world. The
Italians who recently died in
Iraq died in a US led war, the
Georgian elections will soon
find an American delegation
watching over their elections
and the list goes on and on.
The most recent suicide
attacks in Istanbul are just
another statement against
the Bush Administration's
attempts to be the worlds
social engineers.
Ever since the US decided
to fight post-9/11 terrorism
with their trademark method
of pure force, we have seen a
growing amount of hatred
directed toward them. While
the US recognized terrorism
as the 21st century's biggest
threat and were quick to go
about retaliating it, they
clearly didn't do their
research. Rather than find-
ing out what conditions
breed terrorism, they simply
use much of the same terror
tactics, although from higher
altitudes, to attain their
goals. Whether this was out
ofrevenge, fear or in order to
assert their political and mil-
itary dominance, it makes lit-
tle difference since they are
no closer to "getting the ter-
rorists". While some will
argue that terrorism came
first and therefore justifies
the use of force it still
remains hard to ignore that,
for all their military ability,
the US has not helped reduce
terrorism.
The US military's
actions have only
led us down the
garden path
toward more
catastrophic
terrorist attacks
Increased hatred as a
result of the direct US occu-
pation has led more foreign
militants and terrorists to
countries such as Iraq seek-
ing to commit acts of violence
against the West. Countries
who fear themselves to be on
the Bush's 'to-do' list, such as
Iran and South Korea, aim to
stock up on nuclear arms in
anticipation. Certainly Bush's
strong- stance hi the war on
terror was not meant to spur
the proliferation of nuclear
weapons.
In Afghanistan, the al-
Qaeda, upon losing- their
foothold in therural country-
side, merely shifted and dis-
persed into urban capitals
such as Kabul where it has
access to better resources and
can find better protection
from 'carpet bombings.'
Although cruelly ironic,
the tragedy of 9/11 and the
ensuing US military actions
it, have only led us down the
garden path toward greater
and more catastrophic forms
of terrorist activity. The
recent bombings in Istanbul
prove that hate is becoming
increasingly ignorant of bor-
derlines. It's doubtless that
terrorism and fear will
become a generational legacy
for the children of nations
such as Iraq, Afghanistan,
Somalia, Haiti, Cuba, the for-
mer Yugoslavia, Latin
America, Belarus and count-
less other states.
I am reminded of the news
reports on the days following
9/11. A reporter asked a ter-
rorism specialist on his bet
on who the culprits were. He
outlined that groups from
the Balkans, South America,
the Middle East and Asia all
had motives to commit such
acts against the US.
Now, two years later,
rather than discovering the
motives of the perpetrators
and aiming to bring them to
justice, the US has chosen to
just go down their list bomb-
ing whoever they think is
deserving. They cross their
fingers and hope for the best
and in doing so, keep the
cycle of violexxce spinning
toward catastrophe.
Broaden the
discussions
Stop rambling about Bush and the US
Bryn
Boyce
.International
1 Editor
Walking through the Terrace
recently I overheard, as I so
often do, the methodic dry-
humping sounds that so
closely parallels debates
about American foreign poli-
cy. Aptly named 'beating the
Bush'...
Moron #1 - "Uhhhhh <drool>
Bush is such a moron, man"
Moron #2 - "Yeah man, he's
like bombing his way to
world domination. He's a neo-
colonialist pig."
Somewhere in the back-
ground (possibly of my
mind) the Exploited's
'poignant' song,
"Fuck the USA"
pounds away.
This whole scene
sets me off to
consider the effi-
cacy of slicing
my wrists with a
torn but wax-
coated Yogen
Fruz cup.
Sure. Go reef
on Bush if it gives you a
hard-011 and some sense of
personal satisfaction (the
reefing'-not the hard-on). But
remember that there is very
little ha the leftist, anti-Bush
argument that doesn't closely
mimic Bush's own mantras.
For one, it's painfully
clear that there is no way to
sustain any sense of superi-
ority or dominance over
another (person, country,
Bush family member) unless
that other exists. Pretty
basic... America, and most
other countries in the world
need an antithesis to exist at
all and if none can be found
then one must be made.
For every Ricky there
needs to be a Lucy. For every
Bond there needs to be a
Jaws. For every 'us' there
There's some
thunderous
commentary on
Bushism's and Iraq
but after that the
well runs dry.
needs to be a 'them'. For
every America there needs to
be an Iraq.
Without these counter-
points or enemies to balance,
people and nations lose their
way. It's become common to
uncover that these antitheses
are the results of" social con-
struction instead of natural
occurrence.
So pinning- up a caricature
of Bush to the dartboard of
your argument is not unlike
the philosophy which
brought America to the
shores of war with Saddam.
What's at the heart of this
whole issue is the subtle real-
ization that the lefty move-
ment has actually become
self-defeating. Now it's a lot
of pillow-talking idealists
and rabid anarcho-vandals
acting in the name 0f... well
they couldn't tell you even if
you asked.
It's time to let
the left die.
Ditch all these
knee-jerk reac-
tions that clash
with those
effectively
mangled terms
like "capital-
ism" or "neo-
colonialism."
People have
begun hiding behind these
terms to avoid any genuine
reflection. Avril Lavigne so
non-chalantly proved that
throwing' on a loose fitting
tie and some baggy pants
replete with a wallet chain
that screams "UP YOURS" is
enough for passage into
today's 'left'.
The whole thing has a
half-baked feel and it's start-
ing to leech into the dialogue.
You get thunderous commen-
tary on Bushism's and the
War in Iraq but after that the
well runs dry. These topics
have become the loose fitting
ties and baggy pants of 'criti-
cal' dialogue that gives nei-
ther credit nor criticism to
the more profound aspects of
international discussion.
Contributed Photo
This man crouches on the ruins left behind afte. .. bombing in Iraq
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A shameless attempt to spark international debate on campus
The spread of culutral products (Disney, McDonald's) across the world has cre-
ated new jobs and opportunities that wouldn't otherwise exist for some of the
poorest nations. It has also meant that native culture products and customs
must compete with global ones and cultural sovereignty may become an issue.
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BUY NOTHING DAY
SHERRY MCKEVER
Staff Writer
It's that time of year again,
when our Western world gets
adorned with giant plastic
candy canes and sparkly
pine-cone wreaths. When we
are bombarded by ornate gar-
lands wrapped around every
post and railing, artificial
trees draped with animated
cartoon decoi*ations, snow-in-
a-can thickly aerosoled onto
window panes, sleigh bells
jingling on car antennae and
robot elves, all accompanied
by the sound of Christmas
musak pumping through the
intercom system at the mall
with a vengeance - that's
right kids, it must be mid-
November!
Ever since I was old
enough to take notice, I've
watched as year after year
the voracious consumerism
of our capitalist society has
been steadily 'kicked up a
notch'. Every winter it hap-
pens a little earlier, always
with an extra boost of adver-
tising in the weeks leading
up to the anniversary of the
Christian Saviour's birth.
Christmas in July is one
thing- that's deliberate
hyperbole- but the eerie trick-
le-down effect of focusing all
our attention on overly
expensive toys and presents
as an expression of our love
has turned the Christmas
season itself into a highly
sought after commodity.
Twelve years ago, one man
simply had enough. To com-
bat this trend of society gorg-
ing itself on gifts, Kalle lasn,
founder of the Media
Foundation in Vancouver
B.C. (the brains behind the
hugely successful Adbusters
magazine), decided to initiate
a 'Buy Nothing- Day' celebra-
tion. Held every year on the
Friday following the
American Thanksgiving, a
day traditionally known to
merchants as the official
kick-start to the lucrative
marathon shopping season,
Buy Nothing Day has since
grown into an International
event with demonstrations in
over .30 countries worldwide.
Buy Nothing Day
seeks to send a
message to
corporations and
consumers alike by
asking individuals
to curb their
consumption.
Meant to raise awareness
about positive forms of con-
sumption and sustainable liv-
ing, Buy Nothing Day seeks
to send a message to corpora-
tions and consumers alike by
asking individuals to curb
their consumption for 24
hours and 'participate by not
participating'. Groups
parade through streets and
malls wearing T-shirts that
exclaim "Buy Less, Live
More" and "Spend Time, Not
Money", they cut up their
credit cards, hand out "no-
gift" gift-certificate requests,
interrupt shoppers with con-
sumer information pam-
phlets and most important of
all, they choose to not buy a
single thing all day.
This Friday, LSPIRG
(Laurier Students for a
Public Interest Research
Group) will be holding
Laurier's third annual Buy
Nothing Day event in the
Concourse. It will feature
free food and Fair Trade cof-
fee at the 'Buy Nothing Day
Cafe', homemade gift ideas, a
calculated representation of
Laurier consumption cour-
tesy of the Environment
Club, the anti-Claus, a Drum
Circle provided by the Music
Therapy Students'
Association, displays and
information from campus
clubs such as Students
Against Sweatshops,
Amnesty International,
Laurier4Peace, Laurier
Students for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals, and
more, as well as a 'jam-ses-
sion' and ethical consump-
tion booth. In addition, pro-
fessors from various faculties
will be on hand to offer their
perspectives on the current
state of our consumer cul-
ture. Everyone from Laurier
and the surrounding commu-
nity is encouraged to come
out and join in the festivities
and enjoy an entire day in
which you don't have to open
your wallet or swipe your
One Card.
Advertising and the pres-
sure to consume are prob-
lems that pervade our society
on an hourly basis through
the media. Very rarely does
the other side of the story get
told. Only 20% of the world's
population is currently con-
suming over 80% of the
earth's resources and goods,
purchasing 'wants' rather
than 'needs', which may
never even get used. Over
35% of Americans have an
unused Christmas present
collecting dust in their closet
and 33% admit to throwing
Christmas presents directly
into the trash. A move
towards responsible con-
sumption is desperately
needed across the globe, and
Buy Nothing Day is working
to make it a reality. Come out
and get informed this Friday,
and this festive season, think
before you buy and ask your-
self if you want your holiday
to be about spending time
with family and friends, or
buying that new $399.99
food processor for your Aunt
Eliza who doesn't cook.
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The military industrial complex
Bernard
Dawson
Staff
Writer
Back in January 1961, as he
vacated the White House, for-
mer US President Dwight
Eisenhower warned the
American public to be wary
of the so-called "Military
Industrial Complex". When
he spoke those words almost
43 years ago the vast majori-
ty of the American public had
no clue what the Military
Industrial Complex was or
why they should be wary of
it. Since that day the Military
Industrial Complex has
raised its ugly head.
The Military Industrial
Complex is the term used to
describe the incestuously
close relationship between
the US Department of
Defense, the Federal
Government and the group of
Corporations who supply the
military with services and
weapons. Ever since the
nuclear age began in the
early 1950's these three
groups have been close and
the US government has spent
trillions since then on mili-
tary hardware.
Intercontinental Ballistic
Missiles (ICBMs) were devel-
oped and then automated
missile launchers were devel-
oped to shoot down ICBMs. In
the 60's, new chemical
weapons such as Agent
Orange were invented and
used during the Vietnam
War. During the early 1980's
the Military Industrial
Complex struck again, as
both the Ml Abrams Main
Battle Tank (MBT) and the
Bradley Fighting Vehicle
were pressed into service
before either was ready. In
both cases the defense con-
tractors who built the
weapons were found to have
lied about the readiness of
their product.
In the new millennium
military equipment is costing
more than ever. The US con-
tinues to buy more and more
weapons to fight the wars of
the 'future'. The F-22 Raptor
fighter planes will cost
around a hundred million
dollars each, each new Navy
aircraft carrier costs about
two billion, and Main Battle
Tanks cost over ten million
dollars each. Imagine where
this money could be spent by
the American government.
Half a year's budget for the
Pentagon could probably
eliminate famine in Africa for
almost a decade. The same
amount of money could prob-
ably be used to provide free
health care to poor, unin-
sured Americans or provide
every child in North America
with a full university educa-
tion. But instead the US gov-
ernment spends that money
on ways to kill its fellow
human beings.
US weapons sales to Iraq
were profound in the 1980s,
including the sale of the
chemical weapons used in the
1989 gassing of the Kurdish
people in Northern Iraq.
Corporations that con-
tributed to this sale include
Hewlett-Packard, Honeywell
and Dupont. Each of us has
likely bought goods from one
of these corporations at one
time. Hewlett-Packard is one
of the most popular brands of
printers today; the fact that
they supported genocide
doesn't sink in with con-
sumers, but it should. This is
just an example of why con-
sumers should educate them-
selves about the companies
they support.
Contributed Photo
US gunship fires a cruise missile in Iraq; just a taste of the might of the military industrial complex.
Can the bottled water
Matt
Street
Cord
Feature
This year on Buy Nothing
Day, you are going to learn
about all sorts of wonderful
ways to curb your consump-
tion. I try to take this idea of
curbing my consumption and
direct it towards things I con-
sume that I really don't need.
In second year I started to
eat meat only once a week, in
third year I bought a travel
mug and bought most of my
clothing second hand and
this year I have given up fast-
food restaurants (save Pizza;
there are limits, you know).
But more recently I have dis-
covered one thing that we at
Laurier consume way too
much of - bottled water.
What is so bad about bot-
tled water? Well from an
environmental vantage the
World Wildlife Federation
released a study "that shows
that the bottled water indus-
try uses 1.5 million tons of
plastic every year, and when
plastic bottles are being man-
ufactured or disposed of, they
release toxic chemicals into
the atmosphere" (Taken from
Maude Barlow's and Tony
Clarke's book Blue Gold).
Why do you need to buy
bottled water? Many people
tell me that the water at
school tastes horrible and
that is why they buy water. I
have tried the water on cam-
pus and to be honest I don't
mind it. I have a suggestion
for those still feel like they
need buy water from a vend-
ing machine or the corner
store: buy a water bottle! You
can get them in any grocery
store and it won't cost more
than 5 dollars. You can fill
that bottle up with water
from home (from the tap; but
use a filter if you insist) and
take it with you. Maybe for
Christmas you can buy your
friends a water bottle.
This Buy Nothing Day I
challenge you to think about
what you consume, think
about what actual costs are
involved, and then make
informed consumption deci-
citions or better yet, curb
your consumption.
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The Truth-Seekers
Guidebook
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"***• JL " There is great and glorious purpose in the march of the universes through
Ty- space. All of your mortal struggling is not in vain." (The urantia Book 364:03)
V "Religious experience unfailingly yields the "fruits of the spirit" in the daily life
of the spirit-led mortal." (The Urantia Book 1091:05)
parl"' ' —
The central and part , "Spiritual growth is first an awakening to needs, next a discernment of meanings,
Superuwverses e entral and Superuniverses and then a discovery of values." (The Urantia Book 1095:06)
—
verse
PART II
lhe Local L " u The Loc al Universe "Peace in this life, survival in death, perfection in the next life, service in eternity
rhe History of'urantia part u, all these are achieved (in spirit) now when the creature personality consents —The History of Urantia Chooses -- to subject the creature will to the Father's Will. (The Urantia Book 1221:05)
PART IV
The Life and part iv
Teachings of jesus The Life and Teachings of Jesus "Never forget there is only one adventure which is more satisfying and thrilling
than l he attempt to discover the will of the living God, and that is the supreme
experience of honestly trying to do that divine will." (The rrauiia Book 1732:0 b
\\Q)) I "Riches have nothing directly to do with entrance into thekingdom of heaven,
but the love of wealth docs. (the t mntia Book 1803:0i)
URANTIA. | ((o)) "increasingly, must you yield the fruits of the spirit as you progress heavenward
foundation in the kingdom of God." (The Urantia Book 2054:03)
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Nobody cares about activism
Melanie
Paradis
E Guestolumnist
As I sat down to hammer out
this article for Buy Nothing'
Day, I attempted to do so in a
diplomatic way in order to
avoid the uttering of death
threats in my residence, and
the loss of my many friends
in Biz. However, as I wrote, I
looked in the mirror and
noticed a large vein protrud-
ing from my temple. I can't
lie to myself and everyone
else by writing a "diplomatic"
piece about Buy Nothing Day
that I, frankly, just don't
believe at all.
Buy Nothing Day is an
international event that calls
for curbed consumption for
24 hours so you can see how
much you'normally consume
compared to how much you
actually need.
Now, I'm not going to rant
about sweatshops and how
mass consumption con-
tributes to them, because
then I would be a hypocrite.
After examining my
wardrobe, I determined that I
do not only contribute to
sweatshops, I should proba-
bly buy stock in them. So I'll
leave sweatshops to someone
else.
I take serious issue with
students who just don't give
a rat's ass about the effects of
their consumption. I'm not
trying to preach that con-
sumer-conscious LSPIRG
members are holier-than-
thou, and I'm not saying that
Biz-Kids are cold-hearted
consumer scum; most of
them are really quite nice. I
just wish more students at
this school would take an
active role in caring about
something more than what is
on the menu at the Hawk's
Grill today.
I've taken part in several
LSPIRG hosted/related activi-
ties in my three months here
at Laurier and I've noticed
one thing: no one seems to
care. Maybe I expect too
much from people or maybe I
care too much. But regard-
less, Laurier students don't
seem to care about a whole
hell of a lot.
You didn't care when we
rallied in support of gay mar-
riage. You didn't care to leave
your cars at home on Car-
Free Day. You didn't care
when we rallied to support
more funding to public edu-
cation, the same public edu-
cation you yourselves lived
and suffered under. And you
certainly didn't care when we
tried to keep Laurier open to
underprivileged students by
not deregulating. So what
the hell does Laurier care
about? Probably not Buy
Nothing Day.
So don't go to Buy
Nothing Day, just like you
didn't go to any other events
that might suggest that you
care about something more
than your own selfish exis-
tence. In fact, go shopping on
Buy Nothing Day and sup-
port the multi-national cor-
porations you'll end up work-
ing for. And twenty years
from now, in your cushy
office job, don't care that
your kids have no green
space to play in because a
new skyscraper is going up.
Don't care that fresh water
has become a commodity.
Don't care that scientists will
never cure cancer or AIDS
because the cure was in the
rainforests and the coral
reefs that have since been
destroyed. Don't care that the
last remaining wildlife is
behind bars at the zoo. Don't
care that you've become obese
because you've been over-eat-
ing for years. Oh, and defi-
nitely don't care that your
country is under attack by
developing countries whose
people and natural resources
were exploited and left with
nothing. Don't care then, just
as you don't care now. Or
take another look around and
see what's worth caring
about. Buy Nothing Day is
for everyone.
Adbusters.org
Cut this voucher out, photocopy as many copies as you want and send them to you loved ones to
exempt them from the toils of a consumerist Christmas.
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Buy everything day
Mike
Morris
Capitalist
Fat Cat
To my surprise and dismay
this Friday is Buy-Nothing
Day. I can hardly breathe
over the contempt I feel for
the organizers of this event.
How dare they question my
beloved past-time?
This event marked the
beginning of the Christmas
season and they want me to
avoid shopping. I only have
26 days to find the right gifts
for my family and believe me
shopping for my family is no
easy trick. I have to endure
the excruciating process of
finding the product that
exemplifies the love I feel for
my mother and father. Of
course, the Buy Nothing Day
crew would encourage me to
shop at some 'fair trade'
establishment. I'm sorry, but
that stuff has an
entertainment life
of about six sec-
onds.
Advocates of
Ten Thousand
Villages will tell
you that the prod-
ucts there are the
hand crafted work
of Third World peo-
ples. I say make
something worth
my time. Seriously,
how long can I look
at a hand crafted
statue? Give me a
DVD player and
some comfy Nike
sweat pants to
lounge in; that'll be
a 'white' Christmas.
All those Third
World grassroots
workers need to get
with the times. We
don't want their
shoddy wares when
we have serious
gift-getting to
think about.
Now don't give me any of
that labour rights clap-trap.
My dollar helps the labour
force of the Third World.
What a sweet set up they
have; food, a home, all sorts
of friendly company and vir-
tually all the working hours
they could want. My job at
American Eagle never gave
me so much, I was lucky to
get ten hours a week.
Besides, what are the work-
ers going to do if I stop buy-
ing their wares?
Let's not beat
around the bush
here, either I
support the
company or the
work force faces a
life of prostitution
I refuse to boycott a com-
pany only to drive a labour
force into alternative lines of
work. Lets not beat around
the bush here, either I sup-
port the company or the
work force faces a life of
prostitution.
My advice, for all of us, is
to step over to the nearest
McDonald's and get a taste of
what it means to be Western.
It wasn't because of
Esperanto that I can buy a
Big Mac from anywhere
around the globe - I tip my
hat to you Ronald. That's a
company that I can respect,
because they have provided
quality products that are
desired by the world over. I
refuse to hold back my sup-
port of such a triumphant
culture for even one day.
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Sports
Hawks sweep weekend
The Men's Hockey team beat 7th ranked Ottawa, and
McGill at home this weekend moving into 3rd place in
the OUA Midwest standings with a 6-1-1 record.
TJ HILL
Staff Writer
The Laurier Men's Hockey
team was back on the ice this
past weekend as they were
looking" to get back hi the
win column.
After a tough loss to a
powerful Western team,
thing's didn't get much easier
when the McGill Redmen
came to town. Less than 24
hours later followed the sev-
enth ranked Ottawa Gee
Gees.
Laurier would not disap-
OUA Men's Hockey standings
Oiwis ion: Mid West
Division: Par West
point the home fans as they
won both contests by a score
of" 5-4. On Saturday Nick
Gibson, Richard Colwill, Nik
Vukovic, Brandon Merit and
Matt Grennier scored for the
Hawks to push them past the
Redmen.
Hurler 9 Ottawa 4
Sunday's matinee would
have the same final score but
it took overtime for the
Hawks to win, Laurier
jumped out to ail early lead
and headed into the locker
room with a 3-1 cushion.
A second .period tally fol-
lowed by two quick goals
early in the third had Laurier
behind the eight ball with
time running out. The
Hawks showed no quit in
their game. Hawks assistant
captain Bill Duncan
described the Hawks continu-
ing' passion throughout the
game. "We outplayed them
early, took some penalties
and lost some of the momen-
tum but the important thing-
is that we didn't quit,"
The weekend sweep is
huge for the Hawks as they
continue to try and keep pace
in the very competitive QUA
(Ontario University
Athletics) Midwest Division.
Duncan commented on the
importance of the victory, "It
was a character win, some-
thing we need more of, espe-
cially on home ice. He went
on to say, "Everyone in our
division is playing' so well
right now we have to contin-
ue to maintain our focus and
put wins on the board".
Nick Gibson led the way
for the Hawks, scoring two
goals and two assists, good
enough to lead the team in
points with 12. Other Hawk
goals came from defenseman
Riley Moher. and a pair from
captain Brian Kazarian.
Laurier s 6-1-1 record is
still only good, enough for
third in the Midwest division,
The purple and gold take
their show on the road to
Quebec next weekend to
wrap up their 2003 regular
season schedule ag'ainst
Concordia and the defending
national champions UQTR.
tanner S McGill 4
They will head to Quebec
with four regulars missing*
from their roster. The Hawks
lost rookie defensemau
Maicom Hut to pro and
reserve goal tender Ed
VanHerpt to personal rea-
sons. Kevin Corso and Jeff
Grandfield are out with
injuries.
The Hawks maintain that
injuries will be 110 excuse on
this upcoming- road trip. "We
don't think about who's not
in the lineup, but rather who
is, and what they can do to
contribute," said Duncan.
Matt Benassi
A Hawks defender makes a last ditch effort to stop McGill. The
Hawks did bounce back and beat McGill 5 - 4 on Sunday.
Basketball
bounces on
BERNARD DAWSON
Staff Writer
Last weekend was a forget-
table one for the Laurier
Women's Basketball team as
they lost a pair of games to
the University ofToronto and
Ryerson. The two tough road
losses may have been hard to
swallow for the team, but the
squad was forced back into
action last Saturday when
the Golden Hawks hosted the
Windsor Lancers at the AC.
Coming up big for
the Hawks was
Robin Russell who
scored a team high
18 points in the
win
The team missed a num-
ber of easy baskets and only
equally sloppy play by the
Lancers allowed the Hawks
to stay close on the score-
board. However, when the
buzzer sounded to end the
first half, Windsor was up 36-
32.
As usual the Hawks
grabbed control of the game
in the second half. Robin
Roszell was on fire and pretty
much willed Hawks to a one
point lead early in the half.
After that the match
became a back and forth bat-
tle as the teams traded the
lead and failed to extend it
beyond two or three points.
With just over five minutes
left in the game Laurier
enjoyed a slim 57-58 advan-
tage.
The Lancers then made a
fatal mistake which probably
cost them the game. Needing
to intentionally foul a
Laurier player, they picked
Meagiian MeGrath, who had
been held pointless so far in
the game.
MeGrath was fouled twice
in the last four minutes of' the
game and was a perfect four
for four on the ensuing' .free
throws. The second pair of
free throws gave the Hawks a
63-58 advantage and this
time the Lady Hawks would
not let the lead slip away.
Windsor did try to speed
up the last few minutes in a
vain attempt to even the
score,, but it was not to be.
The final buzzer sounded and
ended the game with Laurier
ahead 89-80.
Coming up big for the
Hawks was Robin Roszell
who scored a team high 18
points in the win. Dee
Channel' and Kerri Jilesen
also turned in a good per-
formance, as each put up ten
points in the Laurier victory.
After the match Hawks
Head Coach Stu Julius spoke
about his team's perform-
ance. "We had to gut the win
out," he stated when asked
about how close the game
was. Julius was also quick to
point out the fact that the dif-
ferent heroines had to step
up for the squad, calling the
victory "a total team effort."
The Hawks take on
Guelph on Wednesday at the
AC
Lady Hawks lose 3-
2 to Toronto in OT
MIKE BROWN
Cord Sports
The Laurier Women's
Hockey team suffered a
heartbreaking overtime loss
this past Sunday in front of a
small but boisterous crowd
at the Waterloo Recreation
Complex. Despite battling
hard, the Golden Hawks were
unable to overcome a lacklus-
ter first period performance
en route to a 3-2 defeat at the
hands of the University of
Toronto, their OUA rivals.
The game lived up to its
billing as a battle between
two of the OUA's top teams.
Laurier entered the contest
looking to avenge last year's
championship loss to
Toronto, the fifth consecutive
season that has seen either
WLU or Toronto take home
OUA gold. In addition, this
year's Golden Hawks entered
the game atop the West divi-
sion standings with a record
of 5-2-1, while Toronto's stel-
lar 7-0-1 record placed them
second in the East and
earned them third in the
nation's CIS rankings.
Despite all this, the
Golden Hawks came out sur-
prisingly flat. They mustered
only four first period shots,
with play concentrated in the
Laurier end for much of the
period. Toronto grabbed a 1-0
lead when rookie Emily Patry
beat Hawks' netminder Emily
Stein on a rebound at the
13:09 mark and sent Laurier
to the dressing- room hoping'
to put a sloppy first period
behind them.
The Golden Hawks did
just that, displaying- renewed
energy to start the second.
Quick pressure earned rook-
ie Fiona Alston her team-
leading sixth goal only 18
seconds into the frame. Her
linemates, Amanda Joseph
and Laurissa Kenworthy,
earned assists on the play.
Exciting end-to-end action
continued throughout the
period. At the 16:47 mark,
Toronto jumped in front 2-1
following a failed Golden
Hawks' clearing attempt.
Amy Caldwell moved into the
slot, where she received a
beautiful centering: pass from
Patry and made no mistake.
Despite outplaying the Blues
in the second, the period
ended with Laurier down 2-1
after Toronto goal ten der Lisa
Robertson stymied
Kenworthy on a late-period
breakaway.
The Golden Hawks didn't
seem to let Caldwell's late
period tally break their spir-
its, they were dominant in
the third period, out-shoot-
ing Toronto 17-4. At the 5:03
mark, Kenworthy intercept-
ed a Toronto pass and beat
Robertson on the glove side
with a wrist "shot that found
the top corner. With the game
knotted at two. momentum
was decisively on Laurier's
side. They continued to press,
but were unable to net the go-
ahead and overtime was
needed to render a decision.
It was during this extra
frame that Toronto veteran
Jill Savin silenced the crowd.
Following- a timeout and the
ensuing face-off. Savin
squeaked a wrist shot
through Stein's five-hole with
only 35.9 seconds remaining
and the Blues erupted in cele-
bration.
Despite the disappointing
finish, the Golden Hawks can
take solace in the fact that
they walked away with a
point against the mighty
Toronto team despite a dis-
mal first frame. However,
having dropped to 2nd
behind Guelph in the OUA
West, the Golden Hawks look
to end to their recent slump
with a series this weekend
against Windsor.Matt Benassi
Fiona Aiston gets tackled by a Toronto forward. The Hawks suffered
another heartbreaking loss to continue their recent slump.
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School W L T OIL PF PA
York 7 2 1 0 42 34
Brock 7 2 1 0 43 27
Laurier 6 1 1 0 36 23
Guelph 3 5 2 0 29 38
School W L T OTL PF PA
Lakehead 8 1 0 0 61 23
Western 8 2 0 § 65 35
Windsor 3 7 0 0 44 49
Waterloo 2 9 0 1 30 43
US college hoops tip off
SHAWN PARKER
Cord Sports
The 2003 - 2004 NCAA
Division IA men's basketball
season kicks off this week,
with a lot of big names miss-
ing. The two biggest names
Leßron James and Carmelo
Anthony, are suited up in
Cleveland and Denver
respectively, and axe playing
well for bad teams. So who
does that leave? More so than
any of the recent years past,
the 03-04 edition ofAmerican
Men's college basketball will
be about big games, and not
the big names.
There are no clear
favourites coming out of the
gate; Connecticut, Duke,
Michigan State, Arizona and
Missouri, the five top ranked
teams in the nation will all
send young ball clubs to the
hardwood looking to win
back a national title. The
defending champion
Syracuse Orangemen have
slid down to seventh in the
AP Top 25 rankings, mostly
due to the fact that the afore-
mentioned Anthony is now
wearing baby blue instead of
orange.
An official NCAA season
preview would need to be 100
pages long just to crack the
surface on the 32 Conference
league and lets face it, no one
cares what the Siena Saints
are going to do this year in
the Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference. Everyone wants
to know what the big names
are going to do this season,
which rookie will be the next
to bolt for the big payday of
an NBA contract, and if
UConn will ever come
through and win a champi-
onship game! The answer to
the last question was an
emphatic no last year, when
this writer took the Huskies
to go all the way in the Cord's
annual NCAA challenge.
So what can we expect
from the most exciting
league in the world this sea-
son? The answer is a lot of
surprises. The biggest sur-
prise this season could end
up being the Maryland
Tarpins. Over the last few
seasons Maryland has lost
and had to rebuild their team
two times over, but this could
be a big year for a club that
no one expects to make it
through the first round come
March.
Big things can be expect-
ed from North Carolina this
season. The Tarheels are
backed by three superstars in
the making, and are sitting
back in ninth. The pressure
is still off for a team in
rebuilding mode, but this
squad could make a big run
if they stay healthy.
The biggest surprise of
the season, could come when
the Indiana Hoosiers fail to
make any noise at the NCAA
tournament. Even with Gene
Hackman at the helm, this
team would have a lot of trou-
ble putting the ball in the
hoop. The rookie most likely
to shake things up this sea-
son, if he ever becomes eligi-
ble. is Charlie Villanueva of
UConn Huskies fame. The
towering forward is waiting
to hear whether the league
allows him to play after he
spent time trying out for
NBA scouts and rubbing
elbows with pro agents in the
off season.
The 12 powerhouse con-
ferences are going to send up
some big teams to dance in
the march madness spot-
light, not the least of which
are the Cincinnati Bearcats
and the Wake Forest Deacon
Demons, the latter a team
finally ready to move out of
the massive shadow of for-
mer frontcourt superstar Tim
Duncan (the big guy who
plays with David Robinson in
San Antonio, on that other
championship team, if you
didn't know).
In the interest of space
restrictions, I will quickly lay
down ray early season picks
for final four contention.
They are, in a very particular
order, Connecticut, Michigan
State, Kansas and. my dark
horse pick of the year,
Cincinnati. But mark these
words, Emeka Okafor will
have a lot to say about
Connecticut taking home a
national title before it's all
said and done. Stay tuned a
few months down the road
for the official Cord Sports
2004 March Madness pre-
view.
Contributed Photo
Rashad McCants looks to lead the North Carolina Tarheels to the
final four this season. Parker hopes not to end up last in our pool.
Two points short
The Hawks came up one basket short
in their heartbreaking loss to the
Windsor Lancers on Saturday
SHAWN PARKER
Cord Sports
This past Saturday the 2003-
2004 edition of the Golden
Hawk men's basketball team
showed at times they can
play some magnificence ball,
and at other times they have
a lot of work to do. Taking* on
the Windsor Lancers at home
the Hawks were poised to
build on the momentum gen-
erated by thpir big - win
against University Avenue
rival Waterloo Warriors.
Laurier came out looking
to establish the low post early
and often, working the ball
down low to Rob Innes as
quickly as they could. It
proved to be a winning strat-
egy in the first half, as the
Lancers had neither the size
nor depth to deal with Innes
with his back to the basket or
the strong interior passing of
Andrew MacKay.
However, it seemed that
every time one of the Hawks
missed a shot, forgot a defen-
sive assignment or turned
the ball over, Coach Peter
Campbell found them a seat
next to him 011 the bench. The
Hawks really didn't have
much chemistry on the floor,
instead depending on the ath-
leticism of key individuals.
There were times in the
first half where Laurier
looked to be about to pull
away, but just couldn't hit
that decisive shot. On one
play in particular the Hawks
looked like they were aboutto seal it; veteran Chris
Caruso knocked down a big-
three pointer and was fouled
on the play. His missed foul
shot landed in the hands of
Innes who cleaned up the
rebound for a five point play.
The Lancers went to their
bench and brought in rookie
forward Trevor Csima, the
biggest body on the team, to
slow down Innes. It didn't
work, but Csima himself got
hot, leading the Lancers into
the dressing room with a 40-
37 halftime lead and 12
points to match the 12put on
the score sheet by Innes.
The second half was a dif-
ferent story than the first for
the Hawks. They came out
looking to run the ball up
and down the court, led by
the high energy play of Wade
Currie and the timely shoot-
ing of Todd Cooney.
The Hawks got away from
their post up game, instead
settling for three point
attempts and pressure off the
full court trap to cause
turnovers. Innes was effec-
tively taken out of the game
this way, while his counter-
part Csima picked up 18
points to lead all scorers on
the night.
The game was decided in
the last three minutes, the
lead bouncing- back and forth
between the clubs several
times. Currie hit his third
three of the game to keep it
close, but Windsor's Anthony
Rizzetto came to life at the
end of the game, coming up
with a huge block on another
Currie three and keeping* the
ball in the possession of
Windsor. Omar Miles, the
Laurier sparkplug offensive-
ly in the later stages of the
game, was fouled blatantly
by a Lancer, but the referee,
standing not eight feet away
missed the call that would
have let the Hawks tie the
game up.
Down by two with 0.9 sec-
onds on the clock, the Hawks
were able to force a turnover
011 a Rizzetto in-bounds pass,
but Cooney barely missed the
wild three point try that
would have won the game.
One of the most exciting
games the Hawks have
played in recent memory, and
one that shouldn't have been
decided by a non-call.
www.laurierathletics.com
Omar Miles looks for some help against Windsor. The Hawks lost to
the Lancers 74 - 72 and fall below the 500 mark for the 2003 season
Jeffries wins CIS
coach of the year
Football's head
coach honoured
after solid season
DEREK IWANUK
Sports Editor
One week after being named
the OUA coach of the year.
Laurier Head Coach Gary
Jeffries added another award
to his list by being named the
2003 CIS Coach of the Year.
Jeffries has many individuals
that he attributes to helping*
him win the award, including
administration, his assis-
tants and most of all his
team.
"A coaching award is the
ultimate team award. By
team I think in this situation
it goes from the administra-
tion from Dr. Rosehart, to
Dean McMurray right down
to Peter Baxter and also with
a supportive alumni and a
coaching- staff and eighty-
five kids who spilled their
guts out every week and
every day and worked so
hard starting back from last
winter."
After inheriting a team
that went 1-7 and following
a string of legendary CIS
coaches, which included the
top winning* coach in CIS his-
tory in Tuff'y Knight, one
might think that a coach
would go into the situation
with some insecurity.
However, coach Jeffries was
confident in his abilities and
the team, he inherited, despite
their record.
"I had absolutely no inse-
curities. I think a big part
that I didn't was that I
coached half the football team
for 17 years. So to take on the
other half, I really didn't do
too much differently. I didn't
have any negative thoughts
going in."
Despite the dramatic turn
around which saw the team
missing- the playoffs in 2002
to playing- in the Yates Cup in
2003, Jeffries was still sur-
prised that he received the
OUA and CIS awards. "I was
extremely surprised at both
awards frankly, but at the
same time extremely excited
and proud for the prog-ram."
Jeffries and the Laurier
Football program have plenty
of reasons in 2003 to be
proud. On top of Jeffries
winning* the OUA and CIS
Coach of the Year awards.
Rob Dalley captured the Gino
Fracas Award which is
awarded to the most dedicat-
ed volunteer coach in the
Canadian University
Football.
As well as ten players
being named OUA all-stars,
the Hawks continue to collect
awards for a very successful
2003 season.
www.laurierathletics.com
Jeffries adds CIS Coach of the
Year to his growing list of awards
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Varsity Athletics
A dire need for varsity sport
Dan Polischuk examines the
importance of varsity sport at Laurier
and surveys the student population
DAN POLISCHUK
Cord Intern
Wilfrid Laurier University,
since its inception, has been
able to offer prestigious aca-
demics, produce contributing
members of society as well as
maintain a historic varsity
program. But not all is well
with the varsity program.
Outside of football and bas-
ketball, the stands remain
virtually empty. What is the
cause behind this lack of
interest at WLU?
Dr. Bill McTeer. a
Professor of Kinisioiogy and
Physical Education sees the
significant growth in popula-
tion at Laurier has caused
the atmosphere to change. At
one time, he points out, peo-
ple would come out to the
games by a sense of commu-
nity. But now it's about the
entertainment value.
"At the end of the day,
that's a pretty consistent
kind of spectator response
across Ontario, Certainly in
Ontario, you're not getting*
the student interest in colle-
giate sport from a spectator's
view that it would get in the
past," said McTeer.
He also failed to see where
anything' has been done.
"There are certain thing's
they could do beyond what
they have done, then again
they're dealing with limited
budgets. And it comes down
to either spending more on
marketing certain sports oi-
ls it better to just have as
many sports as possible,"
said McTeer.
Students contribute $7.93
for each half credit that they
take, which in turn can turn
out to be $317.20 for 20 cred-
its in a regular four-year pro-
gram.
Peter Baxter, Director of
Athletics while citing the
tremendous growth in intra-
murals noted that the low
interest in many sports
might be due to a "cultural
thing" adding- that Laurier is
predominantly a football
school. "We can't expect five,
000 people at a cross country
meet. That's not realistic. But
that doesn't diminish the
value of the experience of
those athletes." Baxter went
on to add that with good lead-
ership and athletes, enthusi-
asm by the students will rise.
When it comes to the
importance of varsity athlet-
ics to the school's identity, it
ranks as the top priority.
Baxter summed it up best
saying, "It's absolutely
imperative to have strong
athletic and recreation pro-
grams."
Laurier President Bob
Rosehart noted that. "My per-
ception is that the general
student body is more inter-
ested in Fitness and
Recreation and Intramurals.
They like the idea of intercol-
legiate sport, but their main
focus is more on the partici-
patory sports."
In'a survey done conduct-
ed of 50 people, The Cord
Weekly determined that a
resounding 84% said they
think varsity sports are
important compared to 18%
saying they did not think it
was important.
Unsurprisingly, though, a
much lower 82% said that
they have actually attended a
WLU varsity game during
their tenure.
"I think it's (varsity
sport) part of the
whole educational
experience for
some people."
- Dr. Jill Tracey, Assistant
Professor of Kinesiology
and Physical Education
Rosehart assured that the
university continues to
model its philosophy of creat-
ing an environment in which
the students can develop as
an athlete at the same time as
getting high quality educa-
tion, Rosehart commented
that, "Our graduates of the
past .have been noted for their
leadership qualities, and I
think one of the advantages
of participating- in sports is
that we develop those skills."
He explained that partici-
pation builds certain skills
that complement what a stu-
dent does in the classroom.
"The students that do partici-
pate in intercollegiate sport,
there are life skills that they
can gain from that. I think
that's in the best interest of
not just the university but
also the students," added
Rosehart.
The sentiment was echoed
by Baxter who said, "The
mission of the university is
excellence in undergraduate
education. We teach through
the medium of sport and
recreation, and that's part of
the total educational package
at Laurier."
Baxter noted that some
things are grasped through
athletics that may not be oth-
erwise gained by a non-ath-
lete, such as constant disci-
pline while working in a
team dynamic, working
under pressure - having to
make decisions within sec-
onds, dealing with the roller
coaster of emotions and being
able to deal with success -
something many don't know-
how to do.
Dr. Jill Tracy, an Assistant
Professor in Kinisiology and
Physical Education stressed
the experiences of varsity-
sports does not take away
from what can be learned in
other clubs or organizations.
"University, as a whole, has
been a place where we broad-
ly educate, 5* said Tracy. "I
think its part of the whole
educational experience for
some people," she added
when referring to the varsity
athletic program specifically.
She continued that people
come to university for vari-
ous reasons but part of it
should be about self-discov-
ery and self-knowledge, with
sport being one venue
through which that can be
accomplished. "If we're try-
ing to educate people to be
responsible, self-sufficient
and productive members of
society, well here's a great
opportunity to hopefully
enhance the kind of charac-
teristics and things that we
value," she said.
Jill Tracy also broadened
the scope, stating that, "We're
already beginning to see
what schools would be like
without sport, such as the
more commuter based as well
as online universities. Those
kind of places come across to
me as potentially pretty cold
and empty."
To further enhance the
varsity athletics experience,
the school has recently start-
ed a radio talk show on
Newstalk 570 based on the
athletes of Laurier, as well as
maintaining- an athletics
website that is considered
"the best in Canada" said
Baxter, in terms of university
sites.
In the end though,
Eosehart sees varsity athlet-
ics at Laurier as irreplace-
able. It is his belief that it is
primary to get a good educa-
tion. but anything- that can
help around the edges is very
important. According to the
Athletic Director, the school
is constantly working to
know "where the students
are at."
WLUSP
Bumping heads in hopes of cre-
ating some spectator interest.
YVI IISP
An astounding 84% of students believe varsity athletics to be important and of those same students,
62% have attended at least one varsity game in their time at WLU.
Matt Benassi
Lots of fans in the stands, or is it an illusion? Basketball and other indoor sports continue to struggle
with fan support.
Matt Benassi
Varsity sport is suggested to be an integral part of the unviersity
experience, according to Laurier President, Dr. Bob Rosehart.
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Beat the mall madness
Since students have limited funds, we have to be extra creative when
it comes to buying gifts. Three shopping experts took to Conestog'a
Mall to find the best gifts to give. Here is their story.
Name: Jessica
McLaughlin
Age: 20
Program:
Communication Studies
Shopping for:
boyfriend, friends, family
Favourite Carol: All I
want for Christmas
Name: Cheryl Haines
Age: 22
Program: History and
Communication Studies
Shopping for: friends,
family, dogs
Favourite Carol:
White Christmas
Name: Erika Ivanic
Age: 20
Program:
Communication Studies
Shopping for: room-
mates, family, and Great
Uncle Earl
Favourite Carol:
Frosty the Snowman
Five gifts for
guys
ERIKA IVANIC
Staff Writer
With Christmas fast
approaching, shopping- frus-
trations simultaneously draw
near. Whether the gift you
are incessantly searching" for
is for a boyfriend, father,
friend, roommate, cousin or
anyone else of the male gen-
der, here are some thoughts
on the subject and some alter-
natives that don't require
going* anywhere near the
proximity of the mall.
Baked Goods
This is inex-
pensive and
personal.
Wether you
bake fancy
Christmas
cookies from
scratch ort
Pillsbury
chocolate chip
cookies that
only need to
be sliced onto
a pan and
placed in the
oven, it's the
thought that counts.
The basic ingredients can
all be found in the baking
aisle of your nearby grocery
store and include white and
brown sugar, flour, butter or
margarine, vanilla extract,
eggs and baking soda with
additional options of peanut
butter or a touch of cinna-
mon for flavour. All this for
under about $20 will literally
make dozens of cookies.
Any male, or female for
that matter, would appreciate
the time and effort put into a
fresh batch of baked goods
that comes from the heart
and not a store.
Movies, Music or Books
Sure these are generic gifts
but also timeless ones.
Almost everyone has that
movie, album or book they
have always wanted but
never actually bought. The
cost could start as low as $5
for a used item but generally
lies between about $10 - $50.
For the movie buffs out
there, many special edition
DVD's are available including
the extended version of Lord
of the Rings: The Two
Towers. For the music fans,
think about buying a CD that
supports the artist, rather
than burning one off the
internet as the
majority of us
are guilty of.
However if
burning is the
only option
for you, try
mixing songs
that are per-
sonal to your
significant
other, friend
or family
member.
Or you could
give someone
the gift of
knowledge with a crisp book
hot off the press or a used
one handed down through
many generations. Fiction,
politics, cuisine, history, art,
sports, inspirational; again
the possibilities are endless
so keep his interests in mind.
Clothes
This option actually does
require entering 1 a store,
doing some guesswork on his
size and most often, waiting-
in line. However, many guys
actually enjoy getting' clothes
for Christmas, no matter
what the stereotypes say.
Toques are a recent craze
with University students and
can be found anywhere from
Five gifts for
girls
JESSICA MCLAUGHLIN
Student Life Editor
In my experience I have
found that more often than
not guys do not have a clue
when it comes to buying' a
gift for their girlfriend,
mother, sister, cousin or any-
one else who happens to be
female. Instead of harassing
her best friend for a unique
gift idea or begging your
mom to just pick something
up, consider these gift ideas
that will make any girl in
your life smile.
La Senza
OK, so lin-
gerie is some-
times a bad
idea. If you
buy your girl-
friend a racy
nightie that
looks like a
stripper's cos-
tume, she may
be offended.
But, if you
buy your girl-
friend a pair
of cozy flannel
pajama pants that are a per-
fect combination of girly
prints and. snuggiy flannel
she will definitely wear them
and she might even let you
snuggle with her. La Senza
has tonnes of cute PJ pants in
many styles for only $8 and
sets for just $12-$ 16. For
those of you who must go
and get something' more
risque, there are lots of
skimpy sets on sale for $8-
$16. Add slippers to this gift
for an extra $15 and you're
set to impress.
Jewellery
By jewellery I do not mean a
diamond ring- or some cheesy
heart pendant that is the
generic gift for the one-year
anniversary in grade nine,
By jewelry I mean sterling'
silver and lots of it. Silver is
cheap, most girls wear it
daily and it has sentimental
value without being* too com-
mittal. Buy your girlfriend a
chunky silver ring or a nice
bracelet. These items are
inexpensive and range from
$5-S3Q. Good places to look
are First Water and
Ardennes.
Pet
If you really want to impress
your girlfriend buy her an
easy to care
for pet. Easy
to care for
does not
include a
puppy that
pees all over
the carpet. Go
to a pet store
and buy that
special female
a snuggly ani-
mal. We found
bunnies that
were so cute
and only cost
$28. If you
don't have that much money
go for a teddy bear hamster.
If you're in residence and
pets are banned, sneak her a
pair of fish. May I suggest
naming them after the two of
you for extra points. Just pic-
ture it now, Billy and Allison
swimming- together happily
ever after.
Pictures
If you have a picture of you
and your girlfriend in which
you both look nice, frame it.
Better yet, make her a collage
of photos of the two of you.
You can buy a frame and
even get the bottom of it
engraved. This will prove
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West 49 to the dollar store.
And if he's not a hat person,
it will at least keep Mm warm
during winter storms.
Shirts or sweaters are a
also pretty basic option, with
decent ones at Bootlegger
ranging* from about $29.99 -
$69.99. If at a. loss, gift cer-
tificates are always welcome.
Sports Stuff
Brand new sports equipment
such as rollerblades or snow-
boards can be pricey, but
•many classic alternatives
such as a volleyball, football
or squash, racquet are less
■ expensive and more afford-
able. Also consider used
stores such as Play-It-Again -
Sports.
Tickets to the big game
are another interesting alter-
native. Or for those individu-
als who aren't particularly
athletic, either professional
or personal lessons in a new
sport will raise his energy
level and keep him healthy at
the same time.
Popcorn
Take the traditional concept
of popcorn and a movie and
give it a new spin. Kernels
popcorn comes in a wide vari-
ety of flavours, including:
butter, caramel, salt and vine-
gar, cheddar. buffalo wings,
ranch, dill and many more,
whatever your taste. An
entire tub ranges in price
from about $8.45 - $13.95,
depending on the flavour.
Or it Kernels is still over
your budget, a package of
kernels popped on the stove-
top the old fashioned way
also has the same effect. Just
be mindful of" setting- any-
thing' on fire if it's your first
time actually making pop-
corn without the aid of a
microwave.
Combined with a movie,
whether bought, rented, or
from TV. popcorn will almost
always make a good gift.
This is because it's not the
popcorn that counts. In a
similar way that 'going out
for coffee' is just an expres-
sion, popcorn is a metaphor
for actually spending time
with the guy(s) in your life.
And what guy would ever
turn down free food?
that you made the effort to be
creative and romantic
Consider getting' an inside
joke or nickname engraved if
the L-bomb does not apply.
Blanket
If you want to warm up your
girlfriend's life, buy her some
form of blanket to cuddle up
in. A duvet for her bed is by
far the best choice because
everyone loves these. You can
buy a down duvet for about
$35 or a premium feather
duvet for $70. If money is
tight opt for a fleece throw
that will only cost about $8,
AH blankets are a good idea
because this is a unique gift
and lias cheese value.
Whatever you do don't sell
out and just give your girl-
friend flowers or chocolates.
These things are good for
anniversaries and dates but
not for an actual gift that you
were supposed to put some
thought into. You don't have
to spend a lot of money or
buy something' that is overly
clieesy but do take time to
make it personal.
Top 5Shopping
Piss-off's
Adapted by Caitlin Hewlett
1, Lineups - So long, so slow
and so boring. Bring a pocket
game of backgammon or a
flask of whiskey, both are sure
to stimulate the" mind and finger
dexterity,
2, Parking - Be prepared to
make an 8-point turn backing
out of the spot you crammed
yourself into that really was not
a spot in the first place (see
Austin Powers for example).
3, Prices - considering it's the
season of giving, there's a
whole lot of taking with inflated
prices. Hint: shop on Christmas
Eve day - you'll die a slow
painful death fighting with the
crowds of dad's and husbands
making last minute gift pur-
chases, but you'll pay less.
4, Pushy safes people - If we
wanted a hand shoved up our
ass, we'd ask for it. There is
nothing worse than being
bomarded by a sales person on
commission, however, it is best
just to say, "thanks, but no
thanks." Cursing loudly under
your breath makes one feel bet-
ter and makes shopping fun as
you try to think of new swears
with each annoying sales per-
son.
5, Pressure to spend $$$ - No
matter what people say, you
always feel pressure to go out
and spend more money than
you can actually afford. VISA
loves you for this in January
when you have trouble making
the monthly minimum payment.
Tis the season for greed and shopping
With an overwhelming pressure to
buy, the spirit of the season is often
lost.
CHERYL HAINES
Staff Writer
Ever since I was a young girl,
one of my fondest memories
of Christmastime was going
to the mall with my family.
The mall would be warmly
decorated with garlands and
tinsel, Christmas carols
would be heard in every
store. My sister and I would
coyly sit on Santa's knee and
run around looking at all the
new toys in the department
stores, while my parents
decided on the right present
for Grandma and Grandpa.
At home, we would draw up
lists for Santa of what we
wanted to see underneath the
tree on Christmas morning.
I used to enjoy flipping
through the Sears Wish Book
to help me with my list. Of
course. . there were many
other activities, like baking
cookies, wrapping- presents,
decorating the house and
playing* Christmas carols.
But why do I, and many oth-
ers. always remember the
mails, the clothes, the candy
and the X-Boxes? Could it be,
I ask somewhat mordantiy,
that our society has forgot-
ten the meaning of Christinas
and turned it into a greedy
hunt for material goodies?
Bought not with love and
care, but with the satisfaction
of having one less person to
buy for. All the while, corpo-
rate bigwigs sit atop their
shiny towers, smiling with a
profit-hungry twinkle, at the
thought of the substantial
profit they will amass once
malls close on December
24th.
I do not intend to make
this into a religious-themed
journey into the historical
meaning of Christmas.
However. I argue that the key
elements represented in a
Christmas past were that of
love, giving, family together-
ness and recognizing our
many blessings. One could
assert that the act of giving
nowadays is shown through
the material goods we buy for
our loved ones. However, the
'true meaning' of giving at
Christmas can be shown
many ways apart from a
material exchange. Giving
love, happiness, hugs, kisses,
food, water, a helping hand
or a shoulder to cry on. How
better to represent the mean-
ing of Christmas this year
that lending out a random
act of kindness?
So. when you find your-
self slaving* over Christmas
lists at the mall, hold the
door open for the mother
with three young- children,
tell the man at the counter to
"Have a Merry Christmas", or
offer the old gentleman with
the cane your seat in the
Food Court. Our profit-driv-
en societies aren't changing
anytime soon; Christmas will
be for many years to come
accompanied by mass spend-
ing and material purchases.
I too, will be there with every-
one else, trying to find the
perfect presents for my fami-
ly and friends. However, the
true spirit of Christmas can
be renewed. Simply by prac-
ticing' one selfless act, the
gift of giving- can be found.
Food for Thought
DAVE BONE
Restaurant Reviewer
Fine dining* is not an every-
day thing for about 99.9% of
students but when the occa-
sion arises, you have to know
where the good spots are.
Charbries Four Seasons of
Dining is a fine dining
restaurant with a few unique
aspects, along with a conven-
ient location on King St.
Once I stepped inside the din-
ing room I was met with a
relaxed mood and jazzy
music. When you combine
that with a spectacular
aquarium, two elevated fire-
places, a great bar area and a
nice view of King Street, you
have an excellent place to eat.
We were seated at a win-
dow-side table with candle-
light and an attractive place
setting'. Our professional
server came to our table and
told us the specials which
included soup of the day and
a pan-seared chicken dish.
After we ordered drinks, we
delved into the menu. The
unique aspect of Charbries'
menu is that they offer four
seasons of food. They change
their menu coinciding with
the change in nature's sea-
son. Bach seasonal menu has
a theme, they happened to be
running' an Autumn
Canadian Harvest menu
while we were visiting- but
plan to change in a week to
their winter menu, which is
going- to have a French flare.
This is a great idea that
almost always assures new
choices every time you visit
the restaurant, and it seems
like you are going* to a new
place completely.
We were brought out
fresh caramelized onion and
molasses bread which was
baked in-liouse (like every-
thing else in the restaurant)
and was delicious. Now this
is usually the part where I
tell you that our appetizers
were brought out first, but it
was not that simple at
Charbrie's because my friend
had ordered the shrimp
flambe ($14.00) which
Jessica McLaughlin
Charbrie's Four Seasons of Dining has a menu for everyone's tastes.
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happens to be one of the dish-
es prepared tableside. A
sharply dressed cook came
out pushing a cart with a
hotplate, pan and all the
ingredients which included
scallions and mushrooms to
be sauteed in a chardonnay
butter sauce after the pan
was engulfed in flames. It
was a great touch and a nice
appetizer that went over very
well with my friend who
thoroughly enjoyed the dish.
I ordered the mussels St.
Francis ($10.00) which were
one pound of mussels with
onions, garlic, red wine,
chilli peppers and tomatoes.
The preparation and flavour
combinations were amazing
but the quality of the mussels
was lacking somewhat.
Appetizers are priced
between $5.50 - $14.00 and
come in a variety of shapes
and sizes including crab
cakes, baked brie and Caesar
Charbries, which is also pre-
pared at the table to your
taste. Before we moved onto
the main course, we were
served apple rosechip sorbet,
a refreshing palate cleanser
that came in small glasses
and got us primed for dinner.
My friend had the Boz
steak au poivre ($21.00, 12oz
is $27.00) that comes pressed
with mixed crushed pepper-
corns and is served with
crusted mashed potatoes,
mushrooms, and a rich pep-
percorn sauce. The steak was
done perfectly and was spicy
and flavourful, a good way of
serving a striploin. I choose
the oyster filet mignon
($28.50), a AAA tenderloin
crowned with fried seasoned
oysters and a tomato herb
sauce. I enjoyed the steak
and the presentation was ter-
rific, which could be said for
most of the dishes that were
brought to our table all
evening. Other mains include
pork scallopine, and king
crab legs. Prices range from
$16.50 to $40.00.
Dessert menus were
brought to us and the choices
were difficult. My friend
chose the gateau au frontage
($8.50), or cheesecake for all
of you who failed grade 9
French class. I had difficulty
trying* to choose between the
crepes that came with table-
side preparation and
Charbries' signature dessert
which is a molten chocolate
cake ($8.00), but I went with
the latter. If you have the 15
minutes that it takes to bake
it to order, this is the dessert
for you because it was fantas-
tic. The cake was warm with
an almost liquid chocolate
centre that drenched the ice
cream that came alongside.
My friend had trouble stop-
ping- eating it.
We left stuffed and some-
what more cultured, having
an overall good experience at
the home of the four seasons
of dining. If you are looking
for something along the lines
of fine dining and have a bit
of money to spend, it is a
place worth checking out,
whether it be winter, spring,
summer or fall.
WEEKLY
BADDRAWING
PETE CRAM
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Taste the winter menu
Continued from page 24
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THE BEST SANDWHICH YOU WILL EVER EAT!
JOIN US FOR A FRIENDLY LUNCH,
DINNER OR SNACK
FEATURING THE 'SANDWHICH OF THE MONTH'
Wed - Sat - Open Till 3 AM
Sun -1 AM £ Mow - Tues -XL AM
210 king street north (at University)
(beside phil's nightclub)
386-7897
Playing yourfavourites, every day ofthe week. /YY
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDA^^jI
I every day I I JSfcjl I I I I Ilof the week. M plus tax I Jfe- *e»-- .::, If;. IJb M A J1 m H ■ Double MOuarter Pounder®flJ Rig Xtm® M Bia Mar® m Mrrh,cken 8 2 Filet-O-Fish® Cheeseburgr- -;*h rh o *<o M
lave you had milk today? Dobs a filmy white mustache still linger above your
lip? Ulho cares. Illrite for Cord Student life. It looks as good as the milk
mustache and it too is chalk full of calcium... mtnm.... calcium.
J NEEDED: S
Keystone Yearbook
sponsors
Parents/friends/relatives of
WLU students WELCOME
to advertise in the yearbook!!
ContactAngela Foster
angela@wlusp.com
or call
519-884-0710 ext. 3560
Support Laurier Graduates s
| Poll* n-' M iwn |
http://princess.sentex.net 6 Princess Street West • 885-2950
Located in Uptown Waterloo
Work in the Global Village
International
Project Management
a 12-month post-graduate certificate program
in international development at Humber College
Now you can study for employment in the growing field of
International Development. Learn applied skills for writing
international project proposals, cross-cultural communications,
managing resources for overseas international development, and
more. The program includes an 8-week field placement or applied
research project which may be completed overseas or in North
America. Call (416) 675-6622, ext 3226,
or e-mail pat.meek@humber.ca HUMBER
The Business School
Hawks twinkling toes for crowd
LAUREN THOMPSON
Staff Writer
"When the Hawk Girls dance
it is like music for your eyes,
if you don't believe me ask
any of the guys because they
dance like whoa, always get
low and when they shake
their tale feathers, y'all be
like give me some mo',." This
is one of the many introduc-
tions crafted by Peta
Wellington, the announcer of
the Hawk Girls, as an effort
to increase the anticipation of
the game's audience for the
new half-time dance squad.
For those of you lack
Hawk spirit and who have
been absent from this year's
regular season of men's as
well as women's basketball
games, the Hawk Girls are
the half-time entertainment.
No boys, not that type of
entertainment; the girls are
half-time hip-hop dancers
who showcase the most
recent tunes and shake what
their mothers gave them
which makes ail the guys
smile and girls too.
The birth of this group of
dancing* girls has become big
news on campus as it has
offered an alternative to the
traditional one-race cheer-
leading' squad that is the typ-
ical agent of school spirit.
This squad, on the other
hand, embodies a great sym-
bol of diversity, representing
a number of different cul-
tures, ages and dancing
backgrounds all with the
intention of keeping the
crowds in their seats for half-
time so they do not get bored
and disappear.
This is the first year for
the Hawk Girls, which were
established and coordinated
by Melissa Isaacs and Jessica
Bonsu. The dance group is
composed of ten girls who
were the top ten finalists
from the gruelling competi-
tion that could have been
Laurier's own reality series
and entitled, "Becoming a
Hawk Girl Ain't Easy." Of' all
of those who applied, these
girls have the best moves -
and it shows.
Not all reviews have been
positive, there have been
some haters. Sitting in the
stands at one of their first
performances I heard some
words passed between indi-
viduals who were members of*
a Laurier organization that
will remain nameless. These
particular individuals felt
that the performance was
weak and out of sync. All in
all, the reviews on average
have been quite receptive,
encouraged by the difficulty
of moves that have otherwise
not been attempted by other
dance groups. Many feel that
such a group is long overdue
and allows the multiplicity of
Laurier's talent to be show-
cased.
So what does the future
hold for Laurier's newest
addition to campus athletics?
According to co-coordinator
Melissa Isaacs, "next year we
intend on including perform-
ances at football games in
addition to performing' at the
stadium for halftime shows
but most notably expanding*
the team size to incorporate
this development." This will
be beneficial to the group
since football games seem to
attract the largest numbers
of fans as an athletic event
and as such will increase the
girls' exposure and fan base.
This year's basketball
games have often consisted of
a miniscuie number of atten-
dees and in turn have offered
a unique opportunity for
practice. Not surprising how-
ever, the population of these
games is increasing; that is
the male population general-
ly, which seems to interest-
ingly diminish during the
second half. The true test of
how receptive Laurier stu-
dents will be of the Hawk
Girls will be revealed at their
performances at football
games. This is because foot-
ball is on a grander scale
with more observers and
potential critics.
Only time will tell what is
truly in store for the Hawk
Girls. As the group grows
and becomes more popular,
they have the chance to
become recognized in the
Laurier community as legiti-
mate members ofLaurier ath-
letics. The addition of The
Hawk Girls should attract
more people to sporting
events and enhance the pool
of dancers to choose from. So
Hawk Girls take heed, the
school is watching.
Photos courtesy Hawk Girls
Top, The Hawk Girls pose provacatively before a game at the A.C. Left, The Hawk Girls run they flex at
halftime of a basketball game. Indeed, I just said run they flex. What're you gonna do?
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Student Exam Rules 2003
EXAMINATION REGULATIONS FOR CANDIDATES
Approved by Senate Oct. 27/2003 (Posted Nov. 18/03)
Final Examinations take place at the end of every term.
Candidates are expected to fulfill this obligation in an honest
manner.
As an academic Institution, the University's credibility depends
upon the integrity of the examination process. With this in mind,
the following are a set of
rules to guide candidates:
ATTENDANCE AND IDENTIFICATION
1. Candidates writing examinations are responsible for arriving at the right time and place.
They must have their Laurier student Identification card in their possession. Forgetfulness
or inadvertently arriving at the wrong time or place cannot be considered acceptable
excuses.
EXAMINATION PROCESS
2. The doors of the examination room will be opened approximately 10 minutes before the
start of the examination. Candidates will be permitted to enter the examination room
quietly up to one half hour after the scheduled start of the exam. Candidates arriving late
will not be allowed any extra time.
3. Candidates must not begin to the examination or attempt to read the examination
questions until instructed to do so.
4. Candidates once having entered, may not leave the exam room before completing and
submitting the exam unless accompanied by a Proctor. Candidates are not permitted to
submit their examination and leave the examination room until 1 hour after the examina-
tion has begun, and in no case before their attendance has been taken. In no case may a
candidate leave the room temporarily, for any reason until 30 minutes after the start of the
examination. In order that remaining candidates are not disrupted, candidates must remair
seated and may not leave the examination room during the last 15 minutes of the
examination session.
5. At the close of the examination period, candidates must stop writing immediately. The
Presiding Officer may seize the papers of candidates who fail to observe this requirement,
and a penalty may be imposed at the discretion of the instructor. Candidates must submit
all their work, according to the instructions of the Presiding Officer, including all materials
and a copy of the examination paper with their name and student ID number written on it.
Unused examination booklets may not be taken from the examination room.
6. A candidate who leaves before the examination is over must hand in all completed and
attempted work, notes made during the exam, and a copy of the examination paper with
their name and student ID number on it.
7. Talk or any form of communication between candidates is absolutely forbidden. No
information of any kind is to be written on the question paper or on scrap paper for the
purpose of assisting other candidates. Responses to questions must not be done in an
exaggerated way or in a manner that will involve transmission of information to others.
8. Candidates must remain seated during the examination period. A candidate needing to
speak to the proctor (e.g. to ask for additional supplies or to request permission to leave
the examination room for any reason) should so indicate by raising his or her hand.
9. Questions concerning possible errors, ambiguities or omissions in the examination
paper must be directed to the proctor who will investigate them through the proper
channels. The proctor is not permitted to answer questions other than those concerning
the examination paper.
MATERIALS AND AIDS
10. Candidates must not use or attempt to use any improper source of information. No
candidates for an examination may bring into the examination room any books, notes or
other material containing information pertaining to the examination unless the examiner
has given instructions that such material will be allowed and this instruction is specified
on the examination paper. Any item brought into the examination room is subject to
inspection.
11. No briefcases, backpacks or other bags and carriers may be brought to the desk site
where the candidate is writing the examination. These bags should be left outside the
examination room. If books, notes etc. cannot be left outside the examination room, they
must be put at the front of examination room in a place designated by the proctor before
a candidate takes a seat. Candidates are advised not to bring valuables to the examina-
tion room.
12. No electronic or communication devices will be allowed in the examination room,
including cell phones, blackberries, pagers, etc. Calculators are not allowed unless speci-
fied by the instructor and indicated on the examination paper. Only non-programmable
models authorized by the instructor will be allowed. It is the candidate's responsibility to
ascertain whether the use of calculators is permitted, and, if it is, whether any restrictions
are imposed on the types of calculators that may be brought to the examination.
13. Translation dictionaries (e.g. English-French) or other dictionaries, (thesaurus,
definitions, technical) are not allowed unless specified by the instructor and indicated on
the examination paper. Electronic dictionaries are never allowed.
14. Except for bottled water, no food or drink is allowed in the examination room.
Candidates with health problems that warrant relaxation of this regulation should provide
medical documentation to the presiding officer prior to the beginning of the examination.
1 Such students should restrict themselves to those items and packaging that will least
distract other examinees.
EXPECTED CONDUCT AND SANCTIONS
15. Candidates are expected to write their examinations in an honest and straightforward
manner. Where there are reasonable grounds for believing a violation of exam protocol
has occurred, the candidate will be subject to the disciplinary procedures to the university
calendar.
16. Only currently registered students will be permitted to write the final exam.
17. Examinations conducted at Wilfrid Laurier University will be bound by WLU
regulations, regardless of where the candidate is registered.
Department of Examination and Scheduling
Office of the Registrar
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University View Student Residence
In order to view a unit call Dan @ 589-4828
173 King Street North, Corner of King & Ezra Streets
e-mail — 173kingstreet@rogers.com
Amenities and Facilities Provided
- Fully controlled entrance, with intercom system in each unit.
- Each bedroom provided with door lock set for privacy.
- Ample closet and storage space. - Parking available
- Telephone jacks in each bedroom. - Minutes to both universities
- Laundry facility. - Two full bathrooms in each unit
- Secured bicycle storage area. - Rent to individuals or groups up to 4
- Rogers High speed available in each bedroom
Cleaning and Painting of Units
- Bedrooms and common rooms will be painted before the start of each lease, Units will be
clean for you to move into.
- Bathrooms, kitchen area and floors will be cleaned monthly. This cost is included in
your monthly rent.
RENTAL COST IS $440.00 PER MONTH
12 month lease starting May Ist1 st —-~== r— qq /month/student.
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Furnishings Provided ******************************(]\ewFurniture)
- Couch, 2 lounge chairs, coffee table and 2 end tables.
-Kitchen Table and 4 chairs.
- Bed (No Mattress), desk and chair, closet organizer in bedroom.
- Blinds supplied for all windows.
twice as easy to take the sec-
ondary elevator in order to
get to the Terrace. The doors
closest to the Pizza Pizza out-
let have automatic doors for
disabled people to use, unlike
the doors near the Yog-en
Fruz. I was unable to locate
any buttons that I could push
to open one of the doors in
order to enter the first level
of the Terrace.
Another issue, although
not wheelchair related, is
that the main FNCC elevator,
does not contain any Braille
writing, making' it very diffi-
cult, one would assume, for a
visually impaired person to
use that elevator.
Dr. Alvin Woods Building
(DAWB)
Clearly the escalator in the
DAWB was out of the ques-
tion on Monday. I was rele-
gated to using the scariest
elevator I've ever been in.
Imagine yourself being in an
elevator that is so small and
rickety that you feel as if the
elevator might actually fall
down the shaft, or at the very
least fall apart and then fall
down the shaft.
I had a class on the fourth
floor on Monday afternoon.
My assent to 4-201 was a lot
easier than I thought it
would have been. There was
plenty of room in the class
for my wheelchair. The
biggest setback was that my
notebook fell out of the
wheelchair during my trip. I
later found it near the FNCC
elevator but it was still worri-
some nonetheless.
Ironically, on my walk
through the DAWB the fol-
lowing day I noticed a sign
on the elevator stating it was
out of order for servicing.
The Concourse/Arts Building.
I feel like I was lucky when I
was traveling- through the
concourse because there
weren't a lot of people at
those times.
The difference between
these two building's and the
DAWB and the PNGC is that
there are ramps, albeit it
small, leading from the
Concourse to the Arts
Building and the Torque
Room respectively. Going*
down said ramps was not an
issue. Going' up the ramps
though, required a little
extra effort. They aren't steep
by any means but were
enough of a challenge to
make me grunt a few times.
I do have a few complaints
about this area of the school,
though. All day the non-auto-
matic doors were very diffi-
cult to navigate and the
Concourse/Arts area has
more than its fair share.
Doors that opened away
from me were not cause for
concern. It was the doors that
opened towards me that were
the issue. All day, I had
issues with attempting to
open doors and going
through them at the same
time.
In my wheelchair trials, I
wasn't able to figure out a
way to get from the main aca-
demic bui Idings to the Frank
C. Peters Building'. I wasn't
Wheeling around
outside wasn't
nearly as easy as
wheeling around
inside. The ground
wasn't level and
the campus is hilly.
able to find one until Tuesday
night. It involves traveling-
into the basement of the Arts
building' through the tunnels
and using the Peters
Building elevator.
Dining Hall/Aird Building
I got a tip from a friend that
there was an elevator that
was by the Paul Martin
Centre that I could take to get
to the Dining' Hall. She was
right, which actually makes
the trip fairly accessible.
If one wanted to, they
could access the Dining Hall
from the outside as well via
the doors near Security
Services. At first. 1 was
unsure as to how to get from
the Dining Hall to the Aird
Building without going out-
side. At first. I wasn't able to
come up a way. which result-
ed in a trip outside that 111
get to in a second.
Eventually when I made it
to the Aird Underpass and
entered the building again, I
was confronted by a rather
large ramp that once again,
tested by upper body
strength. I was a little dis-
concerted when I still wasn't
able to find a way into the
Dining Hall from the Aird
Building. Thanks to a mem-
ber of PP&P, he showed me
the way to the elevator, which
was at the end of a hallway
behind a closed door.
Needless to say, it was the
same elevator that I used to
get to the Dining Hall origi-
nally.
Outside
Wheeling around outside
wasn't nearly as easy as
wheeling around inside the
buildings. The ground wasn't
level and the campus is hilli-
er than you'd expect. The
campus was a challenge. My
arms got a bigger work out
trying to go from the FNCC
to the BAB then the last
workout I had in a gym.
Overall thoughts and
conclusions
If I had to he in a wheelchair,
I'd feel safe knowing that I'd
be able to get around campus
safely and in a reasonable
manner. As far as I'm con-
cerned each of the academic
buildings met my require-
ments.
That's not to say that I
didn't have a few complaints.
My biggest pet peeve was
clearly the doors. I hated the
doors that swung towards
me. including the door at the
Bricker Academic Building.
Maybe somebody in a wheel-
chair for more than one day
has a trick for things like
that, but I wasn't able to fig-
ure it out very well. As a
result, I struggled but there
were numerous people who
were willing to open up doors
for me.
My final thought is this. One
day in that wheelchair was
enough for me. By the end of
the day, I was more than
happy to get up out of the
chair. Unfortunately, there
are some who are unable to
have the luxury that I do.
Being in a wheelchair is
something they face every-
day and for that they get my
kudos, it isn't easy by any
means.
Wilbur McLean
With no automatic doors, opening and travelling through this part of the school is extremely difficult for
those with physical disabilities.
Wilbur McLean
Turning around on the narrow pathway in front of the Aird building
is almost impossible for somebody in a wheelchair
Wheelchair Access
Laurier's plan
for change
WLU wants to better meet the needs of
those with special requirements
WILBUR MCLEAN
Editor-in-chief
Linda Chamberlain, the
Disability Consultant of the
Special Needs Office says she
believes Laurier's overall
accessibility is "a selling-
point" for the university.
"Being a small campus is
an advantage." she believes.
"There are not as many
places to know, not as many
places to get used to."
That said, Chamberlain
has just completed an audit
of the university's accessibili-
ty and acknowledges that
improvements are needed for
the five students on campus
who currently use a wheel-
chair on at least a part-time
basis and incoming- students
who may require more com-
plete accessibility.
Chamberlain admits that
the wheelchair ramp between
the DAWB and the library
would be "a chore" for any-
body to use "but you. can't
fault an institution for doing
something 30-40 years ago."
In June of 2002. Laurier
struck an Accessibility
Committee, charged with
making recommendations
for improving Laurier's
accessibility.
This committee was
responsible for ensuring a
new elevator was installed
last year when the Dining
Hall was renovated because
the old elevator was "more
like a dumb waiter," accord-
ing 1 to Chamberlain.
While the results of the
audit have not yet been com-
piled, more automatic doors
are expected to be somewhere
on the list of recommenda-
tions.
"Automatic doors help
everybody, not just those who
require them. Just think of
when you have a lot of books
in your hands," says
Chamberlain.
"The end goal is for all
students to be independent.
That's what everybody wants-
to be independent."
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Assessing the accessibility
Duffett's day in a wheelchair raises issues of
non-automatic doors, hilly terrain and steep ramps. Is the
campus suitable for the needs of those in wheelchairs?
Continuedfrom the cover
ACCESSIBILITY
ISSUES ON
CAMPUS:
THE POTENTIAL
TROUBLE
SPOTS FOR
THOSE
REQUIRING
WHEELCHAIR
ACCESS
The doors to the solarium have no wheelchair button, forcing wheel-
chair users to engage in some difficult maneuvering in order to get
through them. Doors like these are scattered throughout the older sec-
tions of the Arts building. «
A ridiculously steep ramp between the DAWB and the library/Schlegel.
According to the Special Needs Office, this ramp met code when it was
built, but nowadays there is little hope of a wheelchair user going up or
down this ramp without risking serious injury.
The back entrance to the Terrace: the ramp entrance is over an inch off
the ground, making it very difficult for wheelchairs to get on.
The terrain of the Quad is extremely uneven and slippery when wet,
making it difficult to maneuver in the best of conditions and dangerous
in more adverse weather
Wheelchair Access 29Wednesday November 26.2003
Entertainment
Round 2...
FIGHT!
Music Explosion continued at Wilf's
in a punk rock 'B-Sides' free-for-all
that blew people's faces off in style
CHRIS CLEMENS
Entertainment Editor
The Most Extreme Laurier
Musical Hyper-Challenge
continued last Thursday on a
balmy November night that
saw students lining up out-
side of Wilfs for a chance to
see four more honourable
bands, The sequel to
RadioLaurier's October Music
Explosion was named "B
Sides", initially giving me the
bemused impression that the
night would feature a selec-
tion of music too shitty to he
included on 'real5 albums, I
was assured that this was not
the case, however, and settled
in to watch amongst the
usual hubbub of
RadioLaurier folk and obtuse
Brick Beer advertising. Truth
be told, the Brick-pushing
bothered me far* less than
during the last event, proba-
bly because I could actually
afford to drink this time and
was consequently less bitter.
■ The first band to hit the
stage was Glory Fades, a 4-
piece keyboard-rock act that
seemed pretty confident.
They played two short pseu-
do-songs in quick succession,
prompting' scattered
applause from the audience
until everyone realized that
they were merely doing an
extravagant sound check.
Unamused by their trickery, I
used the opportunity to take
a break from Wilf's, which
was stilling. When I came
back. Glory Fades was bang-
ing away and I was told that
I had missed a tambourine
solo, which was a harshblow.
It was apparently spectacu-
lar.
My journalistic negli-
gence aside. Glory Fades was
actually pretty impressive.
They worked together very
cohesively, the drummer pro-
viding' effective backup
vocals and the keyboard
blending very appealingly
with the guitars and bass,
adding a strong level of har-
monies. Glory Fades got
favourable applause after
each song' and inspired a pair
of seemingly underage girls
to skank-danee around in
front of the stage. Their
cover of 'Video Killed the
Radio Star' 1 was strong - I am
convinced that bands need to
bust out crowd-pleasers in
addition to original material
to win this thing'. One issue I
had with Glory Fades' per-
formance was their lack of
stage energy and movement,
in addition to a rather anti-
climatic concluding' song'.
However, this was practically
the only detriment to their
set and these
guys set a high
bar for the rest
of the night's
acts to jump.
The next-
band, October
High, went
112 ace-first
through the bar
and broke their
backs after
missing the
safety mat.
Described by
RadioLaurier as crybaby
emo rockers", October High
was largely unconfident and
messy on stage. Vocals were
muddy at best and largely
unintelligible, although I
heard way too many
I was amused to
see that One
Short's bass drum
had a silhouette of
a fetus on it, and
boy did that fetus
take a pounding...
instances of the word "love" to
convince me that they were
inspired. There were some
bursts of energy amidst tlieir
performance that I appreciat-
ed and repeated references to
"Toga" piqued my interest
until I realized
that Toga was a
guitar player,
The singer
explained that
he had the flu
several times,
which sucks for
him but offer-
ing apologies
on stage is just
an invitation
for the vultures
to start circling'.
My table gave these guys two
thumbs down as they left the
stage to gratuity applause,
but I believe October High
could definitely be capable of
a better performance.
The third band took the
stage to chants of "Velcro!
Velcrof" from their extensive
backing' squad and surpris-
ingly enough, their name
was Velcro. The RadioLaurier
announcers (who were inci-
dentally much better than
last event's) cited Velero's
influence as Weesser, and as
soon as they started playing
this was blindingiy apparent,
Velcro sounded exactly
like Weezer in practically
every aspect but vocals,
although who can blame the
kid for not sounding like
Rivers Cuomo? Velcro was
very technically competent
and synchronized, but I saw
their lack of originality as a
detriment. One of their origi-
nal songs sounded like a bla-
tant rip of "Suzanne" and the
rest all seemed like they
could have come straight
from the Green Album's B-
sides compilation. However,
the Weezer formula is a good
one to emulate and suitably
enough, Velero closed to a
rocking- version of "Say It
Ain't So" that yon couldn't
help but sing along to.
The last band to take the
stage was One Short, a
power-punk act that won one
of the Battle of the Bands last
year, I was amused to see that
their bass drum had a silhou-
ette of a fetus on it, and boy
did that fetus take a pound-
ing during the course of the
set. One Short had a very
compelling stage presence
and the crowd's overwhelm-
ingly positive reaction
reflected their level of confi-
dence and energy. Each song
featured at least one catchy
solo and vocals were very
strong, particularly the bass
player's backups. One Short
was the only band that inter-
acted with the crowd without
seeming' strained. There's not
too much more I can say
about these guys except that
they embody ail the best
aspects of punk.
In the end, the judges
awarded the victory to One
Short which was a fairly
obvious choice, although I
could've seen Glory Fades
possibly pulling an upset.
For their encore, they busted
out the Ataris' version of
"Boys of Summer" in near-
flawless form, which inspired
some guys to unsuccessfully
start a mosh pit amongst a
crowd of mostly girls. One
Short closed the show with a
seemingly spontaneous cover
of U2's "The Streets Have No
Name" which was sick to say
the least. Overall diagnosis?
RadioLaurier is two for two,
once again putting on a show
which 1 wouldn't have want-
ed to miss.A large crowd at Wilf's critically examines each act from beneath the
warm commercialist embrace of entangled advertising... hot!
All photos by Jeff Yee
Feel-good punk sensation One Short carefully spreads out across the stage, creating an aesthetically
breathtaking show of guitar symmetry that ultimately won them first place in Thursday's event
Glory Fades, featured on the Top
5 New Artist Charts (see right)
The exact same picture as above,
with October High instead
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Dealing out a new hand
The many benefits of playing cards
when crappy weather and student
finances cramp your good times
CHRIS CLEMENS
Entertainment Editor
In a fast paced university
entertainment scene filled
with a vast assortment of
reality TV Joes, movies based
on movies that were once
good and bars where you can
grind against anything that
your heart desires, some-
times the low key alterna-
tives get left behind.
As Christmas closes in
and the bottom of the money
barrel gets scraped clean,
more and more students
choose to 'stay in', citing
their course loads as an
excuse. And why not? It's a
decent and believable prem-
ise. Unfortunately it's bull-
shit. You're going to watch
TV, tool around on MSN and
generally waste as much time
as possible without leaving
the warm sanctity of your
houses to brave the frigid
world outside.
So why not be social about
it? Activities centred around
the television are passive at
best and will probably give
you cancer if you rely on
them too much. Here's an
idea: play some cards.
Cards are a perfect form of
entertainment for university
students. Decks are extreme-
ly cheap and easy to come by,
games can be selected based
on the number of players or
desired complexity level, and
the activity encourages inter-
action between people. You
can work your alcoholic
drinking- habits into card
games in various creative
ways and even include gam-
bling too, if you want that
extra level of sordid debauch-
ery.
Card games can be as long-
er as short as you want, their
flexibility perfect for work-
ing- around your intense
email-checking- schedule. If
one individual happens to be
given the luck of the Devil
and wins every single freak-
ing hand in a particular
night, you can group togeth-
er and gain a warm sense of
teamwork as you combine
your efforts to defeat Satan's
favourite.
As you wrestle your way
through exams and the drea-
ry days of studying*, remem-
ber that you still have valid
alternatives to TV even if
you're dirt poor.
Contributed Photo
Clicking through demented versions of Solitaire on your computer
isn't quite the same as playing a game of cards with other humans
How to play Texas Hold 'em
The Texas stylings of common poker
SHABBIR HASANALI
Cord Entertainment
Texas Hold 'em is the varia-
tion of poker that you nor-
mally see on television. It
consists of three rounds of
betting*.
Round 1: Everyone is dealt
two cards and are obligated
to ante up their "buy-in or
starting bet.
Round 2: The dealer deals
three cards face up onto the
table and everyone gauges
the strength of their poker
hands, which are composed
of there two cards in hand
plus the three cards in the
middle. Again, everyone bets
with the opportunity to raise
the bet.
Round 3: The dealer puts
another two cards face up on
the table. Everyone that has-
n't folded uses the two cards
from their hand plus any
three of the five cards on the
table to make the strongest
poker hand they can. Betting
takes place. Winner takes all.
Easy to learn, fun to play and
painfully addictive.
How to play Kent
Fun with the bluffing and snatching
LISA TIMMS
Cord Entertainment
You need at least four people
to play. Each player is dealt
four cards and the object of
the game is to get four of a
kind. Four cards are placed
face-up in the .middle of the
playing' surface and the free-
for-all begins. There are no
polite waiting of turns in this
game - you grab wildly for
the card you want while dis-
carding a card you don't
want. This goes on until no
one wants any of the cards in
the middle, wherein four new
cards are dealt face up, and it
starts all over again. The
strategy involved is that you
and your partner, prior to the
start, are to make up a secret
signal that tells each other
when you've reached four of
a kind. The partner with
four of a kind gives the sig-
nal and when the other part-
ner sees it, he/she yells.
"Kent!" A point is awarded if
the cards prove to be a valid
"Kent" and a new hand
begins. You must also watch
your opponents carefully and
if you think that they have a
"Kent" which their partner
has not noticed, you yell,
"Cut!" on that player. If you
are right, you get a point as
well and there is a new hand
dealt. This leads us to the
illustrious "Cunst!" call. If"
your partner is signaling-
"Kent" and you also know
someone else has "Kent" too,
"Cut" is mixed with "Keiit
!: to
produce Cunst and if it is
right, two points are award-
ed. If any wrong- call is ever
made, the team who called it
loses the point value of the
call. Play to whatever point
value is agreed on at the
beginning' of the game, and a
second deck should be added
if the number of participants
is above 3. Mix well with alco-
hol and/or drags.
How to play Asshole
A staple of university card games
CHRIS CLEMENS
Entertainment Editor
Asshole is the quintessential
card game for people looking
to waste time. It's flexible
because players can come and
leave at any time without
wrecking' the game and sim-
ple enough that even the
heavily intoxicated can par-
ticipate. In short, it's a card
game targeted at high school
and university students.
1. Deal out an entire deck. If
you're playing- with more
than 8 people, you might
want to consider adding a
second or third deck to the
mix,
2. Organize your cards by
rank from low to high. 3 is
the lowest, ace is the highest.
It's good to have doubles or
triples. It's especially good to
have 2's, as they are a kind of
wild card. It's awesome to
have Jokers, which are the
best cards possible.
3. The basic object of the
game is to get rid of all your
cards before everyone else.
You do this by playing a card
higher than the one played
before you. If you don't have
a higher card, you have to
pass and miss out on a
chance to get rid of cards.
4. Someone has to start each
round, which is called "lead-
ing." When you lead, you can
play any single card in your
hand or you can play any
pairs or triples you may
have. Everyone els#*
has to follow by
playing- higher
cards - singles or
singles, pair?
on pairs and so
forth ~ unless
they have to
pass. When. the
round reaches a coint
where nobody else can play
or it comes back to the person
who originally led. the cards
are swept and whoever
played the strongest cards
(i.e. the last person to play)
112ets to lead the next hand.. 2's are special. A single 2
can beat any single card or
any pair, while a pair of 2's
can beat a triple. 2's cannot
beat each other. A Joker is
super-duper special, beating'
any possible hand instantly
and ending the round.
6. The first person to get rid
of all their cards becomes the
next round's president. The
second person out becomes
the vice-president.
Conversely, the last person to
lose their cards becomes the
asshole and the second-last,
person becomes vice-asshole.
At the beginning of the next
hand, the president receives
the asshole's best 2
cards (Jokers, 2's,
3te) in exchange
or any 2 cards in
he president's
land. The vices
do the same, but
with 1 card. The
asshole has to
shuffle and deal but
gets to lead the first
hand of the next round
as a compensation prize.
7. New players entering 1 the
game midway automatically
come in at the asshole posi-
tion, A sequence of cards
(4,5,6,7,8, etc) in a round
that involves all players
means that everyone gets to
throw away a card of their
choice.
And that's about all there is
to it.
RADIO
LAURIER
Top 5 Charts
Top 5 New Artists
Top 5 Punk/Rock Artists
Top 5 Hip Hop Artists
1 — 1
Filthy sexual misogynist Ron Jeremy has the audacity to autograph
this ransom photo of him and two kidnapped WLU students... shame!
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1 n/a 1 Mugshot
Get Well Soon ~~
2 n/a 1 Glory Fades
These Promises are Poirvts of the Past
o n /0 * The Strokes
Room On Fire RCA
4 2 2 Bryson OrangeRecord Label
c p/p. <% Joel Plaskett
Truthfully, Truthfully Maple
«i n/ Q a Blink 1821 fl/d 1
Blink 182 MCA
o n /a Something Corporate
" '
North Drive Thru j
2
240 The Weakerthans
Reconstruction Site Epitaph
4 3 2 Brand New
Deja Entendu Triple Crown
c > * Alexisonfire
Alexisonfire Equal Vision!
y. n /a * Outkast
Speakerboxxx/The Love Below Arista
2 2 2 Rochester
~~
" ~~
Hie Awakening Foundation
3 n /o a The Procussions
As Iron Sharpens Iron Landspeed
4 n/o -i Ugly Duckling Emperor
Taste the Secret Norton
c n /o 'i Grouch and Eligh
No More Greener Grasses Legendary
Cat in the Hat goes Splat
ERIC CHOW
Cord Entertainment
The film Cat in the Hat is
obviously a film adaptation of
a famous Dr. Seuss book of
the same name. It revolves
around two children, Conrad
and Sally Walden, who are
home by themselves with
their pet goldfish when- sur-
prise, surprise- out of
nowhere comes The Cat. who
shows them how to have fun.
The Cat wants them to be less
high-strung and attempts to
achieve this by showing the
magnificence of human cre-
ativity and imagination. But
the problem is that the Cat
goes too far and they must
find a way to get rid of him
and reverse the damages that
the Cat has done before their
mother returns home to
throw a big real-estate social.
Academic Value
The important lesson that
can be drawn from this film
is not the necessity of balance
or American excessiveness
but rather the importance of
filmic adaptation fidelity.
What do I mean by this state-
ment? Dr. Seuss books are
classics and to completely
destroy the integrity of his
books with big'-business
Hollywood film in order to
mooch money from the gen-
eral public seems wrong on
so many levels. There should
be some commitment in
attempting to retain a
greater significance from the
novel. This film, simply put,
is the epitome of why
Hollywood adaptation films
should contain more devotion
to their original source, espe-
cially when their source is so
revered by so many individu-
als.
Who should you see it with?
Mo one... it's probably a better
idea to check out Love
Actually than this film.
My Take
At first glance, this film
seemed like a sleeper hit for
adults. Was I ever mistaken!
The sets were dismal and
seemed poorly constructed.
The houses appear as if they
were made ofStyrofoam were
are about to collapse at any
moment. The colour selection
was awful. In fact, the shades
of green made me want to
vomit. And if you thought
that there was a lot of filler in
academic papers, you haven't
seen Cat in the Hat yet. The
film should have started with
the children being 1 left unat-
tended at home on a rainy
day, but there was so much
useless filler leading- up to
the point where they were
left alone- 20 minutes in fact
- that even the children in
the audience grew restless!
Moreover, the possibility for a
great presentation of the
whimsical feel from Dr.
Seuss' book was completely
shattered with the director's
utter indulgence into the
world of Nickleodeon humor
- from the buckets of gelatin
slime, the cheesy sexual
innuendos and gross humor
(think burps, farts and pee). 1
shouldn't forget about the
ovei'-the-top acting- by Mike
Myers. Unlike Jim Carrey in
The Grinch, Mike Myers is
completely annoying. If I
ever hear another "Oh yeah!"
in my lifetime, it'll be too
soon. As the film was nearing
the halfway point, my senti-
ments were very similar to
the Walden children, in that I
badly wanted the Cat in the
Hat to go away. Had the audi-
ence not been filled with
young children, I would be
hitting myself in the head
with my clipboard until I
became unconscious so that I
wouldn't have to watch
another agonizing second of
this film. To summarize. Cat
in the Hat is simply celluloid
shizzit.
Cheeky Fact
Did you know that Stephen
Baldwin asked his older
brother, Alec Baldwin, what
lie thought about how he did
in Bio-Dome? His response
was that it was the single
most career-ending decision
anyone could ever possibly
make. Did that have any-
thing' to do with Pauly
Shore?
Contributed Photo
Seriously now, who thought that this would actually be a good idea? Evidently Mike Myers...
HEAR
G-Unit is the latest in a
series of unknown groups
who have ascended to the
top of the hip hop world
after one of their members
became
famous. G-
Unit benefits
largely from
the fact that
their front-
man. 50 Cent,
is currently
the hottest rap
act since his
boss, Eminem.
Let's face facts:
among the
n.
members of G-
Unit, 50 Cent is no lyrical
genius and Tony Yayo &
Young Buck are not even
reaching 50's level. While
Lloyd Banks is definitely
capable of delivering some-
thing of substance, he cer-
tainly fails to do so this time
around. Lacking in the
lyrics department. Beg For
Mercy is saved by an overall
This album offers
nothing new...it
was hurried in
order to capitalize
on 50 Cemt's
recent success and
the Christmas rush.
decent standard of produc-
tion,
DJ Hi Tek makes a tri-
umphant return to major
label production with the
opening track, aptly titled
'G-Unit'. A smooth, slow, yet
heavy hitting- beat, it's near-
ly ruined by 50's poor
attempt at a down-south
sped-up flow. Dr. Dre con-
tributes two solid tracks, the
catchy 'Poppin' Them
Thangs' and the captivating
'G'd XJp'. For those expecting
a dark, gritty, street album
from G-Unit, you are in for a
surprise as they have dedi-
cated a large portion of Beg
For Mercy to the ladies.
Needless to say, G-Unit is
neglecting their core audi-
ence by attempting to attain
commercial success with
female record purchasers.
Another issue I had with
Beg For Mercy is its length.
Rarely can a rap album stay
fresh when it gets 15 or 16
cuts deep, let alone 18,
which is the number of
song's oil this album.
Basically, this album
offers nothing new or posi-
tive. The tracks are littered
with tired themes and the
whole album
smacks of
poor effort. It's
possible that
this album
„
was hurried in
order to capi-
talize on 50 s
recent success
as well as the
Christmas
rush. Either
way, it's the
first overly
sloppy and formulaic
release from the Shady
camp. So if you're looking
for an average listen, G-Unit
is" an ideal choice... just
make sure you check your
brain at the door.
AJ lap-ate
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Super
1 Hour Service
Eye Exam
Arranged
[ yourself ]
the post-graduate program in Marketing Management
In just eight months, Humber's program in Marketing Management can
turn your university degree into an effective career strategy. You'll learn
what it takes to impress marketing employers, including advertising,
professional selling, marketing strategy, communications, international
trade, marketing research and more.
Call (416) 675-6622, ext 3207, HUMBER
or e-mail peter.madott@humber.ca The Business School
And thus ends another year of Cord Entertainment.
Muchos gracias to everyone who contributed this semester,
both for writing and production. You are all emo! -Chris
Bricker - Willison - Boockaert - MacHoose - Laurier Place -Waterloo College Hall
Kiog Street Regina - University Place - Clara Conrad - Euler Leopold - Little Hoose
Apply to be a DON-
V J
/\rc you looking to gain some valuable leadership
experience during tjour academic career?
(doming 500n... hiring for
Residence j_jfe
IOO^-OJ
Look for more info in the glass case outside of IE 1 in the new year!
i^l
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Top 5
Albums
...with rocking' double discs,
perfect for hibernating* in
one's room all winter while
drinking bong water:
5. The Who - "Tommy"
4. Jimi Hendrix - "Electric
Ladyland"
3. Led Zeppelin - "Physical
Graffiti"
2. The Rolling Stones -
"Exile on Main Street"
1. The Beatles - White
album
STEFAN SEREDA
...for a saucy all-female res-
idence:
5. Cyndi Lauper - "She's So
Unusual"
4. Spice Girls - "Spice
World"
3. Vitamin C - "Vitamin C"
2. Justin Timberlake -
"Justified"
1. Evanescence - "Fallen"
AMY MALLETT, CONRAD DON
...Primus albums as record-
ed and performed by rock
sensations Primus:
5. Primus - "Animals
Should Not Try to Act Like
People"
4. Primus - "Tales From the
Punch Bowl"
3. Primus - "Pork Soda"
2. Primus - "Brown Album"
1. Primus - "Sailing* the
Seas of Cheese"
CARLY BEATH, PRIMUS HATER
"Cause it feefs fike I've keen, 'I've keen here before
You are not my saviour but rl still don't go
'Feels life something that 'I've done before
1 could fake it but Td still want more
01L" '
Do you know these massively sensual lyrics? Sing- them in the
shower perhaps? Be the first to send an email with the song
and artist name to wluentertainment@vahoo.ca and I'll put
your name in the next issue, plus you'll get a free CD that the
nice record labels haven't been giving- to me!
Last week;
Kris ten Howard, come on down! She was the first to guess
that last week's lyrics were "You're So Last Summer" by
Taking Back Sunday, the mic-swinging phenoms. Oh that
crazy Radio Laurier crowd...and that's all I have to say.
- C firis, iEntertainment
>Jersey: Nov. 27 @ Waterloo Memorial Rec.
>Big* Sugar: Nov. 29 @ Fed Hall (Waterloo)
>Bruce Cockburn: Dec. 4 @ River Run Centre
>Gob: Dee, 14 @ Trasheteria (Guelph)
Bonus Mini Concert Review
Primus in Montreal
The Primus concert in Montreal on Saturday was most defi-
nitely worth the $18 scalper surcharge on the tickets. So
much greatness and insanity has never been witnessed at one
show. The band played two sets which included treats such as
strange homemade instruments, mind-boggling bass lines, a
drum solo that actually fooled us into thinking other instru-
ments were involved and the super guitar skills and hotness
of my guitar idol Ler Lalonde. All of this was nicely compli-
mented by numerous funny getups including a judge's outfit,
GWB masks, and an army helmet with lights on it. The amaz-
ing music and general hilarity made this one of the most
memorable concerts I've ever seen.
SUPERFAN CARLY BEATH
You're going places.
Go Greyhound™ I
STUDENT FRIENDLY FARES
You're going places in life, but right now you're
just going home for a break. With thousands of
destinations and great everyday low fares, Greyhound
gives you the freedom to go more places more often.
FROM KITCHENER* (°ne way plus gst>
GUELPH $ 565 PETERBOROUGH $2550
OTTAWA $5700 TORONTO $1250
BELLEVILLE $30 50 SUDBURY $5700
*Valid Student ID required. Call us for more details.
tForlocal info contact:15 Charles Street West(519) 585-2370 QREYHOUN:
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Education discounts for holiday shoppers.
Put Apple on your gift-giving—or receiving—list this holiday season.
And get the break you need using Apple's ongoing, exclusive faculty and student discount.
With iPod an entire digital music collection can hit the road. All-new iSight makes live video
chats with friends, family, and colleagues a crystal-clear reality. And leading a digital lifestyle
is easier than ever with a Mac portable or desktop computer. Compatible with Windows
and loaded with everything you need.
Visit the online store for Higher Education Individuals for a winter break on holiday gifts from Apple.
* Terms and conditions apply. Not available in Quebec. See www.apple.ca/winterbreak for details.TM and © 2003 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights rserved. L300421A-CE
I for the 2004/2005 school year, I
I Ezra Place St Hazel Place I
I Studenthouses.ca raises the bar, I
I and presents 2 brand new locations I
I • brand new 4Ex 5 bedroom suites I
I • great location (from 350 feet to campus) I
I • large common areas and bedrooms I
I • free in suite laundry I
I • dishwasher I
I • high speed internet/cable in each bedroom I
I • kitchen - open concept, ceramics, breakfast bar I
I • new appliances I
I • high efficiency gas furnace I
I • air conditioning I
I • 2 full bathrooms with ceramics in each unit I
I •on site 24 hour property management I
I • free parking I
I • first come first serve...limited number ofsuites I
I student living the way it should be... I
\ studentTT Rf?IIIRTS EOT I
I houses .v.<l KfrKVin I
I QUALITY STUDENT RENTALS |
Arts
photos. clublaurier. ca
contestwinners
ASHLEY MACARTHUR
The winner... this photo was shot in a series of emulations of Herb Ritts photographs for a term project this past year.
Ilford FP-400 film was used and the subject was shot with a shutter speed of 80 at 1/60. Studio lighting was also used
and I hand-developed the print in a darkroom.
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Wer war Mozart-what? who?
Laurier's German Drama group devotes a play to
uncovering the secret sides of Mozart's genius...
THOMAS THOMPSON
Special Projects Editor
MICHAEL HOLMES
Cord Arts
Whether you are a connois-
seur of classical music or just
a young: child, you have most
likely already been exposed
to the genius who was
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.
His talent was extraordinary,
and the scope of his work
enormous. His musical tal-
ents ranged from soul-inspir-
ing pieces like the "Requiem
in U minor" to fun loving
melodies such as the one that
accompanies the lyrics of
"Twinkle Twinkle Little Star."
While he is famed and
revered for his talent, there is
a lot of speculation about who
Mozart really was.
Discovering the secret of his
identity was the premise
behind this weekend's pres-
entation of "Wer war
Mozart?" (Who was Mozart)
by the Laurier's German
Drama Group. The produc-
tion was sponsored by the
Consulate General of the
Federal Republic of Germany,
and the Austrian Cultural
Forum.
The performance was
divided into four parts, three
covering different aspects of
Mozart's personality:
"Dramatic Mozart," "Joker
Mozart," "Romantic Mozart"
and lastly, "Our Mozart" that
dealt with his modern-day
interpretations. There were
two things that struck me
immediately about this per-
formance: firstly, a large
number of the male roles
were being played by female
actors, (no big deal), and sec-
ondly, the entire performance
was going to be in German
(hmm....). Because of the lat-
ter, I was a little squeamish
about sticking around. At
best, I have a very rudimen-
tary vocabulary in this lan-
guage.
"Dramatic Mozart" was
based upon Peter Shaffer's
Amadeus. This act was thor-
oughly enjoyable, and the
easiest of the four parts to
follow. The premise of this
act was based on the confes-
sion of Mozarts greatest
rival, Antonio Salieri. who
had conspired to drive
Mozart to his grave a mad-
man. Throughout this scene
there was a temperamental
and passionate love por-
trayed between Mozart and
his wife Constanze. In the
first scene during one of
their love games, Mozart
insists that his wife punish
him because he has scolded
her by spanking him with a
stick while on all fours. The
darker premise of this scene
is that Salieri has learned
that Mozart is almost bank-
rupt.
At the end of the
performance, the
question remained:
who was Mozart?
Salieri makes arrange-
ments with a patron to
secretly commission Mozart
to write a requiem for the
patron's dead wife. A masked
messenger delivers the com-
mission that would later
become the famous Requiem
in D minor. The commission
is the last scene of this act.
and is one of the most mov-
ing of the performance. With
the Requiem playing in the
background, Constanze con-
soles Mozart, who is trying to
finish the piece on his
deathbed; as she speaks to
him he passes away: "Mozart
ist tot."
"Joker Mozart: Brief ans
Basle Hasle (letter to Cousin
Bunny) was the hardest to
follow since the entire scene
is based upon a witty comical
letter that Mozart wrote to
his cousin. It was pure dia-
logue, but based on the
laughs of some of the audi-
ence members it must have
been clever and witty. I will
never know.
Romantic Mozart was
excerpted from Eduard
Morike's Mozart on his way
to Prague. The basic premise
is that Mozart is on his way
to Prague for the opening of
his opera. Don Giovanni when
along the way they are invit-
ed to visit the castle of a local
noble family.
The highlight of this act
was that Thomas Leslie
(Mozart) and Andrea
Naccarato (Eugenie) sang
parts of this opera.
The language barrier once
again hindered me in the
final act of the performance.
In this act all three players of
the evening come out to be
inspected in order to see who
is the real Mozart? After
going through a series of
tests involving the pulling of
hair and trying to fit into
Mozart's shoe by each player
and they all fail. So, both the
audience and the testers are
left with the ultimate ques-
tion: who was Mozart?
Fr Ittrs f hig'g'
Fr Ittrs £ lng-g-
hv gn wy.
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Contributed Photo
Mozart composing Requiem in D minor on his deathbed; note: this
is not WLU's German Drama Group performing here...
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Courses cover;
P An introduction to the principles of fi&W
|il itrtug i apl ty
(& 1 low to develop your own B&W negatives
How to use a darkroom to print- your own
li&W JJIioLOS
llow to use Fholoahop lo cnhancc your pictures
hticJ c.vt:n m|c3 colour!
Cos: erf coui's-e varies IVoui 525-535.. to sign up or for juore
inffisfii'iflr!;ni emnil inwlufip.DOlll
4>Fast-track Your Career this Winter! Sheridan
Special February 2 Start # Computer Science Technology ■K. 1
• Architectural Technology • Crafts and Design -k * '#• 3
• Art Fundamentals * Police Foundations
• Bachelor of Applied Information Sciences • Registered Nurse Refresher* (March start) ""
(Information Systems Security) • Telecommunications Technology JT,
• Animal Care • General Arts and Science
• Computer Animation* • Information Technologies Support Services
• Cosmetic Techniques and Management • Quality Assurance Manufacturing and
www.sheridaninstitute.ca
'
?
Experience Exceptional Opportunities at Sheridan!
Receive a Calendar e: sheridan@data-media-inc.com t: 416-657-2015
(information systems . J|
Sheridan College Institute of Technology and Advanced Learning, 1430 Trafalgar Road, Oakville, ON L6H 2LI 905-845-9430 www.sheridaninstitute.ca
Miiwrn$mituT" i-'iyifittß
From
V $23?
R iff 'Roundtrip transport via motorcoach
|| II *2 nights downtown accommodation
•Barhop bracelets at reduced cost
«
| Y 'Optional New Years Party tickets
**
* Visit Travel CUTS for more details and
other greatNew Years ideas!
I
::TRAVELCUTS
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY
Fred Nichols Campus Centre, 3rd Floor
I 886-8228
\ www.travelcuts.com /
Some restrictions apply; see travel consultant for full details. Prices exclude taxes and fees and are subject to change.
Franklin + LSFL = happy kids!!!
Can you say big plush turtle? Everybody's favourite
Franklin makes a special literary appeance
JON BOOREN
Staff Writer
I check the clock above the
vending machines on the far
side of the concourse: 10:36
a.m. LSFL. you know how to
build the suspense. In front
of the Radio Laurier DJ
booth, children are sitting
with parents, and volunteers
are reading' or being read to.
The railing's outside the
HUB are draped with green
streamers and green helium
balloons sway in the radia-
tor's breeze. The young ones
have painted faces and seem
to be waiting for someone.
This can only mean one
thing...
It's Laurier Students For
Literacy's special day for
their annual guest appear-
ance. This year's literary-
celebrity is... (drum-roll
please)... Franklin the Turtle.
Penned by Paillette
Bourgeois. Franklin is
known for starring in the
seemingly related but inde-
pendent books, Franklin's
New Friend, Franklin Is
Bossy and Franklin Says
Sorry to name a few. He has
yet to arrive.
Before he does, though,
there is some unforeseen
action. Here is the sidebar to
the scheduled events: A few
volunteers wearing green are
gathered together. I can read
lips. Volunteer 1- "danger."
Volunteer 2- "danger, dan-
ger." Volunteer 3- "I know."
Volunteer 4- "elephant shoe."
Volunteer 2- "I know, dan-
ger," They turn in unison
and look directly at me. I dig*
into my bag and produce a
textbook looking- back like
I'm just here to read. Lips,
that is. I laugh... (suckers).
They join another group
of green-clad volunteers by
The Second Cup. helping- cut
and fold green construction
paper into four sectioned
strips. A camera flashes.
The railings
outside the HUB
are draped with
green streamers-
this can only mean
one thing...
Emerging from the book-
store, Franklin lias a female
volunteer on each arm. What
an entrance. Children stare,
then yell. Gradually they
move towards the giant turtle
with their parents. Some are
a' bit apprehensive and need
some coaxing-, but they seem
to be having- a good time. I
probably would have been
seared of this guy when I was
a kid. He has reddish eyes
and must seem to them, like
he's fifteen feet tall.
I think I read one of his
books when I was a kid:
Franklin Loses His Shell, or
something like that.
Franklin only has a shell and
a hat to wear to begin with. Is
it such a good thing that he
loses one of his two key char-
acteristics? What was the
moral of that story? Hmm...
he may have lost his blanket
or stuffed dog... I think I was
just disturbed that he could
come out of his shell and not
die. It was so contradictory to
what I learned at the Terra
Cotta Conservation Area. But
I digress; the moral was that
Franklin stopped being so
scared, so he could stop
retreating into his shell. Ah,
timeless.
The kids are really having-
fun now. Some are howling
like wolves and growling like
bears. Crazy mini-humans.
Franklin has parked himself
on a chair, where parents
approach him with their chil-
dren for photos. Upon closer
inspection, those four section
green strips of construction
paper have been cut in two
and. are being used as "books"
to hold Polaroid pictures
taken by an LSFL member.
Crafty.
I hear crying. Good! Wait-
not that I generally like cry-
ing-. I'm. just glad I'm not the
only one who is afraid of
thing's tall, plush and mov-
ing. Oh wait... the cryer's dad
is on the case: turns out his
child has been crying out of
excitement and not fear.
Sigh. So I am alone.
I've been here for about an
hour and a bit. I'm going to
leave before Franklin does- to
avoid genuine crying. I was
sort of hoping to see him
dance before I left, though. I
think if I wrote .a children's
book I would dress up as the
character and dance in public
a 10t... because why not
right? Hats off to LSFL- you
know how to throw a party.
LSFL
Franklin makes friends with a butterfly and Spiderman himself-
definitely making him everyone's favourite literary turtle
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What's a company's greatest resource?
People.
Begin a new career with Humber's 8-month
post-graduate certificate program in
Human Resources
Organizations of all types and sizes acknowledge that their most
valuable asset is their employees. As a result, there's a high demand
for professionals trained in the management of people. Humber can
give you the skills you need, and prepare you for professional
designation/accreditation by the Human Resource Professionals
Association of Ontario (HRPAO). JW**
Call (416) 675-6622, ext 3381, fjj HUMBER
or e-mail graeme.simpson@humber.ca The Business School
' FREE ]
glasses or contacts... Buy ONE Getdetails in store,
.
r —— 1 ONE FREE!
EYEGLASSES OR CONTACTS
Buy one complete pair of eye-
glasses or soft contact lenses at
II ' regular price, and get a secondm ' * pair ___
One Hour service on most
■ glasses and contact ienses.
150 University Ave. W.
IfiirJfffK 4111 Li Campus Court Plaza,
■ (corner of Philip and University)
MhhHl r
Expires: December 31, 2003
Wilfrid laurier University
Student Publications
You provide the mind
We'll provide the knowledge
The Cord Weekly
bluprint
WLU MAGAZINE
WLU'eV Pay Planner
Keystone
Yearbook Tfe WaterCoo (Review
The Sputnik (Brantford Campus Newspaper)
3rd floor of the Fred Nichols Campus Centre
884-0710 ext. 3564
info@wlusp.com
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replaced, or a patch put on your ever at what you do best. I love tak - you're no longer better than
Teach English Overseas favourite pants? Call and make an Sony Vaio Laptop ing your pictures and adjusting theirs. You're losing your flava
Jobs $$ Guaranteed-Great Pay. appointment with Stephanie
@ Pre-owned condition /15"XGA TFT them manually. Was thatyou I saw milkshake...you're LOSING it. Oh
TESOL Certified 5 days in-class 497-5323. Most alterations Screen 800 MGz/Processor, on Saturday night? Will you many milkshake, I hope you regain your
(Dec 17-21). on-line or by corre- returned within four days Ethernet compatible, 128 MB me? We can always makeout flava. There was a time when you
spondence. FREE Information RAM. 10 GB Hard Drive/Comes in stead. The offer is on the table. were so tasty.
Seminar Nov. 13 @ 7pm Guelph: with extra battery speakers xoxo Sugar Milkshake Shaker
Ramada Hotel and Conference $1250.00 (O.B.O.) _
Center, 716 Gordon Str. FREE
mmm* Call Paul (519) 886-6394 112 \
INFOPACK: SUN TRAVEL DEALS KlSpmSl
l-888-270-2941 orglobaltesol.com Reading Week (Feb) to Cancun, Poinsettia Sale! 3f*Cf Finn* r-Acapulco, Cuba, Dominican etc or Order a poinsettia and support ki* .
Christmas Gift Wrappers Montreal at New Year's. Book Now the Special Needs Office. Many ™'CmO/s Crlm^
Creative individuals. Locations - nd S^ve!! student Travel sizes and colours to choose from. .. "PUS Centra
Downtown Toronto, North York, Specialists! Guaranteed lowest Prices vary. Order until Friday, HeUrCU ttCfS
"
Richmond Hill Thornhill price www.Rooms2party.com. November 28 at noon. Pick up on
Mississauga. Managers to Thames Travel (Todd) 1-800-962- Monday, December Ist from 11- All 'Bed Head' products ~s2 off
$9.75/hour + bonuses. Wrappers 8262 Ipni in the Concourse. For infor- American Crew gift packs
to $17.75/hour. Full/Part-time. mation. contact Jessica at ext. Montinn arl fnr $1 00 nff hairmtc
December 1-24 416-533-9727 READING WEEK GETAWAYS 2715 or jhymmen@wlu.ca
e tio d to 3»1.00 Off ircuts
Daytona Beach from $99.00/pe- mmgmmmmmm 10% of all colours/highlights (reg $40+/Chunks $6+each)
Part-Time Work son! Acapulco from $ 1199.00/pe- I > (Laurier OnM
Paid part-time support worker son. all .nclusive! Plus more great V ILaurier uniyj j
positions available in various resi- specials! Stop by Travel Cuts and
dential settings for individuals with see Marci in the Fred Nichols Just Turned 19? s
—
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developmental challenges. Every mP u® Ceno
tre ' 3rd Floor or call Do you like free stuff? Log on to / m 9M| W IB \
second weekend and/or relief 886-8228 x 212 www.ofage.com lor your free birth-
~
hours. Generally Bor 12 hour day Ix>g on today! Enter flBP; 'wm gry-aajrrr---=- lim-- r-
shifts. Experience an asset. Send Montreal @ New Years Contest Code 200006.
resume to Don Mader c/o K-W Downtown Hotel and Bus. Dec ■lillMiyi«>llli
Habilitation Services, 108 Sydney ?OJa"l-FromS'139/Qv«ad-"otel j.p.h. www.opticalillusionsinc.ca
Street South Kitchener. ON. N2G Irom $69. Book Now and SAVE. G.T.A.I .F.A.J.P. ,
2V2 BAR HOP Dec. 30th. Guaranteed T.T.T.8.0.160.K.5. JgpSßi\ |§P Better GIaSSeS,
Minimum 8 month committment kwest Priee. Book Friends GO C.H. & M.W. Jftk. , Better ServiceFREE!! www.Roorns2Party.com M DCli o r it ,
Need a DJ! Thames Travel (Todd) 1-800-962- Minicrush, Better Vsllie
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New Year's Eve in K/W. Own music situation is. I may have to : '*• VValGrlOO
and equipment preferred. Please seek out new able bodies.
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888-0411 J
call Kathleen at work to discuss. Minicrusher \ y
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For Rent
4 month lease - 141 MacGregor
| Opportunities Les possibilites
Rent per month $275.00 all inclu- I ■ ■ ■ - ■ m -- — ■
112!! I make all the font toute la
I difference difference
Local Rent Search Site. Many
places 4U 2 View. "*W
.
„
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4 Month Winter Lease '0 j: gif',
$375 + utilities, 12 minute walk to
WLU. One bedroom, 2 bathrooms, M JR
3 cheery 4th year girls for room-
Pursuing your MSW? a career Vous etudiez en vue d'une mattrise en
2655 Carrie. with a difference as a Canadian service social (MSS)? Une carriere
Forces Social Worker can differente en travail social dans les
.
benefit you—and those who Forces canadiennes pourrait vous
Just Turned ig? need your care! profiter, ainsi qu'aux gens qui ont
bixlh- We offer full
" time Positions for MSW graduates. If you beSOin de VOtre aide!
day gift! Log on today! Enter have your BSW, we can even pay for you to complete your Nqus Qffrons aux dgtenteurs d .une MSS un emp|oi k plein temps Sj VQUS
Contest Code 200006. master's degree. After graduation, you'll earn a competi- avez yn bacca(aureat en service social, nous pouvons meme vous payer
tive salary with great benefits while you contribute to the pour terminerVQtre maJtrjse Apr6s yos 6tudeSi
CarlM ' ' ' S °aP morale and well "be 'n9 of military personnel and vous recevfez un sa|aire concurrentjel et<UVIU 6 their families
Correspondence/self study pro- des avantages appreciables, tout en m
gram single-subject seminars on To learn about all the opportunities available, contact contribuant au moral et au bien-etre du ||P u
weekends. Study packages for us todav personnel militaire et de leurs families.
MCAT, DAT, OAT, PCAT Complete Dsets of notes and practice tests Pour obtenir de plus amP,es ren seigne- .« ; «
with detailed answer keys For ments, veuillez communiquer avec ||;
detailed Information about each nous des aujourd'hui.
ping charges, refund policy tmd
detailed information about study
packages please visit website Strong. Proud. Today's Canadian Forces.
freeatT- 1 A^kfe- 1011 Decouvrez vos forces dans les Forces canadiennes.Dave
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DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE. CALL 1-888-TAXIGUY. 1-888 TAXIGUY-
